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HOMECOMING QUEEN FINALISTS — One of these five coeds will be crowned Homecoming Queen at Murray
State University in ceremonies prior to the game in Roy Stewart Stadium on the campus on Saturday, Oct. 27. The
finalists (from left, front) are: loAnn Toms, Hopkinsville Route 1 junior; Lisa Ann Hamby, Owensboro Route 2
senior; and (back) Lisa Ann Baker, Frankfort junior; Yvette Renee Payne, loppa, Ill., sophomore; and Desiree Francis
Owen, Kuttawa Route 2 sophomore. The winner will be chosen by the student body on Oct. 24 from among the
five finalists. (Photo By Barry Johnson)
Crowning Of Queen To Highlight
MSLi's Homecoming Activities
A highlight of Homecoming activities
at Murray State University on Satur-
day, Oct. 27, will be the crowning of one
of five finalists as the 1979 Homecoming
Queen.
Chosen from among 53 candidates
nominated by campus organizations for
the honor are: LLsa Anne Baker,
Frankfort junior; Lisa Ann Hamby,
Owensboro Route 2 senior; Desiree
Francis Owen, Kuttawa Route z
sophomore; Yvette Renee Payne,
Joppa, Ill., sophomore; and JoAnn
Toms, Hopitinsville Route 1 junior.
The winner, to be chosen by the
student body Wednesday, Oct. 24, will
be crowned in pre-game ceremonies to
begin at 1:30 p.m. in Roy Stewart
Stadium before the 2 p.m. kickoff to the
football game between Murray State
and Eastern Kentucky University.
Miss Baker, 20-year-old daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Baker,
represents the Parks and Recreation
Society. She is 5-9 and weighs 127
pounds, with light brown hair and blue
eyes. Her major is rehabilitation.
The third runnerup in the 1979 Miss
Murray State Pageant, Miss Baker also
had a major role in the 1979 version of
"Campus Lights." She is a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta and Gamma Beta
Phi honor societies and serves as
treasurer of the Recreation Club. Miss
Baker is a member of the
Rehabilitation Club and a former
member of the women's cross-country
team.
Miss Hamby, a home economics
major, is sponsored by the Home
Economics Club. The 21-year-old
Grand Jury Resumes
Carroll Investigation
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -- A special
federal grand jury investigating
alleged wrongdoing in state govern-
ment circles resumed its probe today
after hearing from two of Gov. Julian
Carron's children and a former top aide
to the governor.
Patrice Carroll, n, and Kenneth
Carroll, 24, spent about 25 minutes with
the special panel Wednesday. Grand
jury proceedings take place behind
closed doors.
Both declined to answer reporters'
questions after their appearance.
The Carroll children were reportedly
subpoenaed by the grand jury in con-
nection with $500 monthly checks they
were receiving from an Illinois com-
pany owned by Lexington businessman
W.B. Terry. 0
Terry, head of Blue Grass Coca-Cola
Bottling Co. here, said earlier this year
that the checks represented a return on
an investment Carroll made in a Long
John Silver's restaurant in Marion, ill.,
which Terry's company leased from the
Carroll children.
Terry has done business with the
state and last year was named to the
University of Kentucky board of
trustees by Carroll. -
Terry has reportedly been sub-
poenaed by the grand jury, but ap-
parently did not testify Wednesday.
Former Kentucky Cabinet Secretary
James E. Gray was one of the first
witnesses called by the jury after it
returned from a recess of nearly three
weeks.
Gray declined comment after a brief
appearance before the special panel.
However, the jury — as part of its
Investigation of insurance contracts let
by the state — has been looking into a
corporation tormerly headed by Gray
which reportedly shared commissions
from state contracts.
Gray, Carroll's top aide until his
resignation last summer, served as
president of the corporation, Seton
Investments Inc., incorporated in 1975.
The jury is reportedly trying to
determine whether any private in-
dividuals or public officials received
parts of commissions paid to insurance
agents on state contracts.
Other witnesses Wednesday included
former state Insurance Commissioner
Robert Preston, now a vice president of
Kentucky Central Insurance Co. in
Lexington.
Preston, who was insurance corn-
misioner from 1967 to 1971 under former
Govs. Edward Breathitt and Louie
Nunn, said he didn't know anything
about commission sharing, though he
said he assumes it is legal under
Kentucky law.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar L.
Hamby has blonde hair and blue eyes.
She is 5-51/2 and weighs 133 pounds. Her
campus activities include social
chairman of the Baptist Student Union,
treasurer otthe Home Economics Club,
vice-president of Kappa Omicron Phi
home economics society, and Kappa
Delta Pi education society.
Miss Owen, 19, is a radio-television
malor sponsored in the competition by
Delta Sigma Phi social fraternity. The
brown-haired, blue-eyed daughter of
Mr. and Mr& Thomas H. Owen is 5-9
and weighs 125 pounds. She is a
member of Gamma Beta Phi and the
MSU-TV Newstream staff and an of-
ficer in the Young Democrats on the
campus. Miss Owen is also the Delta
Sigma Phi Sweetheart.
Miss Payne represents the Murray
State Forensic Union. She is the 19-
year-old daughter of George Lee
Payne. A business education major, she
has brown eyes and dark brown hair
and is 5-9 and weighs 135 pounds. In
addition to membership in the
Forensics Union, she is a member of
the debate team, Gamma Beta Phi, and
minority awareness chairperson of the
Student Activities Board.
Miss Toms is a marketing major and
represents Pi Kappa Alpha social
fraternity. She is 5-5 and weighs 116
pounds and has black hair and brown
eyes. The 20-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. E. Toms is a member of
Gamma Beta Phi, the Marketing Club,
and Phi Beta Lambda business
fraternity. She is also a member of
Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority.
The winner will be crowned by
Ranona Ligon Bowers of Columbus,
Ohio, the 1978 Homecoming Queen.
Jaycees, Woman's Club
To Host Halloween Show
The Murray Jaycees and the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club have joined forces this year in
preparing for their production of an
Enchanted Forest and Kamivil to be
held at the Jaycee Fairgrounds, High-
way 121 North, on Oct. 29, 30, and 31,
from 6 to 9 p.m. nightly.
Chairpersons for the two
organizations are Susie Malone, Flora
Sautel, Vikki Starks, Ted Delaney, Joe
Kelso, and Jerry McCoy.
Each evening from 6 to 8 p.m., per-
sons can visit the Karnivil Midway for
snacks and games, such as the Bottle
Toss, Dart Throw, Milkcan Toss, Apple-
bobbing, and Cupcake Walk. Three new
attractions, the Haystack, Tooth Fairy
Booth, and a Make-Up Booth have been
added.
The Talking Pumpkin will be
featured in his pumpkin patch where
persons may talk with him, and for a
dollar can have their photograph taken
with the Talking Pumpkin. 'Photos can
be made after creating a painted face
at the Make-Up Booth.
Thrills and chills will be featured for
those entering the Enchanted Forest
where the Werewolf, Gorilla, Swamp
Monster, Mummy, and others come to
life to haunt the night, a spokesman
said. A train ride for this feature will
cost fifty cents, and all children under
seven must be accompanied by an
adult.
The Kappa Department proceeds will
go to the new Calloway County Middle
School library for reference books.
Jaycee proceeds will go into their
general projects fund to continue the
Christmas toys for children and other
projects during the year.
The public is invited to attend. Hot
dogs, soft drinks, cookies, and popcorn
will be sold nightly.
Characters from the event will be
featured in the Murray State University
Homecoming Parade on Oct. 27.
Ambulance Service
To Be Discussed At
Hospital Meeting
Discussion of a city.-county am-
bulance service will highlight tonight's
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
'Board meeting, scheduled for 7 p.m
Other items on the agenda include
discussion of hospital rates, bids for
landscaping and_ progress reports on
construction, according to Stuart
Poston, hospital administrator.
Totaling $241.1 Million




BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — The
state Council on Higher Education has
put the brakes on construction at state-
supported universities, turning down
$241.1 million worth of proposed
building projects.
The council Wednesday followed its
finance committee's recommendation
that it approve only projects already
under construction.
It decided, however, that a new
University of Kentucky primary-care
teaching and research building and a
University of Louisville law school
expansion — though not actually under
construction — were far enough along
in planning and preparation that it
would be more costly to halt them than
approve them. The building would be
part of the teaching college of medicine
at UK, officials said, offering primary
care.
UK President Otis Singletary told the
council the $12.5 million primary care
building is de;perately needed and has
already been approved in two General
Assembly sessions.
"But the money has somehow
disappeared," he said.
The projects approved Wednesday —
totaling $84.8 million — are all at UK, U
of L, and Northern Kentucky Univer-
sity, a relatively new school the council
felt needed more facilities.
Projects approved by the council go
today's index  














Mostly sunny and warm today.
Partly sunny and breezy Friday.
Highs both days upper 70s to
lower 80s. Fair and mild tonight.
Lows mid to upper 50s.
Kentucky Extended Forecaet
Saturday through Monday:
Clear to partly cloudy skies with
mild temperatures.
to the governor for inclusion in his
budget requests to the 1980 Legislature,
which has the final say on the
proposals.
If approved by the Legislature, they
will be financed through revenue bonds
and will require appropriations of $4.4
million for debt service in the next
fiscal year and $1.9 million the
following fiscal year.
A subcommittee of the council's
finance committee had rejected the UK
primary-care building and some
Northern Kentucky University
projects, and Murray State University
President Constantine Curris made a
motion that the subcommittee
recommendations be accepted rather
than the finance committee's.
That also would have ruled out the U
of L law school expansion because the
subcommittee said it was technically
not under construction and voted fund
only buildings under construction.
However, U of L President James
Miller told the council that two stages of
- the project — demolition of an old
building and site preparation — already
were complete and the project was
ready for bidding.
If it is not approved, he said, "We will
le left with a hole in the ground."
Members stressed that the council is
halting wide-scale campus building
despite the defeat of Curds' motion.
And Singletary called that "one of the
most significant things the council has
done in a long time ... It has deleted
nearly a quarter of a billion dollars in
building projects. While some are
needed, this just had to be done."
Louisville attorney Lawrence Forgy,
council member and vocal critic of
capital construction, said he was
troubled by the projects that were
approved.
"We have reached the point that
further capital construction by this
(higher education) system will be
counterproductive to the health of the
system," he said.
"I don't think what we're voting on
today will destroy the system, but I
believe if we continue constructing
buildings the way we have in the past it
will have profound negative effect."
Lexington attorney Jackson White
said the council has stopped the "river
of building, at least long enough so the
council can assess it on a systemwide
basis and capital construction can be
viewed in a more reasonable manner in
the future."
Projects approved by the council
included:
—A $14.9 million library, $9.8 million
arts complex, .$8.9 million science
complex, $5.9 mithon law school ex-
pansion and $5.5 million social science
complex at the U of L.
—A $9.3 academic, health and
physical education building, $2.7
million power plant expansion and $1.5
minion natural science building at
NorVern Kentucky University.
Among the major projects rejected
were:
—A $12 million continuing education
center, a $10 million life science library
and a $6.1 million earth science building
at UK. ̀
—A $14.9 million arts complex second
phase and an $11 million science
complex second phase at the U of L.
—A $12.6 million classroom building
at Northern Kentucky University.
—A $7.5 million library building and
$6 million renovation of a science
building at Kentucky State University.
—A $7 million library at Western
Kentucky University.
—A $5 million field house at Eastern
Kentucky Unversity.
The missing $500,000 allocated to
provide furnishings for the new MSU •
Student Center was not discussed at the
eheeting, Curtis said. He added the
matter curreklY is being handled by




Students in the Murray City Schools
will be dismissed early on Monday, Oct.
22. Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools will dismiss at 12:30 p.m., and
Murray Middle School and Murray
High School students will be dismissed
at 1 p.m.
Buses will run their regular routes on
a revised schedule.
All teachers will attend an in-service
program presented by Dr. Edward C.
Frierson of Nashville.
Public Hearing To
Be Held Tonight On
Rezoning Parker Lot
A public hearing on the rezoning of a
lot owned by Parker Ford Inc. at 703 W.
Main -st. will be held at 7 p.m. tonight al
City Hall.
The request presented to the Murray
Planning Commission calls for the lot to
be rezoned from P.O., professional
office, to B-3, commercial building.
J.C. Penney Company To Open
Store In New Shopping Center
The J.C. Penney Company will open
one of its soft line stores in the new
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center located
in Murray according to an an-
nouncement made today.
The J.C. Penney store joins K-Mart
as a major department store in this new
shopping center. The center, located at
the southwest corner of U.S. 641 and the
Kentucky 121 Bypass, will be a total of
123,916 square feet. It will feature the
new 34,364 square foot J.C. Penney soft
line store, the 55,552 square foot K-Mart
and approximately 15 specialty retail
stores to occupy up to 34,000 square
feet.
The J. C. Penney Company was
founded in 1902 and has grown to be a
nut)or retailer engaged in marketing
consumer merchandise and services.
blymons%
Today the company's operations in-
clude J. C. Penney full line and soft line
stores, The Treasury stores, drug
stores, supermarkets and catalog sales
centers located in stores operated by
the company. Along with the domestic
stores operated by J. C. Penney are
several European stores as well. The
company also markets life and health
insurance and automobile .and
homeowner casualty insurance in the
United States through subsidiary in-
surance companies.
The Development Group, Inc.,
developers of the Murray, project, is
co-owned by Richard Roland and Brian
McCarthy. Their company is dedicated
to every aspect of quality because they
feel the community deserves the best
and most attractive possible shopping
facility, they said. The company
develops, constructs, manages and
retains an ownership position in all of
its projects in order to maintain this
quality.
"The J.C. Penney Company and the
K-Mart Corporation' have built their
Impeccable reputations by providing
quality merchandise at competitive
prices," development group
spokesman said. "They have both
joined Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
because the importance of quality
merchandise and competitive prices
will be the main-stay of The Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center.
K-Mart opened on Jusie 21, 1979, with
the specialty shops to follow in the early
summer of 1980. J.C. Penney is
scheduled to open in mid-summer of
1900.
NEW PENNEY STORE — This architect's concept shows the way the new J.C. Penney Company store in Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center will look. The 34,364 square foot Penney's is being-built north of the present K-Mart location.
A 34,000 square foot section, located between Penneys and K-Mart, will provide room for approximately 15
specialty shops in the center. -
ft•
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Events Listed For Community Calehdar
Thursday.  Oct. 18
Tov, n and Country
Homemakers Club 14111 meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. James Lawson, 1707
Johnson Boulevard.
• Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with
the officers to meet at 7 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Friends of the Library
Organization will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library with the program to
be presented by Ruth Howard,
French %teacher at Murray
High School.
Thursday. Oct. 18
Baptist Young Women of
First Church will meet with
Mrs. Richard Crouch at 7 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Jazz Band I will, present an
outdoor concert near Hart
Hall. Murray State Univer-
Mty, from 12:30 to 1:30p.m.
The regular clinic at the
Calloway County Health
Center will not be held today.
Events in Land Between theEpsilon Sigma Alpha Lakes will include Makin'Sorority will have a HalloW6as-namolasses from 9:30 a.m. to 3party at the home of Jean
Fleming at 7 p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.. . .
' Murray Boliness and
Professional'NNien's Club is
schedule:00 meet at 6:30 p.m.





p.m. at Empire Farm, and
Quilting Bee from 1 to 4 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
" East Calloway Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club





Alumni and Friends in con-
junction with other activities
of the day will be from 9:30 to
11 a.m. at the high school
cafeteria.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Makin'
Molasses from 9:30 a.m. to 3
pm. at Empire Farm, and
Quilting Bee from 1 to 4 p.m.
at The Homeplace-I850.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
• Community Center.
Friday. Oct. 19
Murray High will play Todd
County in its homecoming
football game at Ty Holland
Stadium at 8 p.m.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Jazz Band II will present
concert at the Murray State
University Theatre at 8:15
p.m.
Science Seminars conducted
by Dr. Malcolm Chrishohn,
Indiana University, will be at
3:30 p.m. in Room 312, Black-
burn Science Building.
Murray State University.
The Murray State Racer
Men's Cross Country Tear:
will host SoutheastMissoun
State in a 5-mije run at the
Murray Country Club
beginning at 3:30 p.m.
International tea for .all
foreign students at Murray
State University will be held
at the Baptist Student Union
building at 6: 30 p.m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at Columbus
Belmont State Park for the
monthly campout with a chili
supper scheduled Saturday
evening at the campsite of
Grover and Doris Burkett,
, wagonmasters.
Aurora Country Festival
will open at 8 p.m. with music
by the Country Trend at the
Wishing Well parking area.
















































P. N. HIRSCH & CO. kikihil
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday
Saturday. Oct. 20 -
Pancake breakfast will be
held from 6 a.m. to 12 noon at
the Masonic Hall, Highway 121
North, sponsored by Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star. The public is,
invited.
Rock-A-Thon, fund raising
event sponsored by Murray
Sub-District United Methodist
Youth Fellowship, will be held




featuring The Tucker Girls
and The Kings Sons will be
held at 7 p.m. at the Dexter-
Hardin United Methodist
Church.
Skating party, sponsored by
Southwest 4-H Club for the
benefit of the Arthritis Fund,
' will be held from 10 a.m. to 12
noon at the Roller Skating
Rink, Murray. Cost will be
$1.50 per person and the public
is invited.
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
East Calloway PTC, will be
held from 10 a.m, to dark at
Jackson Purchase Gun Club,'
Highway 121 North near
Coldwater.
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Restaurant.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the WorldHafl at 7:30 p.m.
Chapter M Of PEO will have
a 12 noon luncheon at the home
of Ann- Herron_ Hazel.. with.
Odessa Stubblefield as
cohostess. A report of
Supreme Convention will be
given.
Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at the Carman Pavillion
and for information call 437-
4229.
Aurora Country Festival
will open at 10 a.m. with
events including arts and
crafts fair, pony pull, antique
car parade, games, gospel
concert, and dance scheduled
throughout the day aid
evening.
College Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at at the church at
6:15 p.m. for a hayride.
St. Lee's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will hest a
bingo party at 7:30 p.m. at
Gleason Hall. Proceeds will go
toward the building fund.
Graduate Record's
Examinations test will be
given in Rbom 303, Business
Buirding, and American
College Test in Room 208,
Faculty Hall, Murray State--
University. both at 8 : 30 a.m
Murray Women's Track
Team Will host the "Racer
Run," a six team cross
country meet at the Murray
Country Club beginning at 11
a.m.
Selection of Black
Homecoming Queen will be
held at the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University, at 11:30 pm.,
following the dance starting at
9 p.m.
Bake sale of Hazel Senior
Citizens will be held at 11 30
a.m. at the K-Mart, Murray
Dexte Senior Citizens
Group II have a bazaar,
bake sal. and yard sale at the
Dexter C.,nter from 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Makin'
Molasses from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. and Fall Foliage from I
to 4 p.m. at Empire Farm;






HRILLER OF OUR TIME
starts Tomorrow
3LAKE EDWARDS




Turkey Shoot by gast
Calloway PTC will be held
from 1 to 6 p.m. at the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club, Highway
121 North near Coldwater.
Makin' Molasses will be
held from 1 to 4 p.m. at




will meet at the Boston Tea
Party at 7:30 a.m. for break-
fast and to open activities for
Business Women's Week.
. Aurora Country Festival
will continue today from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Dismissed Sept. 28 from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield, was Larry Ivie of
Dexter Route 1.
AURORA COUNTRY FESTIVAL—Decorations Committee Member Sally Blanchard and
Country Festival Co-chairman Carol Wilson help set up the Huts Drug Store scarecrow,
Hubert, for the Country Festival to be held Oct. 19, 20, and 21 in downtown Aurora. The
Country Tread band will open the festival at 8 p.m. Friday at the Wishing Well parking area.
Events will start at 10 a.m. Saturday including theArts and Crafts Fair, demonstrations of
many things, Pony Pull at 11 a.m., Antique Car Parade'at 1:30 p.m., games and music.
dance at Wishing Well parking lot at 8 p.m. with music by Darrell Gibson and Just Pickbi;
Sunday events will start at 10 a.m. including Arts and Crafts Fair all day, gospel concert by
The Believers and ice cream social at 2:30 p.m., and raffle drawings at 4 p.m. All admis-
sions are free except for entry fees for Pony Pull and Arts and Crafts Fair.
We Believe hz
SEALY POSTUREPEDIC--
The Bet 'You Can Buy!
Every morning your back
willtell you the difference
We believe Sealy Posturepedic quality can make your morn-
ings very special: no morning backache from sleeping on a
too-soft mattress. Posturepedic is a Unique Back Support
System. designed in cooperation with leading orthopedic
surgeons for firm support without sacrificing comfort. Try
it- in your kind ,of comfort—and wake up feeling so good
it shows!






size just right for
you. Try it today!
From $129.95 twin
ea. pc. to $699.95
,(ing 3-pc. set.




Buy any Sealy Posturepedic
matched set. Try it for a month.
If you're not 100% pleased,
return it for exchange or
full refund. Come in now
for this spe4ial offer.
writ-flak-) 
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DEAR DR. LAMB - I've
been hoping you would write
something about postnasal
drip. I've been to a number of
doctors and about the only
advice I get is to move. An
allergy doctor did skin tests
and they proved that I'm not
allergic to anything except
the air I breathe.
The drip down the back of
my .throat causes me to feel
nauseated and I have to clear
my throat_ all the time, espe-
cially after a drink or a Meal.
This hawking is embarrassing
and annoying. I know there
are a lot of other people who
would like to hear what you
think about this.
DEAR READER - Post-
nasal drip is a common
complaint. We all have it to
some degree. Basically, the
secretions that cause post-
nasal drip are normal and
come from the "weeping of
the sinuses" Those mem-
branes are moist because they
produce fluid and mucous
material. If they dried out,
we'd be in deep trouble.
The amount of secretions
formed varies. Certainly
some people do have allergic
disorders that increase the
-amount of secretions. That's
why individuals who have a
lot of trouble with this disor-
der should see a doctor as you
have done.
The amount of secretions
formed is increased when you
drink something hot and
sometimes after eating.
Smoking cigavtes is a
major contributing factor in
. many people. Obviously, any-
one with this complaint who
smokes and wants relief
should stop
Any substance in the air
that irritates the lining of the
sinuses can increase your
postnasal drip. In your case
it's perfectly logical that one
of the better solutions to your
problem would be breathing
clean air. Unfortunately,
there is very little your doc-
tors can do to solve that prob-
lem for you. Before moving
for that reason it is wise to
check the new location, as pol-
luted air is everywhere.
Frequent blowing of the
nose to remove the secretions
helps to keep them from accu-
mulating in the back of the
throat and draining down the
throat.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm 17
years old and I've got a pretty
big problem. I'm not
overweight. I weigh 165, I'm 6
feet tall and I'm in good
shape. My problem is stretch
marks. They cover my hips
and buttocks. How can I get
rid of this affliction? I was fat
as a boy of 12 and I gradually
lost weight. Please, Doc,
what's the answer?
DEAR READER - There
are limited things that can be
done to stretch marks once
they've appeared. If it is real-
ly important to you, you
might ask a plastic surgeon
who does cosmetic work if
there's any improvement he
or she might be able to make
for you, but I wouldn't expect
too much.
I wanted to include your
letter in my column to empha-
size that even being fat during
childhood can leave its mark
Ruth 11 arren Group Meets
The. Ruth Warren Group of
Baptist Women of Sinking
Sprinsg Baptist Church met
Oct. 9 at the Church
Fellowship Hall, with the
-pre'Sident, Wanda - Walker,
• presiding.
Carol Turner was in charge
of the "Prayer ('alendar" for
missionaries having birthdays
during. October. Scripture was
read from Psalms 119 105-112
by Judy Smotherman and
prayer for the missionaries
was led by Patsy Neale.
The program, "What My
We Sy'," was preasatad by
Patsy Neale. She told of dif-
ferent people and their
lifestyles and how they used
their time and talent as
- Otrixtuitts-.- -She asked. each
Mm•laIa
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
on the body Your problem
should emphasize to parents
to pay attention to whether
their children are getting fat
even at an early age.
Readers who want a basic
diet to help eliminate unwant-
ed body fat can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope for The
Health Letter number 4-7,
Weight Losing Diet. Send your
request to Dr. Lamb, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
member to examine their
lifestyles and priorities and
see if they needed to live a
more responsible Christian
life. -
A letter from the Glendale
Children's Home was read
concerning the child the group
sponsors.
For the October Mission
Action Project, the group
voted to purchase a set of
Children's Bible Story tapes




Carol Turner, Patsy. Neale,
Carolyn Carroll and Nancy
Bogard.
The next meeting will be









ONLY $ 1 0.00
Package Includes:




The pedect Color Portrait
Package for the endre family
ot a super K mart price, and
in a variety of poses and
backgrounds. No additional
charge for groups. POWs Our
selection. Satisfaction always
or deposit cheerfully refunded.
These Days Only
Tues., Wed., Thurs. Fri. Sat.
16,11, 18, 19, 20
Daily 10 a.m-8 p.m.
TOO U.S. Highway
641 N., Murray
Sony, packages cannot be





Taylor, Baby Boy I Linda),
Rt. 8, Benton, Sharp, Baby
Girl Patty„Anni, P.O. Box
865, Murray, Pyle, Baby Girl
(Teresa Kay, 207 7th Sc,,
Fulton, Cox, Baby Boy
(Anna ), Rt. 8, Box 970,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Carolyn Sue Holland
and Baby Boy, Rt. 4 Box 228,
Cadiz, Lela Y. Johnson, 414
Harrision Lane, Apt. 3, Paris,
Tenn., Stephen E. Farmer, 106
S. 14th, Murray, Melissa A.
Jennings, Rt, 1, Henry.
Tenn., Mrs. Billie B. Turner,
Pattents At Hospital List, ,e
Lt. 1, Box 174, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Zandra D. Barrow, 1(5
Williams Ave., Murray, Mrs.
Ann S. Shipwash, Rt. 5 Box
2066, Murray, Mrs. Constance
I Mandrell, Rt. 1 Box 22, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Dorothy A.
Roberts, Rt. 6 Box 77-B,
Murray. James W. Willis, Rt.
6, Mayfield, Mrs, Patricia K.
Hosford, 1102 Brown, Paris,
Tenn., Jimmy Dale Overby,
Jr., Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Sylvia
Martin, P.O. Box 82, Hazel,
William B. Norman, Rt. 2, Box
209, Murray, Ronald D.
Hutchins, Rt. 3, Box 693,




Owens, Baby Girl iBelin-
da ), Rt. 8, Benton, Robertson,
Baby Boy Patricia ), Rt. 4,
Murray, Viiderwood, Baby
Boy i Pamela), Rt, 8 Bx. 385,
Murray, Thorn, Baby Boy
Diane), Rt.? Bx. 17, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Rebecca Graham, 27
Riveria, Murray , Mrs.
Marilyn S. Burkeen and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Box 209A, Dexter,
Toni Michelle Bennett, 503
South 6th St., Murray, Jerry
York, Rt. L Benton, Larry W.
Butler, Ht. 6, Box.130, Murray,
Danny G. Edinonson, Rt. 8,
Box 1125, Murray, Mike D.
Adams; Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Harold Tim McElwain, Rt. 8,
Scholfield Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Lydia A. Russell, 701 Franklin
Dr., Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Marsha 0. Gilmer, Rt. 2, Box
59, Cadiz, Mrs. Brenda S.
Smith, Ht. 1, Box 322, Almo,
Charles M. Baker, 1207
Crestwood, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley J. Homra, 802 North
20th St., Murray, Mu.
Lorraine L. Harrell, Rt. 8,
Murray, Freeman B. Dallas,
917 North 16th St., Murray,
Mrs. Hazel J. Chilcut, Rt. 2,
Henry, Tenn., Mrs. Helen K.
Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter,
-.4 . .---
William B. Tolley, 1326 Main
St., Murray, William T.
McGehee, 410 North 1st St.,
Murray, Orville Anderson
expired 500 N. 6th, Murray.
DAUMIER SHOW
WASHINGTON 1AP - A
selection of 100 prints,
drawings, watercolors and
sculptures by Honore
Daumier is on view at the




the centenary of the death of
the 19thcentury French
political and social satirist





















A large selection in genuine leather, simulated lea
ther













4z Choose from a beautiful selection of
great lingerie. Slips, holf slips, briefs,
4C 
bikinis, gowns, pojanas, robes and 
, scuffs to Choose from with regular
prices from 2.75 to 33.00.
25% off
Open Friday 'til 8:30 P.M.
899 to 3099






Choose from the entire stock of gorgeous coats. There are
lots of styles in sizes 8 thru 20 to worm you this fall.
* 20% off
Umbrellas
Single action, self folding models to choose from
in solid colors and beautiful prints, regularly 8.00
Blouses
Colorful fall blouses regularly priced at
18.00 to 34.00 in sizes S-M-L 8,8 thru 16




Fall styles in rich solids and plaids.
some with pleats 8 some with slits,
regularly priced at 18.00 to 32.00.
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Plan Play Monday And Tuesday
Groups A and B of Ladies
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Monday and
Tuesday. Oct. 22 and 23, at
9:30 a.m. at the club.
Pairings for Group A on
Monday areas follows:
Peggy Billington, Lynn
Houston, Nancy Whitmer. and
HOPKINS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Hopkins of Richmond are the
parents of a baby boy , Charles
Hoehrig, weighing seven
Pounds 13'-.2 iounces,
weasuring 21'2 inches. born
lip Tuesday. Oct. 16. at 5::t0
pit •. at the Pattie t'la
Hospital, Richwond.
They have another son.
Stephel'. 4. The father teacht•s
fire science at Eastern
KentuCky University and the
wother teaches special
education w the Madison
County School Sy stew.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert S. Hopkins,
Murray. and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Ed Sledd, Murray Route 1. A
great grandmother is Mrs.






Johnson, Judy Carroll, and
Carol Boaz.
Pairings for Group B on
Tuesday' are as follows:
Emmy Edwards, Shirley








Inc Twin Lakers Good Sam




Saturday. and Sunday. Oct. 19.
20, and 21.
Grover . and Doris Burkett
will be the wagon masters and
have- planned a chili supper
for Saturday evening at their
campsite. By-laws of the
club will be discussed and
voted on at the Meeting. ac-
cording to Rudolph Howard,












leather styling is set
on a trendy track sole.
What a great way




tsaa Shoe StoreCourt Square
BAZAAR TUESDAY-Members of the First United Methodist Church Women show many of the items that will be on sale
at their annual bazaar to be held Tuesday. Oct. 23, at the church social hall. Tickets also for the luncheon from 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. at $3 each are still available. Proceeds will go for Children's Choir robes, Media Bible, and other projects underconsideration. Pictured, left Co right, are Thelma Bailey, Virginia Douglas, Euva Alexander, Lora Ashcraft, Edith Mit.
chell. Virginia Henry. Dulcie Douglas. Modest Jeffrey, and Juliet Wallis, UMW members, who invite the public to attend.
Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191erkt
Peak experiences center
around loved ones and




( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Say "please" when asking a
loved on' for help with a
project. Capitalize on extra
energy for household im-
provements. Get rid of clutter.
GEMINI
i May 21 to June 20)
A few kind words will help a
loved one get over that
headache. Take the initiative
in planning dates and leisure
time activities.
CANCER
(June- 21' to July 22) 09(z)
Invite a romantic interest to
your place. Buy some new
possessions for the house, if
you want. You may also
receive a gift.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22 )6/2figf
A family member would
appreciate a note from you.
















The king of the Philippines. Make our monarc.-
the center ot attraction in your home Strong
golden Our with a peacock back that fans to 5
Now you can have a throne of your own And a
comfortable 20 cushron is ava.lable at evtra
cost Sturdy long lives the king'
V75.4"
•
72" Fan Back Is Price







Other Selected Items On Sale
Throughout The Store:










sisters. Stretch your legs and
get some physical exercise.
VIRGO •
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
A good time to buy or sell,
especially art objects. ' Get
appraisals on jewelry, an-
tiques. Be on the lookout for
bargains in out of the way
spots.
LIBRA
-iL(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
Replenish your wardrobe
and look extra nice for a social




( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Arrange a private meeting
with a loved one. A behind-the-
scenes role is your best bet
careerwise. Follow up on
career leads.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
nP
Someone you meet at a
party is secretly attracted to
you. Be sure. to express your
views at club meetings or
community functions.
CAPRICORN s./ill • --s•
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) T.j
New business contacts
through social life. Exercise
initiative in financial dealings.
Career progress favors the
dramatic touch.
AQUARIUS
t Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) .
Business trips should be
successful. Find a way to let
loved ones accompany you.
Let mates and close allies
express ,themselves.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Business affairs a: a
distanhe prosper. Work
projects begun now bring
financial return. Seek loans,
scholarships, and grants.
YOU BORN TODAY are.
more practical than the
typical member of your sign.
You have an affinity for the
business side of art and would
make a good fiLm producer or
art patron. Interested in
redressing the wrongs done to
your fellow man, you're also
attracted to politics and
humanitarian pursuits. Law,
medicine, religion, and music
are other fields of interest.
Though independent, your
greatest success comes when
you learn cooperation. You
can also write and should find
work that reflects your ideals.
Birthdate of: John Le Carre,
novelist; Leigh Hunt, poet;
and Lewis Mumford, social
philosopher.
HOSPITAL PATIENI
Larry .Bohannou of Kit k•ey
was dismissed Sept. 27 If .1111




Dismissed Oct. 2 ft ti, Oa'
Marshall County
Benton, was Ronnie IL, I , if
Hardin,
PATIENT AT PAM \
Mrs. Truth(' Hat of
Murray has been d. • ,(.(1




Whitnc Nicole is the name
clio.sen t Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Vincent. East 22nd Street.
Renton, for their baby- girl,
mhing eight pounds 4'
unues, ii wasurilik 19"1 iii-
lies., brii on Sunday, Sept. 30,
at 9:04 p.m at the Murray -
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are 111r. and
Mrs. William ti. Vincent of
Nlay field and Mr and Mrs
Joe Allen F11..11.1104 If Bunton
Great -grandparents arc MI'S
.1 A. ()lit t., Mrs
Charleton, and Mr and '.11rs
Bruce Vincent, all of





Jones, Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Box
72, Hardin.
Dismissals
Kevin Allen McIntosh, Box
2713, University Station,
Murray, Mrs. Dottie I.. Jones,
Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Cathy
Larue Kelton and Baby Boy,
420 Birch Cove, Apt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Tammy E.
Brooks and Baby Boy, 114 B.
Walnut Court, Benton,
Rebecca K. Sctunidthuber,
Box 6709 Elizabeth Hall,
M.S.U., Murray;NDonald A.
Baudine, Rt. 1, Box 209,
Murray, Mrs. Jewell A.
Guthrie, 1510 Belmont Dr.,
Murray, John A. Brittain, Rt.
5, Box 435, Murray, Krista
Amy Fennell, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Mattie Buster, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Mary E. Hensler,
Rt. 1, Box 251, Almo, Martha
I.. Guier, 1607 Magnolia Dr.,
Murray, Michael C. Lile, ftt. 1.
Hardin, Mrs. Violet R. Ellis.
601 Ellis Dr., Murray, . Mrs.
Beulah I.. McMillin, 1617
Catalina Dr., Murray, Luther
Blanton, 506 North 1st St..
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy N.
Moody, 1612 Belmont Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Gladys Spann,
1509 Sycamore St., Murray,
-Mrs. Thelma M. Keese, Rt. 6,
Box 164, Murray, Seiburn
White, 703 Goodman, Murray,
Mrs. Andrea Pike, No. 262
Riviera Court, Murray, Mrs.
Ines ('othran, Rt. 3, Box 330-B,
Murray, Mrs. Bytha B. Self




Lane, Baby Boy (Pamela);
RI. 3, Benton, Foy, Baby Boy
( Rhonda ) , Rt. 1 Bx. 291,
Mayfield, Rice, Baby Girl
(Cynthia), Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.
Dismissals
- Mrs. Linda B. Taylor and
Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs
Patty A. Sharp and Baby Girl,
P.O. Bx. 865, Murray, Mrs.
Anna M. Cox and Baby Boy,
Rt. 8 Bx. 970, Murray, Mrs.
Lynn B. Dugard, Rt. 3 Bs,
1108, Murray, Mrs. Brenda C.
Rowland, 1703 Audubon,
Murray, Timothy A. Falwell,
Rt. 2 Bx. 161, Murray, George
S. Gallager, 1814 Sherry Lane,
Murray, Kyle P. Holcomb,
Cooks Tr. Ct. Paris, Tenn
Ralph A. Garrett, Bx. 19,
Shady Oaks, Murray, Mrs.
Jessie Miller, Rt. I, Alrno,
Mrs. Angelia G. Renfroe, Rt. 3
Bx. 729A, Cadiz, Mrs. Daisy
Mathew, 208 S. 9th, Murray,
Mrs. Barbara p J. Billington,
Rt. 1 Ba. 233A, Alm°, Mrs.
Martha J. Thorn, Rt. 1 Bx. 109,
*Almo, Mrs. Patricia I,.
Tharpe, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mary S.
Perry, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Beatrice J. Willoughby, 1726
Melrose, Murray, Mrs. Obera
E. Brittain, Rt. 5 Bx. 110,
Murray, Milford L. Mathes,
Rt. 2 Bx. 181, Murray, Mrs.
Willie M. Berkley, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mack T.
Hosford, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Elanda J. Trotter, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Mabel A.
Edwards, Hazel, Mrs. Versie
Stubblefield, 207 N. Cherry,'
Murray, Frank 0. Pace
( expired ), 501 Chestnut,
Murray.
A_ gas-filled balloon keeps
the Portuguese man-of-war
a' relative of the jellyfish
afloat. A crest on top of .the





looks and cuddly comfort.
Pant coats in popular
fashion shades.
9 9Reg. 49"9 39 




No Purchase Necessary! Winner Notified! Retail Value 599°°
You must-be 18 years old to be eligible
RABBIT FUR COATS
They're here! Just in time for brisk
fall weather. Genuine rabbit fur
coats to snuggle into and stay
extra warm. Beautifully detailed
luxurious coats you will want to
be seen in. Specially priced! ,
Reg. 99" 6999




20% to 40% OFF!
Other LEATHER COATS
fekek
Full length genuine leather with




Perfect for any kind
of weather. The all
weather coat looks
great and is always so
fashionable. Now with
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This is the International
Year of the Child, and a
darling child from Murray,
now living in Knoxville, Tenn.,
participated in an IYC ac-
tivity. Ann Elizabeth Lyon, 12,
daughter of former residents,
Ginney and John Lyon,
delivered a prayer during the
pregame activities Saturday
at the University of . Ten-
nessee-Georgia Tech football
game.
Her prayer was in honor of
the International. Year of the
Child, and Ann was chosen,
from tryouts with other young
IYC members. 'She is in the
seventh grade at Tyson Junior
- high School and plays in the
bell choir and sings in the
youth choir at Seq. uoyah Hills
Presbyterian Church.
John and Gainey usually
make it hack to Murray about
once a yflar, in order to see
Murray State play a football
eame, so we're looking for-
ward to seeing them soon.
Pete Waldrop describes his
brother-in-law, I,ee Stinnett,
as ,a happy 40-year-old
bachelor, and that does seem
to be the case. Lee, the
executive vice .ihrector for
Southern Newspaper
Publishers Association, was in
town .this week visiting his
mother, Chi Chi Stinnett and
his sister, Joy Waldrop. A
resident of that exciting city,
Atlanta, Georgia, Lee travels
all over the South. Joy and Lee
grew up in Madisonville, so
when he has a little time off,
he heads for the Western part
of Kentucky.
If Queen Elizabeth can have
an official birthday date, and
then a birthday date of her
own chosing, so can Dot Mrs.
TOM) Emerson. Doan't
October 16th have a nice ring,
to it. The way all of this came,
about. Dot's -real" birthday
is in January, but the catch is,
that she and Tom are always
in Florida, so Dot never really
gels to celebrate her big date
with her girl friends. So about
six months ago, she started
telling her group of friends,
I Now's the time to have your family photosmade for Christmas giving.
6
Ih R II NE1 -IPPER.soN
-HOW, October 16th is when I
want to celebrate my bir-
thday."
Well, Dot got her wish last
Tuesday, and she had a nice
day, plus, would you believe, a
birthday present!
Jean Mrs. Macon)
Blankenship may be back in
print before too long. Jean is
flying to New York this week
for lunch with Peter Bonanni,
president of Carter Publishing
House, which publishes Ladies
Home Journal and Good
Housekeeping. Jean has in-
vited her friend, a former
resident of Murray; Marian
Lockett who is vice president
of Scott paper, to meet tier,
and sorta show her around the
Big Apple.
In the words of lean, this
just may be her chance to get
her "foot in the door."
+ + +
Good news for all of Mickey
Cherry's friends. He has
returned home and is doing
fine, after his hip operation
over in Paducah. As you may
know, Mickey delivers for
Boone's Laundry, but has
been out ever since he broke
his leg, then one thing led to
another, and he ended up
having an old hip injury
repaired. Send him a card this
week.
++ +
The Associated Press held
its annual fall meeting for all
daily newspapers in Ken-
tucky, and one of the features
for the program this time was
a Visit by the two Candidates
for Governor. Former
Republican governor Louie. 
Nunn of Glasgow and the
Democratic candidate, John
Y. Brown,. Jr. of Louisville,
put their .cases before the
publishers and their wives. I.
must admit both candidates
said about the same thing I've
heard them say before, and
both candidates were a tad
long winded, as only
politicians can be. Someone
else has already said this is a
"ho-hum" election, without
too much excitement, and it
does seem to be the case.
Family Photos
"The Perfect Christmas Gift"
Act now and take advantage of the beautiful
fall colors.








Mrs. William S. Major
presented the program at the
meeting of the Magazine Club
held Sept. 27 at the home of
Mrs. L. J. Hortin.
The speaker presented a
paper on Euripides, a poet and
philosopher who lived 500 .
years before Christ. She gave
a resume of the qualities of the
Greek theatre, explaining the
importance of the chorus
which usually encouraged or
sympathized with the leading
actor. „Most of Euripides'
works are tragedies and he
felt that tragic events were
simply human nature
governed by ignorance or
ungoverned by passions and
emotions, Mrs. Major said.
Mrs. A. W. Russell quoted
from Streams in the Desert, a
book by Mrs. Charles Cour-
man who served many years
as a missionary to China, for
the devotional thoughts.
The president, Mrs. R. F.
Dixon, presided. Mrs. Harry
Sparks introduced the
program.
Mrs. Hortin served refresh-
ments of angel food cake,
nuts, and coffee.
The club will meet Oct. 25 at
the Holiday Inn with Mrs. E.




Mrs. George Gray installed
the new officers of the Dorcas
Sunday School Class of the
First Baptist Church at the
breakfast meeting held
recently at the Holiday Inn.
New officers are Louise
Miller, president; • Enid
Sanders, vice president;




Roberta Tarry is the
teacher with Dr. Halene
Visher as assistant teacher.
Mrs. Gray gave devotional
thoughts based on John 2.
Elaine Brown, vice president,
presided for the president,
Pauline McCoy, who is now
recuperating from a broken




- Knight, Elizabeth Cartwright,..
Jo Oakley, Lucy Lilly, Florene
Shoemaker, Hazel Beale, Lula
Bell Hodges, Sue Fairless,





James Miller of Murray has














1978 The V1,1 hams C:ompany
2111: 4112felotA whole lot more.
Easy char.* cooreoiewce with Master, aorpo or Viso.
Murray
Southside Shopping Center So. 12th St.
753-3321
"Laugh at your troubles
and you'll never run out of
things to laugh about." --
Sam Levenson
Declarer had his share of
troubles in planning the play
for today's ambitious slam.
He had a possible loser in
trumps and probable losers
in each minor. The possible
one became a realty; the
probable ones disappeared
in the mist. •
The hands .were bid by
two Panamanians using the
Precision System,, The bid-
ding shown is a possible
standard sequence with
South's five spade jump ask-
ing about- control of the
unbid diamond suit -- a bid-
ding sequence as aggressive
as the one that was actually
used.
Dr. Alberto Calvo was
declarer and he 'Won East's
heart 10 with his king. He
thought -about running his
spade queen to try. two
finesses (a play that would
actually work), hut he dec-
lined this line in favor of the
theoretically better play of
a spade to dummy's jack.
The spade ace came next
and, when West's king did
not fall, declared, was left
with :a sure trumfloser.
A heart was led to declar-
er's ace and, when East
discarded, a marked finesse
was taken to dummy's heart
nine. The heart queen took
care of a losing diamond
and dummy's .ace of dia-
monds was cashed and a
diamond Was ruffed.
A spade was surrendered
to West's king and West was
forced to lead. A diamond
lead would yield a ruff and
discard, so West under-
standably chose a low club.
Calvo knew that East had
started with two- major suit
singletons, so it was unlikely
that West had three clubs.
And if East had both club
honors, there was little Cal-
Ill %Mt iND DM'
Earrings












Siring 1.:Ntra hit, or Yellow Gold
14k GOLD CHAINS





• A J 8 3











• KJ 9 8 32
4Q8752
SOUTH
• Q 9 7 6 5
• A KS
• 10 4

















Duitimy's club jack was
covered by East's queen and
declarer's king, but the
"misguess" could not cost.
Either West had a doubleton
club honor or the hand could
not have been made. And
when the club ace dropped
West's 10, the superior




• Q 9 7 6 5
V A K 6
• 10 4
4 A K 3
South North-
1 • 20'
ANSWER: Two no trump.. A
rebid of two no trump after a
major opening and a two level
takeout shows a five card
major and a balanced 15-17
points.
- - -
Send bridge questions to The Aces
PO Box 12363. Dallas Texas 75225
with self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply
copyright 1579











Patched Sleeves & Pleated
Pants
Wide Selection of Men's
Velour Shirts
For The Ladies There's
Velvet by
That's Me & Salem

























ALL AD PRICES GOOD


















•FTGUR1NES •Stl.VER 'JEWELRY BoX ES
25% OFF
3 TYPES OF
1.11.11111! *MICHELS( )% CHARCE•










LOOSE DIAMONDS t-Pk/ /C OFF
I LOT ONLY SUCGESTED RETAIL
Famous Name Brand •(,)t ut Z
•Ii1GITALS
WATCH ES ""4 'MATIC*NURSES
- • ELECTRIcs-
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UP TO 2 YEARS
'TO PAY!
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Better Late
Than Never
Nuclear power is still wear-
ing a black eye from the acci-
dent at Three Mile Island last
March. But after six months it
is easier to see which eye is
black. That scary episode turns
out to have been not so much a
failure of nuclear technology as
a failure of the people who are
supposed to know how to
manage it.
The president's commission
ilivestigating TMI is expected
to have more say on that sub-
ject in its report expected soon.
But the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, in its own study,
has found that a controllable
malfunction at the Penn-
sylvania plant turned into a
crisis because the operating
.crew interfered with the func-
tioning of the reactor's
emergency core-cooling
system.
That point helps put the cur-
rent debate on nuclear power
plant safety in proper
perspective. It has also promp-
ted electric utilities and the
nuclear industry to do'
something they should have
done years ago.
They are establishing an In-
stitute of Nuclear Power
Operations — a training
academy, so to speak — to
maintain a high level of
"professionalism" in the
management and operation of
nuclear plants. The confusion
which reigned during the
critical hours at Three Mile
Island is evidence enough of
what the Institute needs to ac-
complish. It will open next year
with a staff of 200 and a budget
of $11 million.
The need is to sharpen the
training, discipline and sense of
responsibility of all those work-
ing with nuclear power reac-
tors. The Institute might well
invite Adm. Hyman
G. Rickover to serve as a con-
sultant. If there is an example
of the right way to run a tight
ship where nuclear power is
concerned it lies in the Navy
program which has been Ad-
miral Rickover's baby for more
than 30 years. Our nuclear
ships and submarines have a
remarkable safety record.
The safety performance of
the nation's nuclear power
plants is not as bad as the
volume of debate on the subject
since last March would sug-
gest. Even after an apparent




World War I remains famous in
modern history as the first total war —
one in which civilians were heavily
involved — and a war in which many
men on both sides died without any
obvious or immediate military or
political effect.
Some of the frustration of defensive
trench warfare is captured in these
rather laconic words written by a
British captain writing home in early
1915:
There hae been a lot of fairly heavy
fighting there lart two week in my
dirtrlet. As you will have read In
the official reports, both rider won.
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was no disaster at Three Mile
Island. Yet the public is now
edgy about each and every "in-
cident" at a nuclear plant, and
will remain so until the in-
dustry regains .the measure of
public confidence it lost six
m2nths ago.
Nuclear power plants now dot
the American landscape, and
more will have to be built if we
are going to stay ahead of the
curve of energy demand in the
next few decades. Public ac-
ceptance of nuclear power as a
"safe" technology has been
shaken, but from a technical
standpoint, there is still no
reason to doubt that nuclear fis-
sion can be harnessed safely to
drive power generators.
The lesson emerging from
TMI is that electric utilities and
the nuclear power industry took
that principle too much for
granted, neglecting to consider
fully the presence of human
fallibility in the safety equa-
tion. The establishment of a
nuclear-training institute
represents a commitment to
standards of professionalism in






















By M. C. Garrott
Eating Lunch At School Thday
Is A Far Cry From Iesteryear
Eating lunch at school today is a far,
far cry from the lunch hour I knew as a
youngster.,
My first four years of school were
spent in the big, old, red brick
schoolhouse atop the hill an the east
side of Guthrie over in Todd County.
One of my classmates was Mrs. George
Ed (porothy Lou) Overbey.
Weather permitting, we would spend
much of our lunch hour trying to climb
up the slick old spiral fire escape on the
south side of the three-stroy building.
For making it, the reward was simply a
lightning fast ilide back down.
If we weren't doing that, chances are
we would be hanging on the playground
fence overlooking the railroad tracks
waiting for the Dixie Flyer to roar past
so we could wave to the engineer.
That's the first thing I ever wanted to
be, an engineer on the railroad.
++++++
We didn't have any air-conditioned,
carpeted rooms in which to. eat hot
meals served at school. We took our
lunches to school, some in paper bags,
some in little metal boxes and some in
gallon pails with tight lids. If the
weather was nice, we'd eat out on the
playground. If not, we'd eat at our
desks.
My lunch box was a metal one, and
Mom would pack it with stuff like fried
egg sandwiches, sausages between
biscuits, jam sandwiches and
sometimes a real treat — a country
ham sandwich. A great believer in the
The Story Of _mg
Calloway -County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Cispyrigki, 1971
• • •-•-••-•++++++++++4-4444-4-4-•++444-4-4-•++• •-•-•-•4-•-•-•-•-•••  •
Early Thursday morning, Gov. A. 0. Stanley arrived by special
train and spoke to 400 to 500 persons made up of lawyers, busims,
people, farmers who attentively listened to his address. There
no indications of a "mob," however Louisville newspaper reporter,
made political hay of the occasion to Governor Stanley as
a modern day Joan of Arc. On the other hand, the Murray Ledger,
deriding the Louisville papers, wrote: "The report that he (Stanle
addressed an armed mob, that he defied a thousand or more men,
and turned them from threats of vengeance and sent them away with
tears, is an infamous lie."
Martin was tried on Feb. 19 and found guilty of wanton mur-
der and he received the death penalty. His sentence was upheld
by the Court of Appeals and he died at Eddyville Penitentiary. At
the trial armed troops were in Murray and remained here during
the entire session.'
Although war clouds thickened in the European conflict, the
Murray contingent of Company L, which had been stationed on the
Mexican border- for nine months, returned home March 13, 1917
and were greeted with a reception after being cheered at the rail-
road station by members of the eighth grade and high' school. I
the afternoon after the arrival the company assembled to march to
the City Cemetery to pay tribute to their fallen officer, Lieut. Gib-
son Hale who had been acoidentlly killed by a fellow officer in
the previous January on the border.
Company L had scarcely been immobilized before they were
again called up April 17 under a nation-wide mobilization order
following U. S. entry on the side of the Allies April 6, 1917. On
April 24, Company L left Murray with 138 men for Lexington, K-
The fervor of impending war prompted a member of Capt
Noah Swann's Confederate veterans to list the volunteer members
Although the lisling should have been included under the review
of the War Between the States earlier in the 'book, these gallant
men are listed at this time in order readers may know their identities
The west side contingent of Capt. Noah Swann's Company (:,
GSA, included: Frank Wilkerson, 1st lieutenant; 'Arch McPhersfm
2nd lieutenant, Jasper Jones, third lieutenant; John.W. Ellis, °Merl%
sergeant,- Lew Wince, Will Decardiver, Rob Morton, Holmes Fuller
Elic Bradley, Sam Story, Fate Dick, Sam Paschall, Harmon StorN.
Bill Story, Will Blythe, Logan Nance; Wes Story, Sam Rogers, Grp, I
Rogers, Ben Enoch, Marion Enoch, Sam Taylor, Wes Phillips, Jim
Phillips, John armer, Jim Farmer, John Ellis, Sam Ellis, 14ii
Kelly; Joe Kemp, Aug Kelly, John Osbron, 1-lade Robertson, Jan
Gunter, privates.
To Be ConSdnued
healthfulness of fruit, she always put in
an apple, an orange or a banana. I still
think a cold sausage between a biscuit
us just about as good eating as there is.
+-4-±±-4-+
Mrs. Joanna Adams caused me to
recall those early school lunch days.
A native of Puryear and a former
Henry County, Tenn., teacher, Joanna
is in her third year as. food service
director for the Calloway County
schools. This past Tuesday she invited
me, along with the local news media, to
be a guest of the high school as it ob-
served National School Lunch Week.
Six Million school children across the
country were observing the occasion
with an identical menu — pizza, tossed
salad, whole kernel corn, apple crisp
and milk. That was the basic menu, but
the Calloway County youngsters --- the
best I could see — were faring much
better.
In their spacious and beautifully
carpeted cafeteria area at Calloway
County High, Joanna and her people
feed lunch to 750 students and some 50
teachers in about an hour and a half
five days a week. The place seats 450,
but they take three shifts to get them all
fed and back into the classrooms.
I've been in my share of cafeterias,
but I have never before seen one set up
as efficiently as the one out there.
Instead of sliding a tray along a metal
rack in a slow-moving line, • the
Calloway youngsters go directly to any
one of seven or so "bars" to pick up
their choices of a variety of good things
to eat. Joanna calls the setup a
"scramble" arrangement and the kids
flow rapidly through it, taking up to five
items for their 75 cents daily fare and
checking out through any one of three
computerized cash registers. ,
To choose from Tuesday, they had a
salad bar, two with hamburgers and
French fries, one with hot sandwiches,
one with a complete meal (turkey,
dressing and vegetables) and one with
a wrapped cold salad plate. I didn't
care to check out the one with the
deserts!, The decision what to take was
Letters To The Editor
a difficult one.
4- 4-- +-4--+-+
The cafeteria is managed by Dorothy
McGuire and helping her in the huge
kitchen and making all those good
hirnernade rolls and tempting deserts
are Ernestine Norman, Maude Hale,
Nancy Ingram, Joyce. Morton, Sherri
Garland, Glenda Byerly, Lee Williams
and Carlene Torsak.
These ladies come in at 8:30 a.m. to
go to work amid the gleaming steel of
the modern facilities -- the 25-foot-long
hood over their stoves cost $27,000 --
and they start serving at 11:30 a.m. by 1
p.m.. everyone has been fed and gone
off to class. By 2:30. p.m., they have
everything sparkling can and are
ready to leave for home...
Joanna makes up the menus for all
the county schools. She also purchases
all the food, buying from four or five
full service companies. Every item
must be put out for bids three times a
year.
The program is subsidized by the
federal government which asks for its
money only that the students be fed a
nutritious meal. "If we didn't have that,
we couldn't serve like we do," she said
with a smile.
+4-++ +
It was a- pleasant and enlightening
experience. Joanna, Superintendent
Jack Rose and Principal Jerry Ainley
were a gracious hostess and hosts.
County board of education member
Jerry Red, Overbey and its chairman,
Walter Byars, also were along to visit
with us as was director of pupil per-
sonnel Charlie Lassiter and superin-
tendent of instruction Johnny Bohan-
non.
Like I said, the school lunch period
has come a long way from my little
metal box and my egg and sausage
sandwiches to the wide variety of
beautifully prepared foods served the
kids today in such comfort.
The next time I hear one complain,
I'll be just old-fashioned enough to say
or think, "Yeah! My heart bleeds! Eat




Do you, as a parent and taxpayer,
want to pay more taxes for the same
education program? The chances are
great that you will have to —if the KEA
teacher union gets its way.
The KEA, the biggest teacher union
in Kentucky, is fighting for the passage
of a state law which they call
Professional Negotiations or PN. It is
nothing less than collective bargaining.
Collective bargaining in education is
expensive, as has been demonstrated in
those states where such a law has been
passed. Higher salaries, more fringe
benefits, shorter working day, more
time off, insurance program, agency
shop, and seniority rights are among
priority issues bargained by teacher
unions.
In addition, it will take public tax
funds Co provide negotiators,
mediators, arbitrators, fact-finders,
lawyers, and stenographers, which are
Clean-up Ueek
Dear Editor:
Gpvernor Julian Carroll has declared
the week of October 15-19, 1979 as DECA
Commonwealth Clean Up Week.
The DECA Chapter of the Murray
Vocational Center is participating in
this project and would like to encourage •
each citizen of Murray and Calloway
County to do his part. Please - help





normally needed in the bargaining
process. Wasted school tax money —
your money — with no evidence of.
improving the education program.
Ask your Legislator to vote against
the PN bill — unless you want to pay
more, a lot more, for the same. Our
children shotad come first.
Vote for Louie Nunn for Governor
who is against collective bargaining






As ye have therefore received Christ
Jesus the Lord, SO %alk ye In him. —
Colossians 2:6.
We live in Christ alien we place our
faith in Him. As a result i>f tlgs faith, we
live live that are redeemed.
Vi ft Ft E LETTEll
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cril wir ,fc1 Alf lyttet, IlIIi'.i Iii'
14 the a I itei mid the at iters
address and ph 'ii,- number must be
included for %et Atom Thc phone
number will not he published
Letters should lie t pea rater] and
ihputile-spaceil a henever possible
and should he on topics of general
interest
F(litot. reser% e the right .to
condense or reject any letter and
I, ill ffrquent writers
Address cOrrespondence to!
Editor, The Murray I edger &
Times, Box 32. Murray. Ky 12071
Lot)king Back
Years Ag()
Pictured standing beside the recently
completed Robert W. Hine Memorial
Fountain at the corner of North Fourth
and Olive Streets are Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis, Marjorie Shroat Hwe,
and Leonard Vaughn, the latter being
chairman of the Water and Sewer
Committee of the Murray City Council
Deaths reported include James 0
Clary, 65, Earlie Miller, 67, and James
Rudy Armstrong, 46.
PFC William H. Ross, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. Harmon Ross, will begin his
radio training in the Division of
Communications at the Marine Depot
at San Diego, Cal., Oct. 20. He entered
the Marines on June 11, 1969.
: The Rev. W. A. Farmer, moderator,
will preside at the 100th annual session
of the Blood River Baptist Association
to be held Oct. 20 at Elm Grove Church
and on Oct. 21 at Bethel and Lakeview
Churches in Marshall County.
James P. Needham of Orlando, Fla,
will be the speaker at the series of
services to be held at the West Murray
Church of Christ Oct. 20 to 27.
20 Ye(trs Ago
The question of annexation of a large
area to the present city limits of
Murray was discussed at the meeting of
the Murray City Council. The area is to
the west and south of the city limits.
Walter E. Blackburn, chairman of
the Murray State College .Chemistry
Department, has been appointed a
standing committee member of the
American Chemical Society Council.
Dr. Pete Panzera, Murray State
College chemistry professor, will be
installed as president of the Kentucky
Academy of Sciences at the fall
meeting at Bowling Green Oct. 23 and
24.
Miss Prentiss Ann Overbey, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Overbey, was
married to Pvt. Donald Henry, son of
' Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Henry, on Oct. 10
at the First Methodist Church.
Rosezella Outland and Charlie
Lassiter were installed as worthy
matron and Worthy patron respectively
of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of
the Eastern Star.
30 Years .Ago
The new building for the Hazel
Telephone Company has been com-
pleted and is now in use.
A delegation from this area attended
the national convention of the Future
Farmers of America held at Kansas
City. mo. They were Jimmy Dublin,
Frank Hill, Charles Tidwell, Buddy
White, and Dan Taylor, members, and
Carmon Parks, advisor, Hazel chapter;
Jack Mayfield and Dan Shipley,
members, Murray Training chapter;
Hilton Williams, advisor, Lynn Grove
chapter; Gerald DUnnaway and Billy
Joe Warmath, Sedalia chapter.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Ragsdale arid a boy to
Mr. and Mrs, Fred Williams, both on
Oct. ii.
The women of the Murray Charge
composed of Goshen, Sulphur Spring,
Martin's Chapel, Lynh Grove, and New
Hope Methodist Churches will have a
silver tea on. Oct. 20 at the parsonage
for the pastor, the Rev. Frank
Blankenship, 807 Poplar Street,
Murray.
Students from Calloway County at-
tending the University of Kentucky are
Emmett Burkeen, Alfred Houston,
Charles Lassiter, Anne Woods, James
Thompson, David McConnell, James
Shell, Albert Stone, Pat Wear, Garnett
Jones, and Robert Hendon.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 48, the 291st
day of 1979. There are 74 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1867, the United States
took formal possession of Alaska from
Russia.
On this date:
In 1767, the Mason-Dixon Line — the
boundary between Maryland and
Pennsylvania — was agreed upon.
In 1892, the first long-distance
commercial telephone service began —
between Chicago and New York.
In 1944, Soviet troops invaded
Czechoslovakia in their drive to Berlin
in World War II.
In 1950, Connie Mack, the Grand Old
Man of baseball, said he would retire as
manager of the Philadelphia Athletics.
In 1968, two black athletes — Tommie
Smith and John Carlos — were dropped
From . the U.S. Olympic team for their
black power salute on the Mexico City
victory stand.
Ten years ago: The federal govern-
ment ordered a halt to production of
food and soft drinks containing
cyclamates, which had been linked to
cancer.
Five years ago: Nelson Rockefeller,
up for confirmation as vice president,
disclosed that he owed the government
almost $904,000 in taxes.
One year ago: President Carter
ordered production of key elements of
the neutron bomb, but reserved
.decision on its deployment.
Today's birthdays: Senator Jesse
Helms of North Carolina is 58. Actress
Melina Mercouri is 54.
Thought for today: Our true
nationality; is mankind — H.G. Wells
(186§41946).









































































































By Abigail Van Buren
Mom Likes Fun
But, Not Games
DEAR ABBY: Ilere's a neat one for you. Mom was widow
ed many years ago and has since built herself a very sue:
erssful career as a realtor. She's 60 ish, slim and attractive,
but she's allowed her business to usurp her social life:
Recently. in ;how mg a property, she met a widower her
• age N he, Ilse. Just a it.% blocks from her. He's tall, good
looking, gray haired and IA Illit's•vd. UV lives alone in a big
house and has see era' toreign ears. ...e' not him, and he's
really a great guy w ho looks and jeiN like he's not exactly
hungry .
Well, this gent has been gi% Mg Mom a big rush and
pros iding her yy it h lots id Ian and laughter. Recyntly he sent
Mom a stout serious ins dation in the.mail inciting her to
'spend several naughty s h me at ime ot California's
most romantic spots Carmel.-
I said, "Mom, gut v. h it and go!''
lillynt said. "Nii way. it's Just not my lifestyle.-
What do y MI sac, littyt!
DArGHTER
DEAR t; HIER: Don't try to redesign Mom in your'
image. It's not easy for some people to "get with it" when
they've gotten along nicely 11 II H OUT for Years.
DEAR FRIEND: l'cl• beyn a faithtul reader for Many
years. The icts tones I disagreed ccii h you, you subsequently
printed a retraction or, at least; admitted the opposition had
a good vase. 'In" this instance. I don't think you- will. but I had
to write Ally Vt
reter to your attitude about a citizen's right to have a
gun in his home. 111 admit some bulks are not well advised to
defend themsely Vs against an armed intruder tchildren,
i hose ontaMihar iA it h ‘A,•apun,. awl the senile,. All others
hay.- a Jill' to resist evil.
If a burglar should. call on me, he would find that my home
Irrta nu•iness are protected by a -silent intruder alarm.- The
installation -record is not on any- company :s book:I put it in
my suit. I would has r thy advantage of surprise and:though I
can't consistent lv shoot out the ring at 62. I 'could
probably ,..ear my Na‘y marksmanship medals to his
luneral. i ncokrjt ails sac mg t he' state a. bundle, too. In the
apartment house where you probably live, the ratio. of
security people is a hout buy to one. Out here in the jungle,
the ratio us -several- t-housatul to. one. .
Fortunately. your at was not' so prevalent in 1945.
or we aught have-thud an Auschwitt or Buchenwald in
Milwaukee dr Louisville. As I he late Joseph Goebbels' said
to Heinrich Himinler, 'Es gebt iu denken CH makes .one
think-1. You g e it some thought, too, sweetheart, and you
just might change your mind
In any case, you've helped a lot of people and I still love
you, ey en though I'll bet you won't print this.
11011 STICKLER
MAK BOB: Iou lose. I' S. .Accede to the federal re-
quirements of gun registration and you can have an arsenal
if it makes you led any more "American" —or secure.
DEAR ABBY: I'm planning my wedding and want to pro-
vide a nursery- where the guests can leave all children under
4.
Do you think that Would hurt the feelings of relatives with
small children?
I don't want screaming babies, fussy or restless tots, or
children dropping hymnals, all of which I've seen happen
time and time again!
Small children are wonderful. but not when they cry and
talk during a wedding ceremony which should he a sacred
occasion.
Would it be proper to include a note with my wedding in
y itations notifying thy guests. that such a nursery is
aYailable for all childi:en under 47
BRIDE -TO-BE
DEAR BRIDE: It's not onl, proper, it's a great idea.
Getting married? 1'1 hether you want a formal church
wedding or • simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
.Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send Si and a long, stamped 128 cents1 self-addressed








In 1776, a colonial farmer
managed to feed only himself
and two others. With the help
of modern machines and
chemicals, each U.S. farm










Good At Murray Only
Offer Good Mon -Mora Good Thru Nov 16,1979
$318
(at participat,ng Captain ID al
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Probe Of Connection In
Health Profile:via, rf.:7•-
Slated To Begin Today
FRANKFORT, Ky.. 1A1' —
A probe into a suspected
connectioti between health
problems among Blue Grass
Army Depot workers and
pentachlorophenol 1PCP) was
scheduled to begin today.
Researchers from six
federal and state agencies
were to begin gathering
samples of wood treated with
PCP and collecting medical
records, officials reported.
Vital statistic's are to be
collected and people who
bought surplus wood, treated
with PCP will be sought out, a
spokesman for the group said.
"We have to determine to
what extent people were
exposed and it there are any
adverse health effects," Dr.
Roy Ink, head of the chronic.
disease section of the U.S.
Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta, said.




Health; the U.S. Environ-
iiiental Protection Agency;
the University of Kentucky;




and the division of preventive
service of the Kentucky
Department for Human
Resources.
A meeting was held here
Wednesday by the agencies
involved in the probe after a
request by 5th District Rep.
Tim Lee Carter, R-Ky., and an
invitation to the federal of-
ficials last week by Gov.
Julian Carroll,
Dr. William Grise, a Rich-
mond physician, was first to
notice suspected medical
problems among people who
have handled PCP-treated
wood.
He found' recurring illness
patterns among patients and
others who had worked at the
depot.
An EPA-funded preliminary
study of the problem by Tim
Aldrich, a University of
Miami epidemiologist, showed
five cases of leukemia among
a group of 140 workers who
had handled ammunition
boxes threated with PCP in
1968.
A-C FABRIC-SHOP
Jim .tditm. Shopping 4..enn.i• \horridills % Kiwi.,lg'ii ii.
4 9 til ) Frui• Parking 11.1.irr I liargi•
STOCK RE D11:710.\- SALE
2 0/0 off entire stock
• Buttons • Crafts
• Zippers • Books
• Thread • Patterns
• Ribbon • Rit Dye
• Yarn • Scissors
• Tapes Trims





• First ()lia lily - Name
Bra nil Fabric-.
Nothing held back - Iou can't afford to miss this chance to
save $$$ on your fall & winter wardrobe. Now is your chance
to buy crafts for your ChriAmas gifts. etc. at big. big savings.
Radio /had(
SUPER MILE.
Save 26 to 41%! Autosound! CB! Hi-Fl!
Budget CB Base Station
Navaho TRC-441 by Realistic'
A quality base station at a super
sale price! Find out road condi-
tions before you go out. LED
channel display is easy-to-read




Use CB for Highway Info
TRC-427 by Realistic
Never get stranded on the highway
again! Find where gas is cheapest,
who's open, who's got road service.







Just 17/8x4%x63/4", but delivers plenty of rich, full-bodiedsound. Fits easily under dash, seat or in glovebox of most. vehicles. Slide-action volume, balance and tone controls.Includes speaker cable and mounting hardware 12-1802
Look At This! Realistic Stereo System Featuring
a Receiver- Cassette Recorder with Dolby* NR
save16080 $449
• Realistic SCR-1800 Receiver/Cassette Recorder with Dolby
Noise Reduction on Tape and FM. 16 watts per channel,
minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more
than 0.3% total harmonic distortion
• Two MC-1400 Bass Reflex Speakers Featuring 8" Woofer
with a Tuned Port and a 41/,' Tweeter
• LAB-58 Automatic/Manual changer with Magnetic
Cartridge, Base and Hinged Oust Cover





FREE! THE 1980 RADIO SHACK CATALOG-176-VALUE PACKED PAGES OF EXCLUSIVE
ELECTRONICS! GET YOUR COPY TODAY AT OVER 7000 LOCATIONS!
OlymOic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

















PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
PAGES THE Mt RItt K. LEDGER Sr TIMES, Thursday, October 18, an
.nelvelopments Take Place In Biological Research
This IN the second in a series
of articles in conjunction with
the forthcoming Bioethics
Pubti Eriinl to be held
Thursday evening October 25.




Association, and the United
Campus Ministry, with funds
provided in part by a grant
 SEW= WM 1111111MINIV 
Ethan Allen Fall Values
from the Carriage House
Floor Cock Sale!
save 17% to 19% on future family heirlooms
Outstanding values on majestic clocks from the Ethan
Allen collection. Cho,..se from formal or informal
styles. An investment in pleesure and beauty.
-Each is masterfully crafted with exquisite
Ethan Allen cabinetry. magnificent solid brass
faces with raised numerals, moon phase
dials, melodious chimes. Big
Ben hour strike, and the finest
precision weight-driven
movements. Sale prices





Giving . . .
Save 17% to 19%
Now .. . While
Selection Is
The Best .. .
The Chandler. 74" cabinet of solid Pine
and selected veneers. reg. 899.50 sale 749.50
The Wheaton. 72" cabinet
of solid Oak and selected veneers.
Choice of 3 Chimes. reg. 1,049.50 sale 849.50
The Bristol. 84" elegant cabinet
of solid Cherry and selected veneers.
Choice of 3 chimes. reo. 1,149.50 sale 9 4 9 50
finest selection in the TRI-STATE
Convenient Terms. . . Free Delivery.. . Open Friday tights.
UNITED HOME Ft RN l'sHINC,S
ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE
114 :North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257
ONE~NIONMMOINEM=1111101111MMIPII• 
Bioethics




Humanities Council. . . Views
expressed in these articles
and in the public forum are
intended to inform and
stimulate a thinking public
and do not necessarily
represent the vifws Of any
organization or individuals
sponsoring or contributing to
the forum. Dr. Paul
Blankenship is pastor of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
The Challenge of Bioethics
By Dr. Paul Blankenship




have taken place in medical-
biological research during the
past few years and even more
impressive possibilities are
within sight. A seemingly
normal child (now one year
old) was born from a human
egg that was fertilized outside
its mother's_ body and then
implanted in - the mother's
womb; before a baby is born it
is possible to discover genetic
defects as well as whether the
baby is male or female; it
may become possible to
correct an inherited disease
like diabetes through gene
therapy; and there are many
more possibilities — some
promising and some
frightening.






Atlanta's violent crime wave
has touched Carl Sanders' law
firm for the second time in a
month, and the former
Georgia governor says the
city must act to prevent the
"law of the jungle" from
taking over.
On Wednesday, a secretary
from the law firm of Trout-
man, Sanders, Lockerman &
Ashmore was fatally shot on
her way to celebrate her birth-
day with a friend.
Police say Patricia Barry
apparently had never met the
man who stepped from a
downtown lunchtime crowd
and shot her in the head before
taking his own life.
Misg Barry, 26, died later at
a local hospital, becoming the
city's 185th homicide victim
this year. There were 143
killings in all of 1978.
"All we know is a guy ran up
to her and shot her and then
apparently turned the gun on
himself," said Lt. B.L.
Neikirk, head of the Atlanta
Police Bureau's homicide
squad.
Police identified the man as
Raymond P. Bunting, 32, of
Atlantic City, N.J., where
officials said he had a history
of mental illness.
Sanders, who has said he
may run for governor in 1982,
said he would announce a plan
to deal with the violence that
has made Atlanta one of the
most crime-plagued cities in
the nation. He said the plan
would involve gun control.
I
Money Market Certificates 6 Months
This Rate Is In Effect Oct. 18 through Oct. 24
TERM: 6 Months (182 Days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT: $10,000; GUARANTEED RATE
Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury Auction
Save With
curity Federal
Savings 8 oan Association
VA\
‘\\‘:
'natters that need to be
discussed openly — questions
especially about controls over
this research and how its
results will be applied. Many
scientists involved in such
projects are aware of the need
for ethical guidance and open
to it. We need to know all we
can about these issues in order
to form an intelligent opinion
and make an appropriate
response.
The Bioethics Public Forum
provides a good opportunity
for us to become informed
about these developments that
may affect the lives of
everyone. Various points of
view will be heard and we will
have a chance to ask questions
that come to mind as we
weigh the good and bad
possibilities of present and
future research.
There are good Biblical
grounds for research that may
help to relieve human suf-
fering without degrading
human life. Healing and the
relief of human suffering have
always been a vital part of the
Church's work in following its
Lord, Jesus Christ. The seam')
for a cure to cancer, diabetes,
and all . other diseases is
crucial and must be con-
tinned. However, this
desirable goal must not be
used to justify inordinate risks
with human lives or degrading
test conditions.
The goal of perfecting the
human race is not nearly as
reassuring as the relief of
suffering and holds the most
frightening possibilities. We
must not forget the bizarre
Nazi experiments that were
aimed at perfecting the
human race, for no-one even
a good person) is finally
immune from the temptation
to play God. Therefore, we
need to learn all we can about
these issues and the Bioethics
Public Foriun is a good place
to begin.
CLEAN-UP WEEK — Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley, center, signs a proclamation
designating the week of Oct. 15-19 as Clean-Up and Beautification Week. Standing
with Henley are Sharon Boggess, left, and Barbara Robertson, of the Murray High
School chapter of DECA. DECA officials are asking citizens to help conserve energy
and keep Calloway County litter free and energy independent.
Open Daily I-I
Sunday 1-4
4c=ii ir—wilr burs-Fri.-Sat. Sale
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Book and Record Sets
Superheroes'. come to life for little
believers in this comic book and
record Set. 10- 45 RPM record.Four favorite heroes.















































of his backs, like
Lindsey Hudspeth










Ricky Ray remembers the final game of Murray State's
1978 football season, perhaps because he was a big part of
it. An interception of his pass and runback for a
touchdown by a Western Kentucky player were the even-
tual winning points in the Racers' 14-6 loss and end to a 4-7
year.
"I thought about that game alot over the summer, and I
used it to motivate me for this season," Ray, a sophomore
from Owensboro, said yesterday.
Ray's 78 statistics included some gogd news and some
not so good. Re threw three touchdown passes, but five in-
terceptions numbered among his 68 attempts. "I used the
good things about last year to help me, and I viewed the
bad things as just experience."
























Ray has already thrown 110 passes-this season as Mur-
ray's No.1 quarterback, and his five interceptions are
three fewer than any other Ohio Valley Conference
quarterback who has thrown a comparable number. Too,
he leads the league in passing percentage with 61 comple-
tions for 56 percent. -
"It's Just like pitch out catch' out there," he says. "The
top three receivers on this team — Greg King, Kris Rob-
• bins and Anthony Robbins — are so good, all I have to do is
throw it near them, and they'll catch it."
Ray also credits the offensim line, which he says has
been "tremendous." "I've only been sacked twice, and I
usually have plenty of time to look for a receiyer.," he
says.
Ray threw 72 passes in Murray's first four games, but
he has since unleashed just 38 in the Racers' last three, all
victories to help a four-game winning streak and 5-1-1
record.
"I want to do whatever it takes for this team to win,"
See RAY, page 18
Eastern-Western Game Is State's
Oldest, Bitterest Football Rivalry
By CHARLES WOLFE ,
Associated Press Writer
Hundreds of college football
games of varying importance
and interest will be played
Saturday. In terms of pure
fervor, however, few will rival
the 54th meeting of Eastern
Kentucky and Western
Kentucky.
. Eastern-Western is the
state's oldest and bitterest
football rivalry, drawn clearly
along regional lines. The
game itself, however, is not so
easily described.
'It's just something that, if
you've ever played in it or
coached in it, it just seems to
be different from any other -
game," Eastern Coach Roy
Kidd said in a telephone in-
terview from Richmond.
"This game has always
been irnnOrtant," Western
Coach Jimmy Feix added
from Bowling Green. "It
seems to come at a. time Of the
sesson when the conference
race is beginning to clear up a
little bit and it usually has a
bearing on the race." '
Kidd and Feix are. them-
Selves symbolic of the rivalry.
Each is coaching his alma
Mater. Long before they were
rival coaches, they were rival
quarterbacks.
Yet Kidd and Feix have
become close friends over the
years, reflecting a change in
the modern athlete.
"I think the players are a
little more sophisticated
now," Feix said. "In high
school, you always hate your
opponent. Now, Roy's got kids
and I've got kids that probably
went to high school with each
other. There's more a mutual
respect than a hate-type at-
titude."
As it often happens, Eastern
and Western are unbeaten in
the Ohio Valley Conference
entering Saturday's game at
Eastern's Hanger Field. The
winner, therefore, will have
cleared a large hurdle in the
dash for the OVC crown.
"Lots of times, our game is
going to decide the cham-
pionship, but any time we play
Western, it's a big game,"
said Kidd. "I've gone into the
game when neither of us were
contenders for the title, but it
was still a big game because
there was pride there."
Kidd said he would rather
play Western in the season
finale, rather than in mid-
season.
"After we play them, We
have trouble getting ready for
the next game," he said. "We
just have a kind of a let-down.
I remember that one year we
had two weeks to get ready for
Western. It was a very, very
highly emotional game. Then
we went to Murray the next
week and they beat us. And
Murray just had an average
team." "
Feix said his Hilltoppers
usually experience no such
letdown, adding he was happy
with the schedule.
"I like it the way it is if he
(Kidd I is having trouble,"
Feix said with a laugh. "We
don't point ,for anybody._ I
don't mean to sound
,egotistical, but I have the
feeling everybody points to us
for some reason. 'Because/of
that, I just really don't have-a
chance to get our team up for
Eastern."
But both coaches try to low-
key the rivalry while
preparing for the game.
"It's the type of game where
a coach doesn't worry about
his kids getting mentally
ready to play," Kidd said, "so
we just don't talk about it
much, other than what they do
offensively and defensively.
We don't talk about the rivalry
or past games."
"We use the same ap-
proach," said Feix. "We don't
have to do anything synthetic
to get the players ready. You
can't afford to get too flat and
one way to get flat next week
is to get too high this week.
You spend yourself physically
every week, but if you spend
yourself emotionally, it's just
not good."
Cosell Needs Detail
To Leave Series Site
By_the Associated Press
BALTIMORE — Police
assigned a special detail to
escort network sports an-
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nouncer Howard Cosell to the
final game of the World Series
after learning that a group of
highly,. vocal Orioles fans
surrounded his limosine an!
sprayed it with foam.
• As- Cosell was leavini.!
Memorial Stadium after the
sixth game of the World Serie:
Tuesday night, a group of
spectators yelled obscenitie,
and sprayed his limousine
with what was apparenth
shaving cream.
Sgt. Mike Bass, a police
spokesman, said Cosell wa';
apparently in "good spirit,'
and not angry or bitter," but
added the announcer said it
was unfortunate the incident
should happen "in a great c0
like Baltimore."
Private . security guardc
tried to control the belligerent
fans when they ambushed
Cosell's limosine, Bass said
He quoted Cosell as saying the
guards did their best, but -it
just got out of hand."
, Bass addict that Cosell said
he thinks the group was
















Murray Ledger 8kr Times
The Champs
Stargell, After Holding Up
For So Long, Finally Breaks
By WILL GR1MSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
BALTIMORE — The old
man won a ball game and the
Worid Series with four mighty
swings of his bat, caeured the
MVP award and talked to the
President of the United States
without one crack in his
iassive reserve.




L!reen --bottle of white
California wine in his right
hand, the 38-year-old captain
and inspirational leader of the
Pittsburgh Pirates took his
sister, Sandrus, in a strong
embrace and broke into tears.
For a full minute, he and his
kid sister from Oakland.
Calif., held each other close
and wept convulsively. Then
the tough, raw-bpned first
baseman wiped the stream of
water from his cheeks with a
white towel.
"We've been together a long
time — we've come through
hell together," he said, ob-
viously embarrassed to show
such sentiment before a
roomful of newspapermen.
Then he chided himself:
"Big old dummy up here."
Earlier, the 38-year-old
Stargell — closing his 18th
season as a Pirate — had
smashed a two-run homer,
two doubles. and a single to
provide the greatest damage
in. Pittsburgh's 4-1 clinching
1
victory' over the Baltimore
Orioles.
It was a strange repeat of
history. Eight years before,
Stargell had scored the
winning run in the Pirates'
seven-game .comeback
triumph over the Orioles in
this same park.
Stargell had 12 hits in 30 bat
appearances for a-.400 batting
average. He had seven extra
base hits including three hpme
runs, and 25 total bases that
tied the 1977 Series record set
by Reggie Jackson of the
Yankees.
But he sought to shrug off
his own individual exploits of
the last eight days and turn
See STARGELL, page 11
Tandem Of Stargell, Tekulve




Pops Stargell should stick two
of those little gold'stars on his
hat. His . four hits, World
Series-winning home run and
his leadership .of a record-
tying comeback by the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates would seem to
merit such reward. '
Stared-1, the 38-year-old
father of the Pirates' baseball
family, hands the ornaments
to his teammates for
meritorious achievement. And
the cheering in the streets of
Pittsburgh this morning — for
Wednesday night's 4-1 victory
over Baltimore and the rally
from a 3-1 deficit in games —
told how meritorious that
performance was.
. If it didn't, a visit from
President,Carter did. With his
Secret " Service entourage,
Carter joined Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn in saluting the
man they call Pops and the
rest of the Pirates.
"He said congratulations
and talked to me about the
records I broke. He said itIvas
a thrilling game between two
outstanding teams," said
Stargell, named Most
Valuable Player in the Series.
- "I wanted to ask him if he had
any peanuts on him, but there
were too many Secret Service
men around and I was afraid
to ask."
It was Stargell, a mountain
of a man, who provided the
muscle, and reliever Kent
Tekulve — the thin man of
baseball — who triggered the
Pirates to their seventh-game 
triumph.
Stargell's hits included two
doubles and that two-run
sixth-inning homer. Tekulva
choked an eighth-inning
Baltimore rally and set the
Orioles down in the ninth to




capped one of baseball's great
comebacks as the Pirates
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Ledger & Thees Seem Writer
Calloway County celebrates
its first varsity homecoming
Friday night by hosting
Crittenden County at Roy
Stewart Stadium at $ p.m.,
and coach Stan Outland sees
the activities as both an ad-
vantage and disadvantage.
"It will be an added in-
spiration to win," Outland
said. **But every team comes
down with . the idea of a
homecoming upset."
The Lakers are still looking
for their first varsity win and
enter Friday's a loser in each
of their seven games. Crit-
tenden has a 1-5 mark to offer
; for their efforts.
i Calloway enjoyed hard-
;hitting practice seasons
during this week, Outland
$says' and admitted he was 
s pleased with the Lakers'
- performance during 32-6 loss
to Murray High last week.
"Our boys have a good
mental attitude about
Friday's game and we've been
proud of them for being able to
bounce back," he said.
Outland said that Crittenden
was about the same caliber
team as Reidland and noted its
quickness on defense. "They
have a fast team," Outland
said. ."If we move the. ball
;offensively we'll be all right. If
we don't do it well, we could be
hurting."
Crittenden's only win this
year came at home against
Reidland a month ago by a 16-
0 count.
The Lakers faced Reidland
earlier this year and produced
their 'best offensive effort by
putting 14 points on the board
and moving the ball well.
Calloway eventually lost the
game 20-14.
"That was a tough loss
( against Reidland" Outland
said. -A couple of breaks the
other way, and we could easily
have won it."
Outland says the Lakers
should have everyone healthy
Friday aside from Mike
Shipwash, whose sore knee
could force him to miss some
playing time.
Were taking them one at a
time," Outland said. "All we
can do is go out and try to do
our best. I'll try to stick
around for the whole game
this time,". Outland added
with a smile, noting his
ejection from last week's
contest following an argument
with officials.
The game will be the final
home contest for Calloway.
After Friday, it travels to
Webster County Oct. 26 and





Continued from page 9
Ray says. "The past few games, all I've had to do is give
the ball to a back and watch him run. There's no need to
pass when we can do that."
Murray is 3-0 and alone in first place in the OK stan-
dings, but the meat of the schedule— games with Eastern
Kentucky, Austin Peay and Western Kentucky — are still
to come. Ray views it simply as a challenge.
"We've won games with what we've been doing, so I see
no reason why we can't keep doing it," he says. "If we
move the ball on-offense, I know the defense will do its
job."
Talk of his own individual achievements from Ray are
as hard to get as incomplete pass from him these days, but
he does admit that he would like to be an all-conference
selection. "But that's not really important to me. What's
important is an OVC championship. That's something the
team, not I, can get." And those are the rays of hope, er,











(for appointment and free estimate)
Murray High's Mark. Barber (55) and Eddie Requarth downed a Calloway County runner
during last week's 32-6 Tiger victory. Friday, Calloway hosts Crittenden County, while Mur-
ray faces Todd County. Both will be the schools' homecoming games.
Murray High After Fourth .
Straight Win Against Todd
By TONY WILSON
Ledger &Than Sparta Eater
Mike Dotson views Murray
High as another villian to add
to his team's already-dismal
season, unless his Todd
County High School squad
surprises him.
"We just don't have the
talent to compete with people
like Murray," Dotson, the
Todd County coach, said by
phone this morning. "Unless
we play extremely well, we're
in for a long night." The 7:30
p.m. contest at Ty Holland
Stadium will be part of
Murray High's homecoming
activities. .
Dotson took over a Rebel
team that was winless in 11
ganies last season and guided
it to victories in two of its first
five 'outings this year. Then
the big boys came to town.
Todd County was blasted by
Heath 45-0. It was ripped -by
Caldwell County 52-22. It was
numbed by Fbrt Campbell 47-
O. And in Murray, Dotson says
the smoke hasn't cleared yet.
"Murray is always a good-,
rugged team," he said. "Lf
they were be a little down, we
would have a better chance,
but I know John Hina too well
for that to happen."
Hina, the Murray High
coach, promises it won't
happen, even though the
Tigers' meeting with powerful
Paducah Tilghman is only
eight days away.
"There's no way we're
going to look past this game
(against Todd County)," Hina
said yesterday. "The last time
we played a team that didn't
have a good record (Trigg
County), we won 3-0. I don't
think the kids on this team
'have forgotten that one yet."
By whipping Calloway
County 32-6 last week, Murray
extended its winning streak to
three games and improved its
season mark to 5-3. A victory
Friday would guarantee the
Tigers* a winning season,
Hina's first since 1976.
Too, a win over Todd would
even Murray's district record
at 3-3 and drop the Rebels' to
2-7 overall and 0-5 in the
district.
As for a reason for his
team's sudden tailspin,
Dotson points to the schedule.
"We've just played some very
good team the last three
weeks. When you're small and
inexperienced, you don't stand
up too well against those
types."
-We've played good football
the past few weeks," Hina
said. "The mistakes haven't
come as often, and we've been
much more consistent."
Though Hina was generally
pleased with Murray's effort
against Calloway, the support
of it didn't sit too well with
him. "I was very disappointed
with our crowd turnout," Hina
said.
"I'm not disappointed for
myself, but for the kids on this
team. That game was at our
place, yet Calloway's side was
making the most noise."




and Texas-Arkansas are the
traditional rivalries that get
the blood-pumping a bp more
vigorously in college football
this weekend,. battles mat-
ching teams in the Top Ten.
With Texas flirting with the
NO. I spot in the rankings and
pointing .-to a possible
RICK't RAY
Coetzee Just Wants




Africa — Gerrie Coetzee of
South Africa doesn't want to
be known as a white hope, but
just a fighter who wants to be
a world champion.
'Being called 'Great White
Hope' means more money for
me," said Coetzee, -who will
- fight American black John
Tate Saturday for the World
Boxing Association
heavyweight title.
' "But. I don't really like it,"
the 24-year-old Coetzee said
Wedneklay. I want , white
people, brown people, black
people to accept me as their
champion."
So Coetzee promised that if
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first white man to win a
heavyweight title since
Ingemar Johansson in 1959
that he will work for full rat ial
equality in all South African
sports.
"One has only to look at
what Muhammad Ail
achieved for his religion by
using - the world -.title as a
platform," said Coetzee. • • It is
possibly the best platform in
the world to launch such a
message."
The fight?' which has been
protested against by U.S. civil
rights groups because of Si ,uth
Africa's apartheid policy, will
be Staged before an integrated
audience at the Loftus Ver.
sfeld rugby stadium iii the
capital of Pretoria 30 miles
from here.
Ticket prices run from
about $345 to about $12 A
crowd of at least imrsion is
expected by the promoters for
the bout that will be seen live
in the United States on Vic at
4:30 p.m. EDT.
- The WBA title tr4-,•ir [tie
vacant when Ali retired
earlier this year. The Wind
Boxing Council recognizes
Larry Holmes as champion
and most boxing observers
consider Holmes the best
heavyweight in the world.
Tate is well aware of this.
"Every day when I get up to
train I think about people in
the boxing world not having
accepted me, and it motivates
nte " he said.-
The 24-year-old from
Knoxville, Tenn.,* wants a
crack at Holmes and univili-sal
championship recogniiion, but
he's not looking past Satur-
day.
. Just an old eountry boy
and I've been taught to cross
one bridge at a time," he said,
championship clash with
Alabama in the Cotton Bowl, it
looks like a team ripe for
plucking. As for Southern Cal,
two weeks of mediocrity
should be enough for an outfit
of such talent.
So it's Arkansas in an upset.
• USC In-a snapback. Last
week's score: -33-15, .689, with
main casualties in the Far
West.;
Southern Cal 22, Notre
Dame 17.: The Trojan defense
must make teammate Charles
White's efforts‘vorthwhile.
Arkansas 17, Texas 10: The -
Longhorns 'could have been
drained • in stopping,-
Oklahoma's racehorse bacr
field.
Alabama 23, Tennessee 14:
The Vols' Johnny Majors was
to look Bear Bryant in the eye
some day, but not yet. .
Nebraska 42. Oklahoma
State It: Tim Hager and Craig
Johnson should continue their
touchdown spree.
North Carolina 28, North
Carolina State 20: The
Wolfpack will find it im-
possible to neutralize Matt
K upec - -
Purdue 22, MiChigan State
Murray State Harriers
Host SE Missouri Friday
The Murray State men's cross country team, a 20-35 winner
over Southern Illinois last week, faces Southeast hlissourj in
a dual meet Friday at 3:3d p.m. at the Murray Country Club.
The event will cover five miles, and competing for Murray
will be Jerry Odlin and Richard Charleston, who finished
one-two, respectively, against SIU. Other Racer runners will
be Barry Atwell, Gary Ribbons and David Rafferty.
• ---
17: Mark Herrmann should
throw more' points than the
Spartans' Mort.Anderson can
kick.
.. Navy 24, Virginia 14: Mike
Sherlock goes by land but his
sea buddies should . remain
among the nation's unbeatens.
.. Penn State 25, Syracuse 17:
Syracuse mast have been
pointing for this game last
but to no avail. 4The others:
. , EAST: Baylor 27, Army 7;
Brown 19. Cornell 15; Yale 23,
Columbia 6; Harvard 20,
Dartmouth 15; Colgate 17,
Princeton 15; Temple 33,
Cincinnati 13; Holy Cross 15,
Villanova 7 Tulane 25, West
Va. 17; Lafayette 7, Penn 0.
SOUTH: Clemson 20, Duke
7; Louisiana St. 25, Kentucky
13; Miami, Fla. 20, Boston
College 7; Mississippi St. 30,
Marshall 14; South Carolina
24, •Mississippi 17; Southern
Mississippi 19. Memphis St.
14; Georgia 35, Vanderbilt 7;
Citadel 15, VMI 7; Virginia
Tech 29, Richmond 13; Wake
Forest IS, Maryland 10;
Rutgers 25, William & Mary 7.
MIDWEST: - Iowa 30,
Minnesota 25; Indiana 27.
Northwestern 15; Miami, Ohio
17, Bowling Green 14;
Louisville 21, Indiana St. 7;
Iowa St. 19, Kansa,s 14; Ohio
U. 18, Toledo 14.
SOUTHWEST: Texas Tech
25, Rice 7; Tulsa 14, Texas
Christian 10; North Texas St.
28, West Texas St. .7; South-
west Louisiana 19, Lamar 6.
.. EAR WEST: Arizona 19,
Stanford 14; Arizona St. 27,
Washington St. 7; Missouri 24.





SYDNEY, Australia — John
Newcombe whipped India's
Vilair Amritaj 6-4. 6-4 and
Vitas Geridaltis eliminate
Terry Roeavert of Australia 6-
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became the fourth team in
ustor) to utiake up a 3-1 deficit
III a seven-game Series. The
others were the 1958 New YorIL
Yankees, 1968 Detroit Tigers
and the 1925 Pirates.
After Huh Dauer's home
run gavo Baltimore a lArlead
in the third inning, Stargell
sent Pittsburgh ahead 2-1. The
Pirates added two runs in the
eighth to wrap up their fifth
World Series tnurnph in seven
amearances.
"I feel bad," said Baltimore
Manager Earl Weaver. "We
won 102 ball games in the
regular season. We won 108
the whole year. We needed
109. We fell one short."
It was the first Pirates'
Series triumph since 1971,
when Roberto Clemente led
them to a victory over the
Orioles in seven games.
Clemente later perished when
his private plane crashed on a
mercy mission to hurricane-
stricken Nicaragua.
The late Danny Murtaugh




Murtaugh after the little Irish-
-man died, observed, "Danny
Murtaugh and Clemente must
be having a ball up there right
now."
Actually, death hung over
the Pirates throughout the
Series. Tanner's mother died
Sunday morning and the
manager's joy was certain to
turn to tears today when he
was to attend the funeral for
Anne Tanner in New Castle,
Pa.
Her pasting may have
spurred the Pirates'
comeback. As an emotional
Stargell noted after this
triumph: "There has been a
closeness on this team that"
there are no words I can think
to describe."
"We scratched and clawed
our way to this day," said the
225-pound first baseman, his
voice broken and tears run-
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ei 4 Days Only'
0 "Fools Die"
Save' by Mario Puzo
Now in paperback! Mario Puzo explores the gold-
en triangle of Las Vegas , New York and Hol -
lywood, where the strong survive and "Fools Die".
56 4 Days Only'"Ashes in the
Save' Wind" Paperback
If you loved "The Flame and the Flower", you'll
love this latest novel by Kathleen E. Woodiwiss.
An historical romp* set in the civil war era.
96 4 Days Only!Color Book of
Save! Plants, Flowers
"Encyclopedia of Indoor Plants and Flowers" is
91/2x 13", hardcover. The ideal book for the plant
lover on the care and arranging of plants, flowers.
FREE!
Harlequin presents the book -The
Honey is Bitter" to any K mart shop-
per during this sale event. No pur-
chase necessary. Available at any
chatkaut tegister,
While '1000 of this printing last in
each store. One to a customer '
700 U.S. Highway 641
fling down his cheeks. "We are
family and that's not being
sassy or fancy. It typified this
ball club."
Baltimore's Scott
McGregor, the losing pitcher,
was asked, what he thought of
Stargell, who was 12-for-30 in
the Series, hit .400, tied Reggie
Jackson's record for total
bases with 25 and set a record
with seven extra-base hits on
three homers and four
doubles).
He also became the 40th
player in Series history — the
fourth this series — to collect
four hits in a game.
"I tell you, Mr. Stargell is
one heck of a man. You gotta
tip your hat to them all. But
we had a good season. I'm not
going to pout. I may party,
too,':-McGregor said.
The absence of the long ball
when it was needed took its
toll on the Orioles. They
managed just four hits
Wednesday night, snapped a
21-inning scoreless streak with
Dauer's homer in the third,
In 7 Games
and finished with just one run
in the final 28 innings.
The Pirates amassed 81 hits
in the seven games. The
Orioles had 54.
"Our hitting stopped," said
Weaver, famous for his lineup
switches arid righty-lefty
percentage plays. "We went
stale one game too soon.
"We had just about every
move we wanted to make, but
when the ball players don't
come through, your moves
don't look quite as good."
It remained for Phil Garner,
who hit .500 in the Series to
lead the Pirates' batters, to
sum up the team's feeling:
"Willie Stargell gets younger
every year. If he ever retires,
we'll all go with him."
Garner finished the season
with a 24-game hitting streak:
the last 14 games of the
regular season, three playoff
games and seven Series
games. He was the only player
to hit in all seven Series
games.
Tekulve said he always
believed the Pirates would
conic back and win.
"That's been the nature of
this ball club ... It's been a lot
of hard work and a lot of pain,
and if we were going to go
down we were going to kill
ourselves trying," he said.
It was a very trying Series.
The first game was postponed
by rain. The second was
played despite snow and rain
earlier in the day. The
weather was cold except for
the final two games in
Baltimore.
One last thing on Stargell.
He showed his leadership in
the eighth inning when
Tekulve came in to try and get
the Pirates out of a jam.
Stargell walked over to the
reliever and told him to show
people why Tekulve was the
best relief pitcher in baseball.
"If you're not ready, I'll
pitch and you play first base,"
Stargell told Tekulve.
It broke the tension for
Tekulve. He smiled, then went




Continued from page 9
the attention to Manager
Chuck Tanner and -his
teammates.
He said it would be hard for
the average person to un-
derstand the closeness and the
spirit of the Pittsburgh club.
All of us were disappointed
when we came so close and
didn't win in 1978," he related.
"We went to spring training
determined that we wouldn't
have to be home and watching
on TV this year.
"We scratched and clawed
our way past Montreal, beat
the Reds, then whipped this
Baltimore club that had been
murderous all year. I am a
proud individual. I have so
much joy in my heart."
It was Stargell, with his
earsplitting discos, his hun-
dreds of crocheted gold stars
for meritorious performances
and his constant banter that
kept the Pirate clubhouse free
of strain.
As he strode to tile plate in
the sixth inning before he hit
his two-run homer, the Pirate
bench started yelling,. Come
on, Pops, lead the way!"
"I didn't hear 'em," Statgell
said. "I was thinking about
Bill Robinson standing out
there on base. I can't stand to
leave men on base."
Rockets Bring Show Home,
Trip Pacers; Lakers' Johnson
Lost For 6 Weeks After Injury
By the Associated Press
After bombing on' the road,
the Houston Rockets brought
their show home.
"I was a little nervous
before this game," said Calvin
Murphy. "We had played
three and lost three, and we
were a little tired and a little
frustrated."
NBA ROUNDUP
Murphy and his Houston
teammates, however, felt
considerably better after a
116-112 National Basketball
Association triumph over the
Indiana Pacers Wednesday
night.
Murphy had a big hand in
Houston's first victory of the
season with 22 points. Moses
Malone had a bigger one with
44 points and 29 rebounds.
Elsewhere in the NBA,
Washington defeated Atlanta
100-97; Boston whipped
Cleveland 1 2 7 -1 0 8 ;
Philadelphia stopped New
Jersey 113-88; Golden State
whipped Kansas City 107-94;
Milwaukee turned back
Denver 125-97 and Seattle
edged Los Angeles 112-110.
Bullets 100, Hawks 97 —
Roger Phegley came off the
bench to score 11 of his 19
points in the fourth quarter to
spark Washington past
Atlanta. Phegley, a second-
year forward from Bradley,
sank seven of his last eight
shots to give the Bullets the
boost they needed for their
first victory in three starts
this season.
Atlanta led 95-89 with 4:36 to
play. Then Phegley scored
seven straight points to put the
Bullets in front to stay 96-95.
Celtics 127, Cavaliers 108 -
Dave Cowens led seven Boston
players in double figures with




W L Pet. GB
BoMon 3 0 1 000 —
Philadelphia 3 0 1.000 —
New York 2 1 0187 1
New Jereey 1 2 333 2
Washington 1 2 .333 2
Omani Midas
Detrott 2 1 107 —
Indiana 2 2 300
San Antonio I 1 .503 %
Atlanta 1 3 no 1%
Cleveland 1 3 .250 1%
Iheasten 1 3 .250 1%
Netters Coefereace
Miehreet Divides
Milwaukee 3 1 750 —
llama City 1 1 .5/0 1
Chicago 1 2 .733 lit
Utah 0 2 .000 2
Denver 0 4 NO 3
Peale Divides
Phoenix 3 0 1.000 —
Portland 3 0 LON —
Las Angeles 2 1 .1117 1
Golden State 2 2 AIN 1%
San Diego 1 2 373 2
Statile 1 2 .333 2
Weduedere Gamer
Barton 127, Cleveland 16
Philadelphia 113, New Jersey SI
Washington IN, Allard& 07
Milwaukee MI, Deriver 97
Golden State 107, Kansas Qty 14
Houston 111, Indiana 112
Statile 112, Lou Angeles 110
Tberedlay'e Gamer
Indians at Atlanta
San Antonio al Cleveland
__ mitt )(DOW Ptiirort.
- -Pireendee-tAKK--
Chicago at San Diego
Trkhey's Gomm
Waishingteneet Boston
New York at New Jersey
Detroit at FIN•delphla
Pheeela M Milwaukee.
Mamas aly 40 Denver
Portland 40L,m Angela
Ian Diego at kat*
Series Schedule
World Series At A Glance
, By The Areeciated Peer,
Seet-el-Seres Serb,
Flret Game
Baltimore 5, Pittsburgh 4
Sensed Game
Pittsburgh 3, Baltimore 2
Third Game
Baltimore 11, Pittsburgh 4
Fourth Game
Baltimore 9, Pittsburgh 6
Fifth Game
Pittsburgh 7, Baltimore I
Sixth Game
Ptttaburgh 4, Baltimore 0
Wednesday's Genie









Cheney, infielder. Assigned Rick Conn.
Dom Chili and Ricky Mahler, Pittiem
and Don Nimbler, infielder, to Rich
mend 00th. international League Added
Km Smith and Terry Harper, outfielders.
and Don Collins, Joe Cowley and Poo
Mareglello, pitchers.
CHICAGO CUBS—Traded Noose
Moore, pitcher, to the StLools Cardunis
for Mike 1.7140, ascend baseman Signed
Tyson to. contract.
BAMESTIALL
Weenia'r Prefeedesel BerkethaS Leslw
- 74174,•-et,4471141TARS7Stined Owes
GAL int Ethel mate, guards, tilt"'
year contracts
FOOTBALL.
?MOW Feethell Leeson -- -
CHICAGO BEARS—Waived Jack IMP
Maine, running bad. Signed Mark Mer-
rill, linebacker.
DETROIT LIONS—Signed Eddie I ea111
carnerisedt. Released ken Ellis, Meng"
back.
21 points as the unbeaten
Celtics rallied in the second
half to beat Cleveland.
Held scoreless in the first
half, Cedric Maxwell poured
in 10 points in the opening
minutes of the third period.
That triggered a decisive 41-
point quarter which led the
Celtics to their third victory of
the weekold season.
76ers 113, Nets 88 — Julius
Erving scored 22 points and
Bobby Jones added 16 to lead
Philadelphia past New Jersey.
Erving scored 14 of his points
in the first half when the
Sixers took control of the
game.
Warriors 107, Kings 94 —
John Lucas and Purvis Short
keyed a second-half surge,
leading Golden State to an
easy victory over Kansas City.
The Kings, defending Midwest
Division champions, never led
as the Warriors took a 48-43
halftime lead and quickly
pulled away after in-
termission behind Lucas and
Short.
Bucks 125, Nuggets 97 —
Marques Johnson scored 29
points and Junior Bridgeman
had 23 to lead Milwaukee over
winless Denver. The scoring
of Johnson and Bridgeman
helped the Bucks open a 23-
point second-quarter lead.
Sonics 112, Lakers 110 —
Jack Siknia and rookie James
Bailey each scored nine points
in the fourth quarter as Seattle
defeated Los Angeles , in a
game marked by the loss of
Laker guard Earvin "Magic"
Johnson to injury.
A club spokesman said that
Johnson, the Lakers' No. 1
draft choice, will be out of
action for at least six weeks
after the 6-foot-8 guard took a
tumble in the third quarter




ST. LOUIS — Earl Weaver
of the Baltixnefi
named The Sporting News'
1979 major league manager of
the year. The weekly
newspaper said Weaver was
chosen in a poll of a1126 majot
league baseball managers.
Higher Interest Rates To All Savers
Nr1 51/ 0/ Regular Passbook Accounts
7 
/2 /0 With Dads t ompoundins, the annual enecnse yieldthe,.'. no minimum deposd and sou eatn





4 Year Variable Rate
Certificate of Deposit
The ,ale pad is %et oath month baud on the 4 vear
yield (one bs the L S I,easuro tour rate is
guaranteed tor 4 sear,




Ask about our monthly or quarterly interest checks
Early withdrawal requires a substantial interest penalty
Murray 
A[C MurrayF .1. 
Downtown -------=------. South
Branch Hopkinsville Branch




4%4 715 So 12th St.
753-1214
. ,
Cip AUTO PARTS STORES
-
PEAK EXTRA VALUE
ANTIFREEZE & COOLANT SALE
!
FREE FUNNEL 4#












cooing system parts when
this year
THIS WINTER!you change
winter we soon be upon us. Now's the time
to check your and-freeze and repiace it Yam •a fresh solution. Mlle you're at it, check all n
your cooing system components and replace







V-BELTS • HOSE & CLAMPS *is
U
RADIATOR CAPS • THERMOSTATS
GATESCOOLINGSYSTEM GUIDE AND MILEAGE FINDER
FREE Containsa handy alai finder for
Computing gasolne mileage. plus•Nilth purchase of GATES helpful Information for trouble-v-bett, hose, raciator cad, or shooting the automotive cooingthermostat, 
system, and a miieage distance chartOne per customer Quantities Wilted for major U.S. cities
COOLING SYSTEM FLUSH KIT
var
Si?kw'FREE WITH DU PONT
COOLING SYSTEM PRODUCTS b--- me, -----:-.-...,
Yours by mall with the purchase
of 2 or more Du Pont coding system 














AT YOUR CARQUEST #2131
AUTO PARTS STORE.
1"ew' #2611 •••••
1P9 ": ---•139 '0.
CARQUEST
GAS SAVER TIPS
Booklet explains how to save gas with
FREEauto parts and correct driving habits
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
saie prices good at participating CARQUEST Auto Parts stores thrOOlah Oct. 31, 1979.
Motor Parts lif Bearings
we' i CAR 1109 Chestnut Street
/— -A' I .100411111Y nimmoirono
ullii—ray=753-41311-
TwO Me 11/41/0/2141101111
CMCLart 111141:16 119 11111111111 Mrouen Parts Nortioners Varialle7iric_ Mentreet MOM illillNOwlie and
M NORMVO* WE KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU'RE TALKING PARTS. =eh Lamm
a 
•
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Boyds Named Precinct,Heads
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd of
1004 Sharpe St. and Mr. and
Mrs H. 0. Warren of Route 7,
Ford Road, have been named in the John Y. Brown, Jr., fur
to serve as precinct coor- Governor general election
dmators for Calloway County campaign.
  Boyd, who retired from the
Murray post office in 1977.
. served two years as president
of the Murray High Band
Boosters and was vice-
president of the Jaycees at the
time the Calloway County.
Fair was initiated. He is a
-'former member of the Murri*
Lions Club and is now a
member of the National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees.
Mrs. Boyd (Oneida), a
precinct coordinator for
Brown in the primary election
campaign, was manager of
the Western Union Office in
Murray. for about -years
before it closed and also
worked about nine years at the
Bank of Murray.
She is a former president
and lifetime member of the
Murray High PTA and second
vice-president of the Murray
Woman's Club. She, along
with her husband,. is active in
Community Theatre.
Both Calloway countians,
the Boyds are graduates of
Murray Training School and
both attended Murray State
University. They are mem-
bers of the First Baptist
Church.
—They- havv- righter_
Linda, who is a field
marketing representative in
the advertising department of
Burger Queen Enterprises in
1.ouisville.
The Warrens, both natives
of Livingston County. have
been in Murray since 1952.
They both served as precinct
coordinators for - John
Brown. Jr.. in the primary
campaign.
- Warren, now retired: is a
Well-known businessman who,
owned and operated the
Warren Seed Company in
Murray betWeen 1953 and 1977.
He is a member Of the Murray
Rotary Club.
Mrs. Warren Lemma ), who
Is active in the Murray.
Woman's Club, was formerly
a teacher at the elementary
level in Livingston County.
She attended Murray State. .
The Warrens are members
of the First Baptist Chur
and the Oaks Country Club.
They have three children
Bill of Murray, Ann Wilson '
Salem in Livingston Cour .,
and Henrietta Pinson




A real southern Bar-B-Q
Rib platter. Three large.
meaty ribs with our sauce cooked in,
and more to pour on top. Your chOice of a
baked potato or french fries. and Stockade
Toast. At a Weekend Feature price you're
really going to love. Just $3.29.
Now you'll love commll. to
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
And our quality will keep you condi'. back
BEL AIR CENTER
11Ni 11111°Vnt‘t
C'mon in for all the scrambled eggs, bacon.
sausage. hash browns. hotcakes, biscuits and
coffee you want at
Sirloin Stockade.




506 N 12th Murray hy
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza Phone 753-2380
Savings Dr. Good Health
Mrs. Overcharged
Take a trip to Byron's Discount Pharmacy that's all It writ tale to determine our low every day savings and




















































million will• be made ti
families of victims of the i9
Beverly Hills Supper CIO:
disaster. according t, •
order signed by U.S. 1)i'
Judge Carl Rubin and I .•
pbell Circuit Judge
Diskin.
About $300.00G of the n.,
will be paid to plain:
lawyers, the order said. -
More than $10 million has





Subscribers who have no:
ed their home-delivered
The Murray ledger & Times
530 p m Monday-Friday
330 p m Saturdays are
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p -
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p m
Saturdays.
A c.rculatton
employee is on duty
time periods to insure J P
your newspaper Calls
placed by 6 p.m. oreei,
p.m. Saturdays to ,
delivery
The regular business ot.
of The Murray ledger & Times
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monda
Friday and 8 a.m, to noon,
days
Morgan, Trevathan lk Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
25511. et
a • • • • • • 
L-
PNr Lxi.•••me




. J3_0 • le • a •
p
le .0 0 Il
II6W.:

















Prices Good Thru Sun



















Thu salsa forawas far kozoriovslz





























































































lank istatintly, meal, robber,
pleetics, glees, ceramics, its. Owe






FM rein/ of pie and favor. 100 Tablets
sa$109
Love My Carpet





°.p., Aces, shreds, grates, etc. two
It an. raveroaolo disc Ms slicing side
mid amides side, stainless steel linifo




%we crowsseporery styling, slide Is dial, 4"





Cora popper woos loss all Him 'rawer"
peppers, ertosisetic stirring rod trebles
IS. cern for bigger, fisher, great testing
horst!,
6 Overt (No 5340
Spartus Jamestown
Wall Clock
liecrostes the ovizoisiio 0itailin1 of
arico4olo awfirwmps perfect for mantle Of
table top Bold block unionereis end hen
Es was tin clock *my to reed. bettory

























1 N1111.111 IF MAI
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H A'T , -)ame n,t eAactl ictured
Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.




























• • ft b • it
-
Large Assortment
El II • • IM
Winchester Western
Dove & Quail Shotgun Shells
$353



































• IN MI IL ele111.61.11111 NWITIMI













100% wool, "The Greatest
'Improvement Ever invented

















1 Quart Metal Canteen





adjustable draw weight from 45-55
pounds, factory installed sights with
three adjustable sight modules
Brown . reg. $56.00 Sale$4995
Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.





Top piece has 4
drawers & 1 compartment,
bottom half has
3 drawers & 1 cabinet.










1 2 H.P. 6- Wheel
$67"
3/4 H.P. 2 H.P.
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Buy Now At$399 $249Buy Now At pintGloss & Satin Finish
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Young Stuhley. crushed By Highballing Freight
By WAYNE SI.ATER
Associated Press Writer
KEWANEE, In. AP i -
The night Young Stuhley died
- crushed by a highballing
freight - he was drunk,
rocking-horse drunk, so drunk
the coroner said in his
condition he neither heard nor
saw the train."
There is talk that Young
Stuhley committed suicide.
But nobody here believes it.
They refuse to believe it. To
them, he was the uncrowned
middleweight champion of the
world."
In the 1930s, there %yasn't a
dandy from here to Hollyysood
w FM could match young
Hayden Nicholas Stuhlsatz,
the ghttering-teghter • .with the
Clark Gable profile."
In those day s, he was
fighting - and beating - the
best middleweight boxers in
the world.
But that was a long tune
ago, and everybody knew
Young Stuhley was a sad
creature the night last week -
four days after he turned 68 -








• All You Can Eat SOUP W SALAD BAR
• Chicken Fried Steak with Country Gravy
•
• • Baked Potato or French Fries
•










engines in the Kewanee
raily-ards.
Every body knew he was a
has-been wandering around
with his wrinkled raincoat
flapping in the wind and old
fight pictures under his arm.
Every body knew that his
manager had bungled his
career and taken his money.
"I was sold down the river,"
Stuhley said, contending until
the day he died that his
manager had urged him to
throw fights for quick money.
and promised title chances
that never came.
- "He was one of the best,"
Yit Anderson said sadly as
heads nodded up and down the
bar at the Pioneer Club on
Whiskey' Row. "But he was an
unhappy person. He lived in
the past."
Nobody here believes
Stuhley just ended it all by
taking a dive in front of a
tram. He was their champion.
-There was no tank dive
here," said Julian "Pal"
Wilamoski, a retired judge
who quit boxing ag. an amateur
while his friend Stuhley went
o_rao become a professional.
Pal and Stuhley grew up
%hen he stepped out in front of
& Northern
No Appointment Nrce.erir4
Full Selection of Posen
No A9e Limit







Oct. 19 & 20 National Store Photo Hrs.
Fri. & Sat. Murray, Ky. 
10-1, 2-5
( HILDREN 'NI )H' 211-LS PHOTOGRAPHED FREI%
together and boxed together at
the Grand Theater and the
Dreamland Danee Hall in
Kewanee, a roaring fight town
in the 1920s, Jack Stuhlsatz, a
German immigrant baker,
dreamed that his sons,.
Hayden and Paul, would
become champions in the ring.
"When the StuhLsatz boys
fought, people would throw
money in the yard to show
their appreciation for a good
match," said George Lilly.
-Young Stuhley was the
fastest thing you ever saw."
Stuhley lost only two
amateur fights before turning
pro in 1929, then rang up a
string of 51 straight wins
before losing to Kid Leonard
in Iowa. In a rematch, he beat
the Kid in 10 rounds.
In his 12 years as a
professional, Stuhley won 102
of 121 fights, but none was a
title bout.
Thq highlight of his career
came,. in 1934 when he • beat
Vince Dundee, the reigning
middleweight champ, in a
bruising 10-round affair in
Chicago.
How they' cheered, him that
night! Mills Stadium was lit
up like a bonfire and the crowd
screamed itself hoarse at the
sight of glamorous young
Stuhley and his electrifying
Jett jab: • .
The light of the universe
shone on him that night and
afterwards.
He had a movie star's face,
with a fineboned nose, a.
Roman chin, hair slicked back
like Valentino and great black
sad eyes.- A Los Angeles
sportswriter called him -the
gent with the Clark Gable
_profile." •
He sporteilio suits and big'-
$A.hite Panama - hats,
surrounded himself with a
flashy entourage and attended
Hollywood parties. He made a
couple of film shorts with J.
Carrol Naish.
In the 1930s, at the height
his career, he was a star, a
hero, a person who had the
idolatry that attends big
shots," said Wilamowski. "He
was always impeccably
dressed, always wore a red
carnation in his lapel. and
Wholl Pay You 11.716% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. 
This
11.716% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through Oct. 24,
1979.
WHOM PAY YOU 8.23% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?
If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only 1'4%
below the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest rate
for October is 8.25% and yields 8.6%. The rate on new certificates is determin-
ed the first of each month.
WHO'LL PAY YOU 5'A% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?
Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn-in—
terest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 5%%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.
WHOU OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?







%lien he walked down the
street with his beautiful body,
kids would flock to him."
Stuhley said later he
probably squandeied a million
dollars, no small part of it in
the string of bars known as
Whiskey Row, where drinks
for -Stuhley's friends" were
always on Stuhley.
One day he walked into a
greasy spook rustaurant by
accident and announced, as
always, "Drinks are 'On
Stuhley ! "
-.This ain't no bar, Stuhley,"
the owner said. -This ig a
hamburger joint."
Stuhley paused only briefly,
then threw out his arms as if to
embrace the room. "Ham-
burgers for everybody!" he
cried.
He would stride down
Tremont Street, his pockets
filled with silver dollars that
he would give to children.
"He'd say, 'Here kid,
remember Stuhley.
Remember Stuhley," said
Teddy. Canellos, who used to
shine shoes, on the street. ':He
looked like downtown Chicago
right here in Kewanee." _
When a 'friend expressed
doubt that Stuhley was really
invited to a Hollywood party
at George Raft's house, he
phoned Raft so the friend
could hear it straight from the
actor. He always carried a
picture signed by Bing
Crosby, who came to the
dressing room after a fight
and followed Stuhley's career
for a time.
But the money ran out and
fame dimmed. He was drafted
in 1941. When he returned to
Kewanee a few years later,
few remembered him. He
could not deal with it
He drank heavily and
developed a reputation as a
brawler. Few bars escaped his
rampages.
On Oct. 9, the bartender said
he'd had enough. Stuhley
shuffled away, past the
welding shop and the redbrick
firehouse, toward the railroad
tracks and home.
Those who saw him say he
had boxing, not death, on his
mind. Ringing in his brain,
they, believe, was the night .he
beat Dundee.
They say he must have
heard cheering, the thunder of
the crowd all around him,
screaming itself hoarse',
screaming his name.
Mills Stadium was ablaze
again- and the street lamps
glimmered and a cueball
moon rolled in the sky. The
neons on Whiskey Row blazed
like the headlights of the
roaring, freight, blazing like
the light of the universe.





"07 maim mflim mew aim Niliff
1977 Caprice Classic
Four door, beige, tan vinyl top, tan cloth interior,
power steering and brakes, air, power seats,
split seats, power wiry:lows, power door locks, tilt
wheel, cruise control, AM-FM stereo tape, ap-
proximately 43,000 miles, extra nice. $4875.00
cu Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM PartsGDITAAL MOTORS NWT'S DIVIS11001
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
amllw mem sisMi■ maim alICIEF mem, maw
Coast to Coast Daily 9-9
TOTAL HARDWARE Sunday 1-6
MAESTF:NANCE FREE battenes in most
sizes now at a low sale price Replace your






Reflector infra red heat
lamps. Frosted glass.









Save on heating bills this
winter. Get an efficient cir-
culator heater with a
firebrick lined inner wilt,
automatic thermostat, and
Vycor glass doors for
viewing the fire. Satin black











Save ,s1 all 25-pc and 50-pc stainless steel flatware sets in stock. 25-pc
sets include 4 each of knives, dinner forks. salad forks, soup spoons, 8
teaspoons and 1 serving piec 50-pr set includes 8 each of knives, dinner
forks, salad forks, soup spoons, 16 teaspoons, and 2 serving pieces Buy
now and save 25%,
/Wein
71MM Ile “ftbassosell Wow heft.. illommrpe awl 
snl
non e. is MI S 110•11447 IMS$144.1S
7-ft , 1500-watt intertherrn heater. 447-1652 titsgs
5-ft , 1000-sratt intertherrn heater 447 1678 0191Ps
For homeoviae: ,
Features 10- bar and
Item, autoniatic oiling





sene utility heater. Polished
steel drum w.• baked enamel
top, lower drum and trim-
ming 417-2300
Modern style deluxe kero-
sene heater. Ut. listed.
417-2326
For entertaining or everyday. 20-pc. unbreakable
Corelle includes 4 each of dinner plates, salad, soup
bowls, cups and saucers, Choose Blue, Spring




Stock up now on this spor
Lsman's special One liar
0-Vac flashlight and
supers 'ell batteries Great
for at home and the cost.
466-0346
COAST TO COAST STORES
30-Gal.
Trash Can
Extra strong trash can of corrugated
galvanueri steel 30-gal 1444132 taw




12 x 12" dark cork.















support  he Tigers
Attend Friday's   Game ,
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Murray High defenders Jon Wissman
Dwight McDowell and Mike Gough
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(75), Tigers' 32-6 triumph.
Friday in its homecoming
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Murray faces Todd County
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l . --Save RP
'  Em Tigers!
HOME FEDERAL
sAviNGs AND LOAN ASSOCIATION










With $10 00 Order Or More




























































Bank of Murray Marble Manufacturer V Gm Purdom GO - Fight - Wina...,
MotorsThornton Tile II GM Oldsmobile Wells ElectricPontiac & Cadillac -
VA
And Marble "Satisfied Customers






619 So. 9th — 753-5719
Murray, Ky. 1406 W. Main - 753-5315
- 402 N. 12th 753-4845
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Calloway County quarterback Brad Bryan Lakers host Crittenden
unleashed a pass against Murray High during last homecoming game.




Savings & Loan Assn.
MURRAY DOWNTOWN MURRAY SOUTH
A BRANCH


















Call Us For Up To The Minute
Grain Prices
Local Farmers  474-2295
Ky. Farmers  1-800-592-5409









CASE 8 hp to










101 E. Poplar 753-1722















1 EQUIPMENT CO INCHwy. 941 Phone 153-1215
Come See Our
Axial Flow Combines
The-Worlds Most Advanced Combine
Wavier of Interest on Used








24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
753-7404
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4444. Children's Story -
759-4445.




!Se young man driving the
;ark blue or green 1967 Ford
• uck with light top who took
• •-• 18ft silver metaltlake
• ,drostream boat with 175
,inrude from 718 So. 4th
,esday October 2 at 630 AM.
please call 753,3619 before










lientan Ky Ph 527-844,1
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACFIi
I 16/Ist person 3 Ship chars-
5 Wager - net
Knacks 4 Printe;° s
12 Wolfhound measure
13 Anglo-Saxon 5 Vessels
Tnoney 6 Sins
14 Ireland 7 Sunburn
15 Latvian cur- 8 Scale note
sency 9 Succor
16 Farm build. 10 Suggestion
ings 11 Withered
le Click beetle 16 Receptacles
19 Interiection 17 Rescue
20 Holes 20 Cronies
21 Near 22 Preposition
23 Hebrew letter 25 Encomium
14 Wherewithal 26 Worthless
26 Convex leaving
molding 27 Jacket part
28 Plows 28 Lett.,
29 Exist 29 Gal
30 Peer GyilI s 31 Cloth rTIMilo -
mother ure


























A N A 
(3,11):CC:SIR:A.P.
F.141E.E.L E,L. I .A.





E R E c.;1O N S.E N 0R,i .
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AR A .R ER iE EAT
T i N T SETS S.H•E‘
34 Was in debt 45 Partner
36 Sonar s kin 46 Simians
37 Caravansary 48 Small child
39 State Abbr 50 Beam
40 Separates 5t Ordinance
41 Run easily 53 Cerium syn
42 Merit bol
44 Foundation 54 Compass pt
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( PIGLET wiLi_ toAKE






WELL, IN THE OLD








Listed here is a ready
reference that will quickly help




3 Card ot Thanes
4 In Memory






13 For Sale or Trade
14 Want To Buy












27 Mobile Home Sales
28 Mob Home Rents
29 Heating Cooling
30 Business Rental
31 Want To Rent
32 Apts for Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses for Rent
3$. Forms for Rent








44. Lots for Sale
4$. farms for Sale






52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
$4. for Trade













The Jack & Jill 1'1a2,
School, 107 S. 14th.




MING DAY. Call 753-














and 21st. Aurora Coun-
try festival. furnish





Hebrews 10 26 For if we sin
wilfully after that we have
received the knowledge of the
truth, there remaineth no more
sacrifice for sins.-. Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's 5
pm til 6 pm. Bible study. 6 til
7 and 7 til 8 evenings. Study by
phone anytime. Free Store for
the needy. All donations ap-
preciated. Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store, 759-4600.
Toddler's Day Care now has










AM/FM with 8 track
$30000
















ldeol for storing house full of
furniture, cars, antiques.
business overflows, etc.
Phone 753-7618 after 5,00
rn•
FOR SALE
Good 15 aluminum runabout.
with 8511p Mercury outboard.
comes complete with trailer,
canvas top, skis, ski rope, and
3 life jackets. Call 753-1916,
ask for Karen. between 7 a.m.
& 3 p.m. $2,600.





BUT WHAT HAVE YOU GOT




TO THE CAPITAL. IF
BUA(3A STARTED THIS














key 1 eehowt endtrine ho ,,toOd nOte• MM... : 0
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.






At times other than those
listed above the office is
closed for regular business





business office hours in
placing calls to the
ileys'spaper.
The telephone numbers










6. Help Wanted 
Attention' Available im-
mediately a position in the





and accountant duties, Ex-
perience necessary. Excellent
salary and fringe benefits. Rep-
ly by sending resume to P
Box 943
NOW HIRING

















want to work need ap-
ply. Call 502-759-1345,
ask for Mr. Branson.
Help wanted: Part-time workers
from 7 til 5 pm. W.M. Avery
Lumber Co., Bok 95, Puryear,
Tit 901-247-3761.
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes. Free details. Reply
Titan, Box 944851N
Schaurnberg, IL 60194
Yard sale, multi-party, Satur-
day. October 20th. 8 til 5. 811
Broad Extended. Many items,
some furniture. Rain or shine_
5. Lost and Found 
Lost! Two Minature
Schnauzers. Mother and pup-
py Mother has 2 brown spots
and goes by the name Shasta.
Lost in the Lynn Grove com-







Men or Women over 18 with
automobiles are needed in
Murray and Aurora. Delivery
starts about November 1. Send
name, address, ace. telephone
number, type of auto. insurance
company and hours available on
a post card to DD .4. Inc., Boa
The ledger and Manes.
A. 1644 Opperhoify Employee •
Addressers wanted immediate-
ly' Work at home..no ex-
perience necessary..excellent
pay Write American Service,







telephone calls not ac-
cepted. 16th and
Chestnut.
Need babysitter in my home
three days per week, Wednes-
day, Thursday. and Friday. 753-
9599 
Need 10 ladies to model
fashionable product Call Mrs.
Miller at 753-0957 
One experienced cook. one
waitress, full or part time. Call
474-2259 for an appointment
9. Situation Wanted 
Responsible lady would like to
babysit toddlers, full time in
her home, within walking
distance of University.
References 753-4188 
Would like to babysit in my
home anytime and any age.
Call 753-4052. 
Will do sewing. all kinds of
clothes plain and fancy. Call
759-4011
HELP WANTED
Bookkeeper wanted for a service delivery agency.
Desired qualifications: knowledge of accounts payable
procedures. General knowledge of all facets of ac-
counting procedures. Working knowledge of federal
programs and -eporting helpful. High school education
plus one year experience required. Excellent fringe
benefits. Salary commensurate with education and ex-
perience. Send resume by November 2, 1979, to Carol
McDougal, West Ky. Allied Services, Inc.. Box 736,




Fr ray 19th 8 Saturday 20th
$7.98 List THRes & LP's





ii Some AiuinbOldis 
Only 
9Oldies But dies
Shop end cooler, OW Winos en bled (=sett Cheek, owl vide*
recording topes tle Mich Scotch, TM, BASF, Memorex, and
,AaipI Plus mete' tepee.
World of
Sound
Formerly TY Service Center
222 S. 12th 753-5865
St
9. Situation Wanted
Would like to do babysitting
753-0310 
10. Bus. Opportunity 
Fabric business for sale Good
location in Paris For further
details call 901-642-6039 or
642-4826 
For sale Office and storage
building and lot Ideal for con-
tractor Sparks Street, Paris.
TN k901) 642-6445 
Have a highly profitable and
beautiful lean shop of your
own Featuring the latest in
jeans denims tops and sport-
swear $15.500 includes begin-
ning inventory, fixtures, and
training Can be open within
15 days For full details call
anytime for Mr Waters at 1501)
568-5125 
11. Instructions
Western style square dancing
lessons available for beginners
or former dancers. by Murray'
Square-A-Naders Club Call




▪ to .nclud• thms vou,s
men bete.* he /went, had
lorseosto to Part busaamp
up funds for ho *ducal..,
novo itoth Golden Youth
PI.noetued by MIA LIN
Insurenot Cohtpony





753-0489 MU 01 s4004
13. For Sale or Trade 
For sale or trade. 1967 Chevy
Super Sport. 753-6940 or 753-
6764 
14. Want To Buy 
Paying $8.50 per dollar for 90
percent silver• coins. 1965-69
halves paying $1.50 each. 527-
9139. 
Small to medium size car.
$1000 or under. Call 898-
6962.
Want to buy size 12
Green Girl Scout
uniform. Call 753-1265.
Wanted to buy: standing
timber top prices paid. 489-
2334.
Wanted to buy or trade: late
1960 or early 1970 model half
ton pickup truck. 767-6356. 
15. Articles For Sale 
Apartment size refrigerator,
$50: antique trunk. $50. Call
753-4684 after 5:30 pm. 
Closeouts: King Koil I. S. matt
and foundation. Our best. Floor
sample king size, reg. $699 set
sale $479, one only. Spinal
guard king size, extra firm reg
$530 set. sale $399. Diplomat
II posturebond gentle firm
King reg $569. sale $439 set
Queen reg. $399. sale $299
set; reg. size $339 set. sale
$239 set; Anon. Quilt King set
reg. $429 set, sale $259 set
queen reg. $299 set. sale $199
set. Many other sets, Queen
and King size. Special savingt
while they last. Bring your
truck or van save del. chgs.
Diggs Sleep World. 211 Wood.
Paris.
For sale aluminum storm win-
dow. Call 753-5266.
Heater, commercial overhead
18.000 BTU Call 492-8884
Lock sets, polished brass or an
tique brass, key in knob sets




runs good. Call 753
9924 after 3:30p.m.
Small wood stove with cooker
Call 436-2289 after 6 pm.
Water ,beds cal-king or queen
from $249 Also compnents
mattresses $49. heaters $69
safety liners $13. pedestal,.
$39. hdw kits $10. fill-n-drain
kits $10. water cond $2
designer sheet sets 4 pc $49
insulated comfortors $59, rail
'pad sets $39. massage" unit;
$29, patch kits $3, cap and
seal kits $1.50. matt pads
$19 If its for waterbeds see
Diggs Sleep World, 211 Wood.
Paris 642-4724. 
Wood burning fireplace insert,
"Firefire", 36", wide, 24- high,
with blower 9 months old. fits
most conventional fireplaces.
Call 753-7716 after 5 pm
15. Articles For Sale
12 foot dual axle Neck Over
trailer new, one mortor mixer
4 bas with gasoline engine, one
Champion portible brick saw
Call 753-8500 




16. Home Furnishings 
Chrome dinette set, red and
gray with four padded chairs.
Call 753-7943 
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment, 4 hole, self rim-
ming. $29.99. $39 99. and
$49 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Used washer and dryer for sale.
coppertone, $15. Call 753-
8218 after 5 pm. 
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop
642-8250. We buy, sell, and
trade.
19. Farm Equipment 
IH 715 combine, 4-38 corn
header. plus bean platform. In
excellent condition. 901-247-
5123.
John Deere' model 4440 trac-
tor, completely equipped, in-
cluding monitor, John Deere
21' disc, John Deere model
7,000 planter with monitor.
13' John Deere chisel plow.
John Deere 6 row cultivator,
John Deere 15' harrow. John
Deere 6x16 plow, John Deere
rotary hoe. All equipment one
year old and in brand new con-.
dition. Phone 489-2141. 
Jan i 30- sickle mower, ex-
cellent for trimming under and
around electric fences, for high
grass or weeds. $250. 759-
1850 after 6 pm.
Tractor batteries, 6 or 12 volt,
3EH or 30H, 2 year guarantee,
your choice, $49.99. Exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris, 
Wheelbarrows. $19.99, $29.99.
$39.99: $59.99 Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris.
20. Sports Equipment 
Exercise bicycle, excellent con-
dition. $75. Call 474-2302
after 6 pm or days 753-5671. 
For -sale: Boy's 20 inch bike,
$20: Green Machine. $5. 903
Meadow Lane 
22. Musical
Baldwin Grand piano. 7 foot.






stored locally Reported kis
now Responsible perry con
hobo at bio saving on lo•
payment balance Wnte Joplin
rano Joplin Missouri 64801
Excellent Hammuno organ
753-0243 
For sale 2 turn tables for com-
ponent system one BSR. and









New shipment of pianos arid
Buy now and save'
Claytons, 1 & B Music, 753-
7575.
Spinet piano used, like new.
Used console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co . across from





All fuel chimneys, triple wall
Pipe 6-x30-, $18.99: 8-x30",
$29.99. Installation kit 6"
$27.99: 8". $41.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Aluminum extension ladders
14'. $28 88; 16', $31.88: 20'.
$45.99, 28', $70 99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris_
Packaging Foreman
Area manufacturing concern and leader in the
absorbant Clay industry has an immediate opening
for a packaging foreman.
Prospective candidate should possess previous
supervisory and operational experience preferable
in manufacturing or processing environment.
Packaging experience helpful.
Successful candidate should be capable of
working the 2nd or 3rd shift.
This is an excellent opportunity for an individual
to become part of an exciting progressive company
that offers excellent compensation package and out-
standing company paid benefits.




Box 819, Paris, Tennessee
An Equal Opportunity Employer
AUCTION
Saturday, Oct. 20, 1979
1000 A.M. - Rain or Shine
Location: a Mile East of Lynnville, Ky. On Hwy. 94
SELLING ENTIRE INVENTORY!
Partial List of hems Ts Sell
Beauty shop equipment-for 2 operators New stereo (with tope
player), 7 new recliners, 2-4 pc living room suites. 6 new dining
room suites, office swivel chairs, bar stools, dressers, rock clocks
new corner hutch, large stuffed animals, night stands coffee
tables. speakers, microphones AM-FM radios, several color 8, B&W
V. s. antennas, connister vacuum cleaner, display case, metal of.
fice desk, oval mirror team wagon new sinks, signs EL post with
electric eye, drink machine with new changers. fire screens, new
wood-burning stoves, 2 used WOM1 Morning stoves. bicycles. Col-
dspot humidifier old wash kettle. 2. old dressers antique cash
register, new metal patio tables, new bialt-in oven, old radios Ad-
miral refrigerator, heat pump. 76,000 BTU gas furnace On good
condition), new recoid players. walnut table 8. 6 choirs & buffet
wood office desk. 2 wheeler cart fluorescentlight bulbs 30 gol
water heater, used beds hood tools, oii tonk on stand metal septic
tank, 2 checkout counters. topper for long wheel base truck. 2
horse collars, 30 BTU barbegue grill. mantel tops Many, many
items too numerous to menton.
REAL ESTATE
acre lot with 202 of rood frontage and building of S 700 square
feet.
TERMS Personal property cosh
REAL ESTATE. 10'. down day of sole balance on delivery of deed
within 30 days Possession with deed See us for financial or-





Woo Wu liar•bre Isere 
4161401ma 66166
Se 1/41 Won Apses 0•6'
RANDALL RUSHING 201 W. NORM SI - MAYFIELD, KY
Anon.
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PUT IT IN THE
24. Miscellaneous
Bath tubs 5 It sferi A
$64 99 Colors $69 --
Hardware Paris
nain saw chains tnree-eighths
rott pitch tor the following bar
,i:es 16 $1025.20
$1199 24 $1499 Waliin
Hardware Paris 
Firewood seasoned any
iength delivered $25 per rick
Boyer Tree Service 753-8536
For sale Quality seconds
fiberglass at discount prices tor
greenhouses mobile home skir-
ting garages carports utility
buildings Prices for 10 cents
sq ft and up Desks chairs..
sates and file cabinets Ross &
Sons Salvage Muse Inc Mar.
tin. TN 38237 Phone 901-58)-
2420 Open Mon:Fri 730 to
500 Sat 730 to 300
Firewood tor sale will deliver
$18 00 per rick Cali 753-6837
For sale -Large black locust
seasoned fence posts. 753-
5000 or 753-5595 
Mobile home roc coating 5
. gallon pail. $2699 Waliin
Hardware. Paris
Nice Snapper 8 horse riding
lawn mower $325 753-1330
after 6 pm
Over 800 rolls of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams.
Southside Shopping Center
Pro Sharp chain • saw
sharpener. Sharpens your chain
like a pro $11 99 Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris.
Skil saws All with 7'4. cutting
blade. model 553, $29 99.
model 574. $34.99. model
559.$59 99. Wallin HardWare
Paris. 
24. Miscellaneous
,ave up to 90 per. cent on
iaoies mens and childrens
fashions New and like new We
toi you and to you Only
qaiity and ,:urrent styles
accepted Toe, Answer 1407
Main St Benton KY Open 6
C13,0 10 til 5 prn
iinch Seth Thomas floor
clock Westminster chimes ex-
oel4ent condition $125 753-
0609 after 5 pm
Used Minolta SRT 201 iamera
with F-I 4 50 mm lens. 135
mm lens and wide angle lens
excellent condition Call 753-
1919 between 8 and 5 pm.
Wood for sale $25 per rick for
nickory oak ,and ash Delivered•
'11 Murray area only Call 753-
0663 and ask for Chris Snyder
25-.-liusiness Services 
Sherri s Soap and Shape all
breed dog grooming Hours. 9
am !II 5 pm Tuesday through
Saturday 104 N 13th St. 753-
0556 No answer or after
hours 437-4311 Call for an
appointment today 
The Poodle Shop professional


































Saturday, October 20 at 10 a.m. Rain or shins at
the Mrs. Thurmond Jobe home, approx. 6 mi. south of
Murray, KT. on May. 641 So., across from Paschall:
Trailer Sales.
Will sell: 53 Ferguson tractor, plow 2-14" disc,
bush hog, 3 pt. seeder.
Oak office desk, 4 drawer file cabinet, elec. ad-
ding machine, checkwriter, air compressor & paint
sprayer, come along, pressure cooker, heavy duty
drill, anvil, 3 log chains. Johnson outboard, trolling
motor, elec. meter base, wrought iron posts, boxes
of nails, tires & wheels, 16 in. Homelite saw, skill
saw, elec. roaster, refrigerator, lots of aluminum
roofing & lumber, 3 metal gates, horse drawn rake
& other tools, 2 rolls woven wire, storm doors & win-
dows & all parts, 2 aluminum eaten. ladders, bench
grinder, vise, elec. motors. Texas saddle, hames &
harness. 22 Magnum revolver and auto. rifle, single
B. shotgun.
Antiques: 3 nice rockers, picture frames, several
quilts, smoothing irons, wardrobe, fancy wood door,
corn sheller, 6 theatre seats, bath tub, lanterns,
fruit jars, hand tools, and many items not yet listed.
Not responsible for accidents, detailed an-








MCJ series stereo uumponent
system Includes AM-FM
receiver turn table cassette
deck and 2 speakers Less than
I year old $480 new will sell
for $275 Call 759-1620
NOW OPEN
BLACK'S GROCERY
We are now open in our new location on
121 at the County line. (Formerly
Higgens Grocery).
OPENING SPECIAL
8-16 oz. Pepsi or Mountain Dew
Only $1.39
We invite ell or ssistonstsrs to sem see vs in OM nuir location.
FALL SALE
Used
Practice piano v.ibench 1200
Used Kimball organ model 162. 2 keyboards, baSe
pedals, magic chord, rhythm. I year warranty)...
8488
Wurlitzer Deluxe spinet organ. French Provincial,
45 magic 1 finger chords we will warrant i....$588
Kimball Swinger. 1100. Syntesized voices. To,
deluxe to describe. Must see. Sold new for $3295
Now $1688.
Wurlitzer FLTNMAKER Custom. Only z months °id
Sold new for over 82000. Make offer.
New
Kimball spinet piano or Kimball spinet organ.
Limited supply!
YOUR CHOlc.E 8988
ALL INSTRUMENTS REDerED 2 WEEKS ONLY
We have a complete sheet music department in-
cluding top country, religious arid teaching
methods. ' •
Kimball Music Center is owned and operated by
Conrad Piano and Organs "A name trusted_ to ser-
vice what they sell."
KIMBALL MUSIC CENTER
801 Broadway - Paducah, Ky.
Ph. (5021 443-3879
Stack 3 Mosbey s CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico
Nerd $150 now $75 492
8834
Wanted Responsible person to
take up payment on 19.. color
tid warranted, Also a used 25..
color t Claytons-1 & B Music.
open til 6 pm 753-7575 
27. Mobile Home Sales
1974. furnished. 12x65, all
electric. 3 bedrooms. bath and
halt washer and dryer. air con-
ditioner new carpet. $5250
Call 474-2257
1975 Double wide on 2 acre
lot central air well and large
garage. located in hirksey
Price reduced Call 489-2248
after 5 pm 
for sale 1968 Richmond 2
bedroom. 12x50 house trailer
Unfurnished. complete new
electrical copper wiring
system gas heated $3250
Rosenpauls Hair Shop, 354-
6644
For sale by owner 2 bedroom
mobile home, 12x65. central
air and heat, on 31-2 acres all
fenced Stock barns, fruit
trees. large bass pond Also
Ilx15 block house for guests.
Asking $22.000. Call 753-
2757 
For sale 2 bedroom. 12 bath:
12x55 mobile home Furnish-
ed. Possibly left on the acre of
land rent free $5000 Phone




12x60. 2 bedrooms. 2, baths.
new carpet gas heat, partially
furnished. $5800 Call 753-
5097 or 753-7849 after 5 pm
1972 12x60 Two bedroornith
central air, gas heat anchored
furnished with good house fur-
niture washer and dryer Will
sell unfurnished or partially
Call 767-4023 after 3 30 pm
Will negotiate leaving town,
1975. 12x70 Two bedroom
with central heat and air fur-
nished with washer dryer and
dishwasher Call 753-4963
after 5 30 pm 
28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent 2 bedroom trailer at
Riveria Courts prefer couple
489-2611
Two bedroom trailer, private
lot washer and dryer. 'water
furnished Call 753-0725
Three bedroom trailer. nicely
furnished, wood lot for hogs.
barn. electric- heat or wood
heat, east of Almo. $65 per
month_ Call 753-6791. 
29. Heating-Cooling
Electric heaters 4000 watt 4
stack $35 99 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
Good used wood heating stove
Call 753-8473
Wood heater automatic,
deluxe cabinet brick lined
cast iron grates and doors. 24'
fire box, $19999 Two speed
automatic blower $4999
Wallin Hardware, Paris 
30. Business Rental
For rent on South 5th St 2
small offices available at once
located on first floor 753-5000
or 753-5595
Shop for rent Call after 6 Pm
753-6966
32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished apartment for rent,
close to University. Call 153-
7418 after 4 pm
One bedroom $80 per month
two bedroom $100 per month
Stove and refrigerator furnish-
ed In Lynn Grove 753-7874
34. Houses For Rent
Dwelling house presently va-
cant has been used 12 years
for church renovate to your
own liking Choice level lot
753-0040
Three bedrooms living room
dining room utility room and
garage Furnished with stove
refrigerator and dishwasher
$300 per month Call 153-
6291 after 5 pm
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT
Warehouse storage
space, up to L000 sq.








Springing Holstein heifers Call
502-694-3500 after 8 pm
Milburn hy 
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC registered Cocker Spaniel -
puppies 7 weeks old $75
each Call 753-0662
AKC German Shepherd Pup-
pies. solid black and solid
white. .502.554.2153 
All breed groomings and boar-
ding .We also board pets AC
Pug and AC Mina Schnauzers
usually available. Phone Hid-




weeks old. Call 753-
3928 after 4 PM.
Two year 'old registered Irish
Setter, with papers $100 759-
4083'
Two blue tick hounds 14 mon-
t'fis old. ready to hunt $75
each. 753-9683 
41. Public Sale
Big 4 party yard sale Friday
and Saturday. 17 mile off 121
East on Cherry Corner Road
75 3-8 26 3
,Big yard sale Saturday and
Sunday Hand and garden
tools, books some clothes
'tractor harness. titter and
much more Turn left on first













and dryer hookup, central heat
and air Call 753-7550
Very nice large unfurnished
apartntent. 5 rooms plus utility
room, close to campus Call
753-7276 
33. Rooms for Rent
• Room for rent, $70' per month
- utilities furnished 7531812 or
759-4909 
34. Houses Forlint
For rent Partially furnished
farmhouse, garden etc Near
school You put, in bath, make
repairs. rent negotiable Write
Box 32 1
Carport sale. Saturday October
20th at 108 S 13th 8 til 4 pm
Tredle sewing machine twin
bed mattress and springs
plants • one room air condi-
tioner. and clothes
Carport sale at 1602 Sunset
Drive. Saturday October 20th
from 8 til 5 pm Lots of tools,
household items and more
41. Public Sale
Four party yard sale at 1203
Olive Street. Saturday October
20th 8 til 4 pm Children s
brand name clothes, adult
clothes, dishes half bed,
chest, records lamps. etc
Four party garage sale. Satur-
day October 20th at 823 North
19th St Paperback books
bicycle, clothes of all sizes,
some antiques, many goodies
Four party yard sale Saturday
on highway 121 in Coldwater,
next tosChurch of Christ, 9 am
til 7. Linens bedspreads
drapes, vases flower pots
clothing freezer bowls bath
towels, a walking and logging
exerciser with meter, other
items too numerous to men-
tion. If rains sale will be held
following Saturday
Garage sale. Saturday. October
20th. 8 til 2. 1608 Catalina
Drive 48 piece knife collec-
tion, cameras flowers.
miscellaneous kitchen items. 2
solid cherry tables, clothes
toys. lamps. etc
Garage sale Canterbury
Estates 1503 London Drive All
types of articles Rain or shine
inside garage Saturday- from 8
,am til 6 pm and Sunday 1 pm
til 6 pm
Garage sale Friday and Satur-
day October 19th and 20th
Maytag wringer washer old
quilt clothes miscellaneous
1603 Hermitage
Garage sale. Friday 1-2 noon til
5 Saturday until 4 pm Good
selection of items, lots of
clothes 1507 Dudley Drive
Three party garage sale Satu'
day October.20th 1 til 5 115
Spruce Street




decorating items at half price
clothing baby clothing and
items maternity clothes and
toys
Yard sale multi-party. Satur-
day October 20th 8 hI 5 811
Broad Extended Many items.
some furniture Rain or shine
Yard sale 522 S 6th St Fri-
day October 19th and Saturi
day October 20th Antique
pump organ 2 piece living
'nom clothes. toys odds
and ends
raid sa 1306 Poplar Street
3aturc.'1, -norning 730 hI 2
pm Ei.tis items furniture
house-,, ~, goods 
I
YARD SALE
8 Party, Saturday 8










,ctober 20th. 208 S
. • , 5 pm Clothes
' • :10 quilting frames
-dlaneous
AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night 6:30 p.m. 641 Auction
House on Paris and Murray Hwy.
Selling Walnut fainting couc, walnut tables, mar-
ble top table, beds, oak dresser, rak ice box, oak
side board, curio cabinet, siesta ware dishes,
depression glass, old blue and white milk pitcher,




441116."1" FREEliii 20 MILE
DELIVERY
F  753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 / 14 Alio barn style, of -
Buis, cottages, mobile home ad ons, patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cat completely ready to assemble up to 24




Saturday, October 20th, 10 a.m. at the
late James West home 2 miles south of
Mayfield on the Cuba Highway. Will sell a
large lot of carpentry arid wood workingtools, 10" Radial arm saw, jointer,sander, ban saw, drill, skill and jig saws'mill right tools, chisels, bits files,,
wrenches, hand saws, hammers, nails,bolts, screws, lumber, doors,truck tool box, carpenter tool boxes, 
esteisarn,
tools, and odd collector iteins. These
v







Yard sale 2 families Antique
furniture depression glass,
hard pottery apartment size
portable washing machine 2
antique show cases, shoes and
purses to match clothes, and
numerous other items. Highway
68 14 mile from Johnathon
Creek Bridge. turn right at
lohnathon Shores Watch for
signs Friday and Saturday
19th and 20th
Yard sale 307 S 6th Saturday.
AM only
Yard sale Friday October 19th,
8 til 4 3 miles south on 641
front of Paschall Truck Lines.
Stereo new piano. school bus
camper clothes, leans, all
sizes some large dishes. game







and a rustic A-frame All
waiting for you 3 bedrooms
arranged for complete privacy,
spacious living room with
woodburning fireplace double
garage 2500 sq ft Just
reduced"' Call 753-1492
now .Offered by Century 21
Loretta lobs Realtors
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Murray Kentucky
753-4451
Extra large lot over 300 r.
deep gives you room to enjoy
privacy in the city 3 bedrooms
2 baths with living room plus
den and built-in kitchen and
lots of storage Call Helen today
for an appointment to move
you into this cheerful home
Spann Realty Associates 153-
7724
For the greatest return on
money Invest in • real
estate We have a business op-
portunity for you that will let
you build up equity receive an
income and provide a good tax
shelter Approximate monthly
income of $800 Call for more
information 753 -




Fall and winter could
find you well fixed as
these rental properties
I located in walking
distance to the Univer-




help on your winter
payments. Call or
































Great location' 204 South 9th
St Convenient to hospital. doc-
tors town shopping, and chur-
ches living room, kitchen, 2
bedrooms and bath Roof is
one year old Neat older home.
Listed at $32,000 Shroat-
Waldrop Kea! Estate, 159-
1107
Quality plus in this fine home
in Cantebury 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, living room, family room
with fireplace, and seperate
rec room Marble baths. tee
and Monicello carpets, natural
wood paneling, central inter-
com and vacuum systems,
smoke and fire detectors. Too




Choice building site of over five
acres on Murray-Brandon Mill
Road near Hamlin. KY and Ken-
tucky lake Restricted to homes
only Slope lama south
suitable for solar energy type
home Priced at only $6250
Financing available John C
Neubauer Realtor, 1111
S75yc3arn75o3re1 Murray /53-0101 or
Executive home. 5 bedrooms, 3
baps family room Extras
galore in this energy saving
home Beautiful wooded lot
Heat pump, automatic roof




clad thermo doors beautiful
kitchen cabinets, electric
garage door opener. Shroat-




AROL ( lut r,
Five acre solar home site with
liveable underground portion
completed 30x40 concrete
block shop building and con-
crete block well house Located
lust off Overbey Road, 217
miles from town Exceptional
buy at $30 000 Call Russ




4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on 1/2 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced-
below replacement
cost - 60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for full-time real
estate service
Farm Land
We have jutt listed a
.200 acre farm with ap-
proximately 120 acres
tendable. The farm
has two tobacco bases
and barn as well as a
6,000 bushel gram bin.
Owner also has a
mobile home and 35
acres, 20 of which are
tendable, for only
829,900. Call today on
both these farms.
Phone Kopperud Real-
ty 753-1222 your farm
land headquarters in
Calloway County.
Two bedroom house and three
acres on Buffalo-Sulphur Road
east New Concord Priced at
only $13.000 John C
Neubauer Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St Murray 753
0101 or 753-7531
This makes house sense"! For
the active family who wants a
really functional home, here's
an opportunity 3 bedroom. 2
baths fully equipped kit-
chen A good place to raise a
family Let us show you this
home today Call 1492 Of-










_acres of land, with









51'2 miles from Murray
on 641 N. $37,500.
AN Coll 7534010
44. Lots For Sale
Lots - Lots • Lots! 2 adjacent
lots with city water and sewer
on Doran Road, $7500 each;
Your choice in Lake Forest sub-
division, $2100, $2300;
Panorama Shores, $2700, Ken-
tucky Lake Development,
S1500. Mobile home lot with
water, sewer, and utilhties,
Comrad Heights, $4800;
Maplewood Estates, city water,
_$3500: Lakeway Shores. corner
lot, $1800; 7 lots Baywood
Vista. $1300; Meadow Green
Acres, city water, 53500.2 lots
on Clayshire, $2500 and
$3500. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.
CC Lots For Sale
Lot for sale Kentucky lake
Pine Ridge Shores wooded
area walking distance to lake
sacrafice must sell, $1100
44 3 604 5 or 502-239-7215
Large wooded lots, city water, 4
miles East 94, restricted area,
Oakwood subdivision 153-
5593
Two lots. 100x210 each,
Duiguid Drive, zoned R-4. city
water and sewer. $7500 each
753-5744.
46. Homes-Nage
A 3 bedroom house with 2 full
baths. including a sunken
shower, carport black top
drive 4 out buildings 5 apple
trees grape vine large dog
pen electric heat 90 per cent
carpet, 1 4.2 acres garden spot
located e south of Hazel on
641 Phone 498-8680 
House for sale by owner,
517.000 or best offer Call 153-
5375 alter 5 30 pm
4110
46. Homes For Sale
House tor sale in Canterbury
New 4 bedroom house nearing
completion Call /533903
5 bedroom 2 bath brick home
with living room fireplace and
den 3040 concrete block
body shop located on 3 acres
Price reduced' Call 435-4382
or /53-82t3
47. Motorcycles 
350 Four cylinder Honda
motorcycle 4 000 miles ex-
cellent condition windshield
159-1850 after 6 pm_
48.1-1do:Sernces
Car batteries, 35 month
guarantee. Damp $2999 ex-
change 60 month guarantee
95 amp, 539 99 exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris 
49. UsertUrs
1978 Camero power and air
red with black interior, good
gas mileage. $4750 Call 753
8200
AUCTION SALE
Friday, October 19th, 6 P.M., 904 Story Ave., Murray,
Ky.
Will sell old furniture, small appliances. glass,
china, cooking utensils, trinkets, and some antique
items. Like new living room suite, odd couches, and
chairs, bunk beds, antique bed and others, rugs, lots
of books, lamps, drop lea! table and chairs, tree




435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.
SOLIDI) 40 -20 30
FARM AUCTION
REALESTATE -EQUIPMENT
Sat., October 17, 1979
10:o0 Am
Cuba Road 3 miles South of Hwy. 94 at George
Davidson Farm.
MODERN 3 BEDROOM HOME
I 50 ACRES IN 3 TRACTS
•
TACT 1: 3 bedroom aluminum sided home on 1 acre
lot. You'll enjoy country living in this home with 2
baths, stone fireplace, large kitchen with lots of
cabinets and new carpet throughout. All this on a nice
lot with good shade and a well with new pump and
holding tank.
TRACT 2: Approximately 14 acres level, productive row
crop land now in beans. This tract has lots of black top
road frontage and is partially fenced
TRACT 3. Approximately 35 acres rolling land with 21
acres clear and in pasture. Balance in timber. This tract
is fenced all around and has 2 ponds and a good metal
barn.
Tracts will be sold separately and offered in com-
bination.
EQUIPMENT
801 Ford Powermaster in good condition, 8 ft pickup
disc, 2-14" plows, John Deere mower, 4 wheel wagon,
1971 Ford pickup -V-8 needs body work, other
miscellaneous items.
OWNRS: Mr. I Mrs. George Daridsee
TERNS: 20 permit dews with balance within 30 days.
POSSESS/ON: Tunis 1 and 3 will& 30 days. Traci 7 after
removal of crop.
AUCTIONEERS
Gerald Easley Larry Clark
--EASLEY & -
CLYMER 
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
4 . 19-1--sed tars 
1971 Chrysler V8 automatic.
-full power Also wood stove
with blower Both are in good
condition. Call 489-2200
1976 Cutlass Supreme power,
air. AM-FM 8-track maroon
with white vinyl half-roof, wire
wheel covers $2875 Call 753-
6677
1979 Honda Accord LX. 5-
speed. factory air power steer-
ing, $6 900. Call 753-2266 
1977 Hornet AMX, 26,000
miles, red with white interior,
extras Call 753-5897
1978 Monte Carlo Landau_
power steering and brakes, air.
CB radio, low mileage,
excellent condition, one owner
642-5027 mornings
1974 Vega GT automatic air.
$350 Call 1533918
_
49. Used Cars 
1973 MG Midget. good condi-
tion new tires, new top Call
after 6 pm, every day except
Wednesday, 753-3984
1973 Monte Carlo Call 753-
8361
1968 Plymouth Satellite 383
excellent running condition
Must sell 753-2611
1969 VW Bug excellent condi-
tion excellent gas mileage




$895 1975 Ford Gran Torino,
automatic and air, excellent
condition. $1175 Call 489-
2595 
1977 228 Camaro white with




Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 615:00
PRICE SHAVE 75'
••••••I h••••• c•lis g••••• coil 751 1615 on* 666 .• •41.45nc• 16•7•76 P•667c 5676.6
, 
49. Used Cars 
1970 Datsun Sport Roadster
good top, tonneau cover, a light
blue beauty classic convertible
436-2146 
1974 Eldorado Cadillac, ex-
cellent condition, red with
white vinyl top. red leather in-
terior. Call 753-9706 or 753-
9422
1976 Ford Granada, good on
gas, low mileage. excellent
condition, must sell 153-2677
1973 Ford Pinto, automatic, 4
cylinder. 36,000 miles Call
753-9621 • •
For s4le 1978 T-Bird Town Lan-
dau, 'fully loaded, moon roof
Take over payments plus $200
753-0318 after 6 pm 
For sale 1973 Oldsmobile









PRIME COMMERCIAL 8. INVESTMENT CHOICE RESIDENTIAL
DATE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1979
10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: LONGVIEW DAIRY FREEZE AND LONGVIEW ONE STOP ONLY 1- MILE OF FAMOUS PARIS CAN-
DING ON KENTUCKY LAKE
lomprom Owe Rob I; Immo/ Aft I pkg. sow Bulldog Is ...Orally boom/ / main/ • IP. ••r1. Whig melon state of repair III
No •••.•••  s•Il firms pm pampa by To.... ivy rbs ludicN ••••ly tor loota. nod vine My will be rowed by Amyl /6716
rioter C wrilew ••••••• Nog •••••••••I dri•
SPECIAL LOCATIONS: ONLY 10 MILES OF DOVER TfNN ONLY 17 MILES OF PARIS, TENN AND MURRAY,
KY DIRECTLY ACROS$ FROM THE SOUTHERN PART OF TVA 's FAMOUS LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES (LBL)
ENTRANCE TO PINEY CAMP GROUND APPX 500 YDS
OPENERS: LARRY LITTLE -- LEE COURTNEY - FERN HAUGHWOUT
REASON FOR SALE: OWNERS HAVE OTHER INTEREST
TERMS: 10% DOWN SALE DATE - BALANCE ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 5 1979
POSSESSOR DATE: DAY OF CLOSING
SURVEY PLATS WILL BE AVAILABLE, WITH FULL DfTAILS ON SALE DATE - OR Br CHECKING WITH AUC-
TION FIRM
DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE AND SALE ORDER
TRACTS: 1-2-3-will vary in size from four acres to five acres with long rood fron-
tage on U.S. 79 Highway. Plenty of room for your business or ideal for special
home. Already has lots of landscaping and excavation finished on each tract.
LONGVIEW DAIRY FREEZE- comes complete to you with 1 plus acres, all the equip-
ment and ideal set up for the family to run. Owners report leasing dairy freeze last
year for $6,000.00. Look at and buy this fine property. Full details concerning
water and sewer system will be explained sole date.
Wolk W.& U. Nem& 14.44 lir we, wino N. to be worod. Crime booted mt. •••1•0
0.••••••rtol16•06•07
TRACT 6 - will consist of 1 ' ocre commercial tract on U.S. 79 with full descrip-
tion on sale date with new survey plat.
TRACT 7 and BALANCE OF TRACTS will be beautiful residential tracts lying bock of
businesses with beautiful shade trees, plenty of grass, ideal for your home, second
home. Investment property or buy to hove that beautiful site close to Kentucky
Lake and LBL have a look and buy.
NOTICE: auction firm reserves right to regroup two businesses and sell as complete
package, or any tracts that he so desires.
NOTE: No equipment or stock included with at* one stop. Some equipment which in-
defies, 3 sliding glass door coca cola boxes, I mobile sign and letters, minnow
tanks, computer typo cash register and several other items will be sold separate.
AUCTIONEER'S COMMENT: Many times have we all passed these businesses and
commented, there's a gold mine right there. Now you have the opportunity to own
any of this fine property, either to invest in an excellent homesite here or commer-
cial tract will be your dollars well spent. All of you know land in this area never
becomes available for the public to buy. Check this out, come prepared to buy.
Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
!NI Iffill11116171
Office 1 Mile North of Dover, Tennessee
on U. S. Highway 79
615-232-5150
ALKtiow•Lor: tri "solo" IlLoyeni, lie. 541
Darer, Tam., 232-4221






1979 LTD II, 4 months old.
4000 miles, last one delivered
new in Murray Call 753-6784 
1979 Mark V, loaded with
everything including moon
roof. Call 753-4509 or 753-
/357. 
50. Used Trucks
1977 Chevrolet two-ton truck,
low mileage with or without
cattle bed 521-1315 or 474-
8854. 
1970 Chevrolet Pickup $150.
Call 759-4483. 
1979 C1-5 Renegade, white ,
with blue strips, power steer-
ing. positive track, lack out e
hubs, perfect condition. $6850
or best offer. 753-6802 or 753-
7108. 
1968 Ford 6 cylinder
automatic, i/.2 ton pickup.
Motor overhauled. $850. Call
days 753-4751' or after 5 pm
753-3447. 
1974 Ford pickup, $1900. Call
153-4094 after 4 pm. 
1973 Ford F-100 Ranger
pickup, V8, AT, IS, good condi-
tion, make offer. 436-2146. 
_1976 GMC Sierra Grande, air,
ps, pb. tilt wheel, 43.000
miles. $2900. 759-1759. 
1979 Jeep Honcho Pickup,
loaded with assorries. Call 753-
4509 or 7537357. 
One 1972 C-60 Chevrolet 2 ton
truck, will take 16 ft. bed. ex-
tra clean. $2750. Call days
615-232-5150, nights 615-232-
6221. _
1972 Two-ton Chevrotet truck.
427 motor, 5-speed, 2-speed
axle-, good tires, air, brakes,
power steering, 16 ft. grain
bed, 23,000 lb. rear axle. 9000
lb front axle, new 22 ton dou-
ble cylinder hoist. Call 753-
6626 or 753-5198. 
51. Campers 
Complete winterizing and
repair on all brands. Winter
storage available. Hitches,
parts, and accessories. White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East, Murray, KY. 753-0605.
For sale: 1973 Windsor travel
trailer, fully equipped. $400
and take over note. Call 753-
4150 between 10 and 5:30,
ask for Terry.
Overhead camper for long
wheel base truck, in good con-
dition. $600. Call 492-8515.
16' Scotty camper. $475. Can
be seen at 1700 Miller Ave. or
phone 753-7581 after 4 pm.
52. Boats and Motors 
For sale: 1977 16 ft. Hydra-
Sport bass boat with 1977150
hp Mercury motor. Call "489-
2195 after 5 pm. 
53. Services Offered--
All types home remodeling and
maintenance. References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948. 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895. 
Backhoe work; septic tanks,
footings, and gravel hauled.
492-8258. 
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476. 
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-














Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 
Carpet and vinyl installed Work
guarenteed 7 years experience
in this area Call Bob Mills at
489-2480 
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24 ..below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-
of the United Nations, fellow 9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343 
mployees and spies of the Soviet Union
53. Services Offered
Chimneys and stoves cleaned


















Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 prn.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and









and. brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows.
Also carports, single and dou-
ble sizes. lack Glover, 753-
1873 after 6 pm.
Plumbing or electrical repair
on well pumps, water heaters,
ranges. Also dishwashers in-
stalled. lames Burheen, 474-
2257. 
For your home alterations.
repair, and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial.
call 753-6123.
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates. 
Herndon's portable welding











_ For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward Free estimates 753-
1966. 
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.














Housecleaning done have ex-







•Tross lonsomi & Trimming
▪ hint*













53. Services Offered 
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson 753-6763
or 753-4545 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah.
KY 42001. or call day or night
1-442-7026 
Will , haul anything. Clean
oasements Will haul county
-garbage. Call 753-9685 
Will do hauling of any kind, city
or county Call 492-8704.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup. Call 753-5851 
Will haul driveway gravel, dirt
sand. Also do backhoe and
loader work Phone 753-4545
or 753-6763
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
23172/3 Acres of Crop, Land at
Thurs. Nov. 1st, 10:00 A.M.
Location: 7 1/2 miles east of Morganfield, KY Take KY Highway 56 east from Morganfield 6½ miles.
then north on KY Highway 141 one mile to the farm. Watch for signs!
In order to settle the Estate of Clyde Reed. Kurtz Auction and Realty Company will sell the 2317,4 acre
farm described herein..
Selling In Tracts From 234 To 628 Acres
Tract #I- 628 acres of mostly flat land all of which is suitable for row cropping. All bottomland is tilled
and improvements include a grain bin complex with 107.500 bu. of storage, a 40x 120 ft. equipment
shed and a large trench sifo.
Tract #2 - 488 acres of gently rolling crop land. Improvements on this tract include three pole buildings
with metal sides.
Tract #3 - 543 acres with frontage on KY Highway 141. This is all rolling crop land with two 40160 ft.
general purpose buildings. a 40x120 ft. show barn and a 15-acre lake.
Tract #4 - 234 acres of flat to gently rolling crop land with a three bedroom ranch style brick home with
central air and heat.
Tract #5 - 4242/3 acres of gently rolling crop land With frontage on Highway 141. This tract has no
buildings and sells subject to a Peabody lease that pays S72,500 per year.
Auctioneer's Note: You have, in this auction, the opportunity to do several things for
yourself. You can invest in safe fertile crop land that will consistently give you high
yields and do it in fields that are large enough to handle your big equipment. It is land
already pieced together for you in good sized economical units. For depreciable
assets that give you tax benefits and an investment that is sure to increase in value,
good farm land such as this is hard to beat. Look this land over, make any necessary
financial plans and be with us on November 1st ready to buy.
Bill Kurtz and George Kurtz
Auctioneers and Realtors
Kurtz Auction and Realty Co.
Farm machinery Selling: John Deere #7700 diesel combine _with 4 row corn header; 2 John Deere #5020
diesel tractors: John Deere #4020 diesel tractor with power shift: 2 John Deere 7-16 breaking plow: 2
john Deere 18 ft. fold-up disk on dual rubber tires; John Deere 8' row corn planter (hydraulic): John
Deere #550 spray fiberglass tank complete with heavy duty tires, hoses and pump John Deere #727
14 ft. Gyramor bush hog type mower: John Deere 6 row shovel cultivator: John Deere 2 wheel field
hitch: John Deere 6 ft. 3-point hitch grader blade: Hutchinson 48 8" auger with electric motor: 1-12 ft.
field cultivators: Fox "Super 100" 2 row silage chopper with PTO: Farmhand silage feed wagon with
PTO and side unioader: 2 wheel 150 bu. capacity manure spreader with PTO: flat metal bed wagon
v4ith 4 rubber tires
For maps. details and other information, contact the auctioneers.
Auction Being Held to Settle the
ESTATE OF CLYDE REED
H. Glenn Doran, Exec
KURTZ
AUCTION AND REALTY COMPANY
104 East Main, Morganfield KY 502 389 1777
105 N. 12th BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE 753-8080
New Home -3 BR., 2 Bath - Den, Living room,
heat pump, central air, fireplace, 2 car garage
with elec. door opener, price reduced to 855,500.
orwmaiim
1530 Beckett, new 4 BR., 3 bath home, large
sunken family room, w/fireplace. Economical
heatTuretp, you must see to appreciate.
NEW 
1105 Mulberry, this older home can be bought for
only $12,750. Large living room, kitchen,
bedroom, bath downstairs, 4 bedrooms upstairs.
Gas heat. Nice lot, good location.
726 4
L.J
A fine home in perfect condition has 4 BR., 2
Bath,, üdy,tilaytocuil; fireplace. Large feneed
in back yard, located on Kirkwood, Central gas
heat and air. 2 car garage. $67,500.
"Professional Services
Neat 2 BR., frame home, situated on 41/2 
acres,
(mostly wooded). Only 3 miles from Murray 
off




30 tendable acres, west of Murray, neat 3 BR.,
home-Ott:ire:at, carpet, large family roota,:iiVer.._
1000 ft. frontage on 94W. High 50's.









Newly decorated and carpeted, 3 BR., B.V.
home, large kitchen-den, spacious master
bedroom, carport. Located on 641 N. about 51/2
miles from Murray. Priced $37,500.
rTri
•
In lovely Gatesboro, almost new 3 BR., B.V., 2
baths, this breathtaking home looks to the
future. Charming great room, beamed ceiling,
.cozy fireplace. Economical heat pump, cour-
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PUT IT IN THE
24. Miscellaneous
Bath- tubs 5 ft steel white
$64 99. Colors $69 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar




length delivered $25 per rick
Boyer Tree Service 753-8536
For sale Quality seconds
fiberglass at discount prices tor
greenhouses mobile home skir-
ting garages carports utility
buildings Prices for 10 cents
so ft and up Desks chairs
safes and file cabinets Ross 8
Sons Salvage Mdse Inc. Mar-
tin, TN 38237 Phone 901-587-
2420 Open Mon-Fri 730 to
500 Sat 7 30 to 300
Firewood for sale will deliver
$18.00 per rick Call 753-6837
For sale Large black locust
seasoned fence posts 753-
5000 or 753-5595 
Mobile home roof coating 5
. gallon pail $26 99 Wal,in
- Hardware Paris
Ace Snapper, 8 horse riding
lawn mower $325 753-1380
after 6 pm
Over 800 rolls of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams.
Southside Shopping Center .
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener. Sharpens your chain
like a pro $11.99 Wallm Hard-
ware. Pans.
Skit saws All with 7'4 cutting
blade, model 553 529 99




Save up to 90 per cent on
ladies mens and childrens
tasrions New and like new We
sell for you and to you Only
tine quality and current styles
accepted Tee Answer. 1407
Main St Benton KY Open 6
days 10 til 5 prn_
72 inch Seth Thomas floor
:Lick Westminster chimes ex-
cellent condition $125 753-
0609 after 5 pm
Used Minolta SRT 201 camera
with F 1450 mm lens. 135
.T.r11 lens and wide angle lens
excedent condition Call - 753-
1919 between 8 and 5 pm
Wood for sale $25 per rick for
hickory oak and ash Delivered
in Murray area only Call 753-
3663 and ask for Chris Snyder 
25-3-iisiness Services
Sherri s Soap and Shape all
breed dog grooming Hours. 9
am til 5 pm Tuesday through
Saturday 104 N '13th St, 753-
0556 No answer or after
hours_ 437-4311 Call for an
appointment today 
The Poodle Shop professional












































Saturday, October 20 at 10 a.m. Rain or shine at
the Mrs. Thurmond Jobe home, approx. 6 mi. south of
Murray, KY. on Hwy. 641 So., across from Paschall:
Trailer Sales.
Will sell: 53 Ferguson tractor, plow r2-14"1, disc,
bush hog, 3 pt. seeder.
Oak office desk, 4 drawer file cabinet, elec. ad-
ding machine, checkwriter, air compressor & paint
sprayer, come along, pressure cooker, heavy duty
drill, anvil, 3 log chains. Johnson outboard, trolling
motor, elec. meter base, wrought iron posts, boxes
of nails, tires & wheels, 16 in. Homelite saw, skill
saw, elec. roaster, refrigerator, lots of aluminum
roofing & lumber, 3 metal gates, horse drawn rake
& other tools, 2 rolls woven wire, storm doors & win-
dows & all parts, 2 aluminum eaten. ladders, bench
grinder, vise, elec. motors, Texas saddle, hames &
harness. 22 Magnum revolver and auto. rifle, single
B. shotgun.
Antiques: 3 nice rockers, picture frames, several
quilts, smoothing irons, wardrobe, fancy wood door,
corn sheller, 6 theatre seats, bath tub, lanterns,
fruit jars, hand tools, and many items not yet listed.
Not responsible for accidents, detailed an-
nouncements day of sale. Eats & drinks. For in-
formation call:
AUCTIONEERS
Terry Shoemaker Bob Frosty i Miller
753-9324 492-8594
26. TV-Radio
MCS series stereo component
system. Includes AM-FM
receiver turn table cassette
deck and 2 speakers Less than
1 year old $480 new, will sell
for $215 Call 759-1620
- Stack 3 Mosbey s CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico




We are now open in our new location on
121 at the County line. (Formerly
Higgens Grocery).
OPENING SPECIAL
8-16 oz. Pepsi or Mountain Dew
Only $1.39
IVo invite 6Nov cvo tailors to come son vs in our now locution
Wanted Responsible person to
take up payment on 19 color
t v warranted Also a used 25
color t v Claytons-1 & B Music
open til 6 pm 753-7575 
27:Mobile Home Sales
1974. furnished. 12x65. all
electric. 3 bedrooms bath and
half washer and dryer, air con-
ditioner. new carpet. $5250
Call 474-2257
1975 Double wide on 2 acre
lot, central air well and large
garage, located in Kirksey
Price reduced. Call 489-2248
after 5 pm 
For sale 1968 Richmond 2
bedroom. 12x50 house trailer
Unfurnished. complete new
electrical copper wiring
system gas heated $3250
Rosehpauls Hair Shop. 354-
6644
For sale by owner 2 bedroom
mobile home 12x65. central
air and heat. on 3L2 acres all
fenced Stock barns, fruit
trees. large bass pond Also
11i15 block house for guests
Asking $22.000. Call 753-
2757 '
Cor sale 2 bedroom bath.
1265 mobile home Furnish-
ed. Possibly left on the acre of
land rent'free $5000 Phone




12x60, 2 bedrooms 2 baths
new carpet. gas heat, partially
furnished $5800 Call 753-
5097 or 753-7849 after 5 pm
1972 12x60 Two bedroom with
central air, gas heat anchored
furnished with good house fur-
niture washer and dryer Will
sell unfurnished or partially
Call 767-4023 after 3-30 pm




Practice piano w/bench $200
Used Kimball organ model 162. 2 keyboards, ba',i
pedals, magic chord, rhythm. (1 year warranty'
$488
Wurlitzer Deluxe spinet organ. French Provincia.,
45 magic 1 finger chords I we will warrant i _4588
Kimball Swinger 1100. Syntesized voices. Too
deluxe to describe. Must see. Sold new for $3295...-
Now 81688.
Wurlitzer FUNMAKER Custom. Only 2 months old.
Sold new for over $2000. Make offer.
New
Kimball spinet piano or Kimball spinet organ.
Limited supply!
YOUR CHOICE $988
ALL INSTRUMENTS REDUCED 2 WEEKS ONLY
We ,have a complete sheet music department in-
cluding top country, religious and teaching
methods.
Kimball Music Center is owned and operated by
Conrad Piano and.Organs "A name trusted to ser-
vice what they sell."
KIMBALL MUSIC CENTER
601 Broadway - Paducah, Ky.
Pb. (502)443-3879
1975. 12x70 Two bedroom
with central heat and air, fur-
nished with washer dryer and
dishwasher. Call 753-4963
after 5.30 pm. 
28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent 2 bedroom trailer at
Rivena Courts .prefer couple
489-2611
Two bedroom trailer, private
lot washer and dryer. water
furnished Call 753-0725
Three bedroom trailer, nicely
furnished, wood lot for hogs
barn, electric heat' 01 wood
heat. east of Almo. $65 per
month Call 753-6791 
29. Heating-Cooling 
Electric heaters, 4000 Watt. 4
stack. $35 99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
Good used wood heating stove
Call 753-8473
Wood heater, automatic,
deluxe cabinet, brick lined
cast iron grates and doors. 24.
fire box. $199.99. Two speed
automatic blower. $49 99
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
30. Business Rental
if: I I I1)6
For rent on South 5th St .
small offices. available at once
located on first floor 753-5000
or 753-5595
Shop for rent Call after 6 pm
753-6966
32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished apartment for rent
close to University. Call 753-
1418 after 4 pm
One bedroom. $80 per month
hid bedroom $100 per month
Stove and refrigerator furnish-
In Lynn Grove 753-7874
34. Houses For Rent
Dwelling house presently va-
cant has been used 12 years
tor church renovate to your
own liking Choice level lot
1530040
Three bedrooms living room
dining room utility room and
garage Furnished with stove
refrigerator and dishwasher
$300 per month Call 753-
6291 after 5 pm
36. For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT
Warehouse storage
space, up to 1,000 sq.








Springing Holstein heifers Call
502-694-3500 after 8 pm
Milburn Ky. 
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC registered Cocker Spaniel
puppies 7 weeks old $75
each Call 753-0662
AKC Orman Shepherd pup-
pies solid black and solid
white 502-554-2153 
All breed groommgs and boar-
ding We also board pets AKC
Pug and AC Mina Schnauzers
usually available Phone Hid-




weeks old. Call 753-
3928 after 4 PM
Apartment for









and dryer hookup. central heat
and air Call 753-7550
' Very nice large unfurnished
apartment, 5 rooms plus utility
room. close to campus Call
753-7276 
31 Rooms for Rent
Room for rent, $70 per month,
utilities furnished. 753-1812 or
759-4909. 
-34:11Ougnineltent
For rent Partially furnished
farmhouse, garden. etc Near
school You put in bath, make
repair's, rent negotiable. Write
Box 32 T
Two year old registered Irish
Setter with papers $100 759-
4083
Two blue tick hounds 14 mon-
ths old ready to hunt $75
each 753-9683 
41. Public Sale
Big 4 party yard sale Friday
and Saturday mile off 121
'East on Cherry Corner Road
753-8263
Big yard sale Saturday and
Sunday Hand and garden
tools. books some clothes.
tractor harness tiller and
much more Turn let' r,n
blacktop off 94 East tor!ow
signs
Carport sale. Saturday October
20th at 108 S 13th 8 .11 4 ;-,m,
Tredle sewing machine twin
bed mattress and springs
plants one room air condi-
tioner. and clothes
Carport sale at 1602 Sunset
Drive Saturday October 20th
from 8 til 5 pm Lots of tools
household items and more
41, Public Sale
Four party yard sale at 1203
Olive Street. Saturday October
20th 8 til 4 pm Children's
brand name clothes adult
clothes, dishes half bed,
chest, records lamps etc
Four paily garage sale. Satur-
day, October 20th at 823 North
19th St Papereck books,
bicycle,' clothes of all sizes.
some antiques, many goodies
Four party yard sale. Saturday.
on highway 121 in Coldwater,*
next to Church of Christ. 9 am
til ?. linens bedspreads
drapes, vases flower pots
clothing, freezer bowls, bath
towels a walking and logging
exerciser with meter. other
items too numerous to men-
tion. If rains sale will be held
following Saturday
Garage sale, Saturday. October
20th. 8 til 2, 1608 Catalina
Drive 48 piece knife collec-
tion, cameras, flowers,
miscellaneous kitchen items. 2
solid cherry tables, clothes
toys. lamps, etc
Garage sale Canterbury
Estates 1503 London Drive All
types of articles Rain or shine
'inside garage Saturday from 8
am til 6 pm and Sunday 1 pm
III 6 pm
Garage sale. Friday and Satur-
day. October 19th and 20th
Maytag wringer washer old
quilt clothes miscellaneous
1603 Hermitage
Garage sale, Friday 12 noon 01
5 Saturday until 4 pm Good
selection of items lots of
clothes 1507 Dudley Drive
Three party garage sale Satur-
day October 20th 7 mil 5 115
Spruce Street




decorating items at.half price
clothing baby chothing and
items 'maternity clothes and
toys •
`Ora sale multi-party. Satur-
day October 20th 8 111 5 811
Broad Extended Many rtems,
some furniture Rain or shine
'Yard sale 522 S 6th St . Fri-
day October 19th and Satur-
day October 20th Antique,
Pump organ 2 piece living
room suite clothes, toys, odds
and ends
rand sa e 1306 Poplar Street





8 Parts, Saturday 8







Jctober 20th 208 S
• , 5 pm Clothes
' o quilting frames
-1Ianeous
AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night 6:30 p.m. 641 Auction
House on Paris and Murray Hwy.
Selling Walnut fainting couch, walnut tables, mar-
ble top table, beds, oak dresser, oak ice box, oak
side board, curio cabinet, siesta ware dishes,
depression glass, old blue and white milk pitcher,








Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24 Also born style, of-fices, cottages, mobile home ad ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble vit to 24x 60. Buy the best for less.
CUM MN III I P 0t Ago P
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLESUILDINGS
Auction Sale
Saturday, October 20th, 10 am. at the
late James West home 2 miles south of
Mayfield on the Cuba Highway. Will sell a
large lot of carpentry and wood working
tools, 10" Radial arm saw, jointer,sander, ban saw, drill, skill and jigmill right tools, chisels, bits, files, vises,
wrenches, hand saws, harurners,bolts, screws, lumber, doors,truck tool box, carpenter t 
saws,
tools, and odd collector items. These tools







Yard sale. 2 families Antique
furniture, depression glass,
hard pottery, apartment size
portable washing machine 2
antique show cases, shoes and
purses to match, clothes, and
numerous other items. Highway
68 '4 mile from Johnathon
Creek Bridge turn right at
lohnathon Shores Watch for
signs Friday and Saturday,
19th and 20th
- - 
Yard sale, 307 S 6th. Saturday,
AM only
Yard sale Friday October 19th,
8 til 4 3 miles south on 641
hont of Paschall Truck Lines
Stereo new piano, school bus
camper clothes, leans, all
sizes some large dishes, game






A park-like setting!!.!. Tree lined
streets quiet neighborhood
and a rustic A-frame All
waiting for you 3 bedrooms
arranged for complete privacy.
spacious living room with
woodburning fireplace double
garage 2500 sq ft Just
reduced"' Call 753-1492
now Offered by Century 21
Loretta lobs Realtors
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
Extra large lot over 300 ft
deep gives you room to enjoy
privacy in the city 3 bedrooms
2 baths with living room plus
den and. built-in kitchen and
lots of storage Call Helen today
for an appointment to move
you into this cheerful home
Spann Realty Associates, 753-
7724
For the greatest return on
money Invest in real
estate We have a business op-
portunity for you that will let
you build up equity 'receive an
income and provide a good tax
shelter Approximate monthly
income of $800 Call for more
information 753 -




Fall and winter could
find you well fixed as
these rental properties
located in walking
distance to the Univer-




help . on your winter
payments. Call or
come by to check on






392 N. 111k Si. is
Great location' 204 South 9th
,t Convenient to hospital. doc-
tors, town. shopping. and chur-
ches Living room. kitchen. 2
bedrooms, and bath ROof is
one year old Neat older home.
• listed at $32.000 Shroat-
Waldrop Real Estate, 159-
1107. 
Quality plus in this fine home
in Cantebury 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, living room, family room
with fireplace. and seperate
rec room. Marble baths. lee
and Monicello carpets, natural
wood paneling, central inter-
com and vacuum systems,
smoke and fire detectors. Top





4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on 11/2 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost - 60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-.




Choice building site of over tire
acres on Murray-Brandon Mill
Road near Hamlin KY and Ken
tucky lake Restricted to homes
only Slope facing south
suitable for solar energy type
home Priced at only $6250
Financing available John C
Neubauer Realtor, 1111
Sycamore Murray 153-0101 or
753-7531
Executive home. 5 bedrooms, 3
baths family room Extras
galore in this energy saving
home Beautiful hooded lot
Heat pump automatic roof




clad thermo doors, beautiful
kitchen cabinets, electric
garage door opener. Shroat-







Five acre solar home site with
liveable underground portion
completed 30x40 concrete
block shop building and con-
crete block well house Located
lust off Overbey Road, 2'2
Tiles from town Exceptional
buy at $30.000 Call Russ
Spurlock at Song Realty
Associates, 753-7724
Farm Land
We have just listed a
200 acre farm with ap-
proximately 120 acres
tendable. The farm
has two tobacco bases
and barn as well as a
6,000 bushel grain bin.
Owner also has a
mobile home and 35
acres, 20 of which are
tendable, for only
$29,900. Call today on
both these farms.
Phone Kopperud Real-
ty 753-1222 your farm
land headquarters in
Calloway County.
Two bedroom house and three
acres on Buffalo-Sulphur Road
east New Concord Priced at
only $13.000 John C
Neubauer,' Realtor 1111
Sycamore St. Murray 753-
0101 or 753-7531
This makes-house sense"' For
the active family who wants a
really functional home, here's
an opportunity 3 bedroom. 2
baths fully equipped kit-
chen A good place to raise a
family Let us show you this
home today Call 1492 Of-
fered by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
Priced RightS




acres of land, with









51/2 miles from Murray
on 641 N. $37,500.
4% 
Call o 753-1080 
44. Lots For Sale
Lots - Lots • Lots! 2 adiacent
lots with city water and sewer
on Doran Road, $7500 each;
Your choice in Lake Forest sub-
division, $2100, $2300;
Panorama Shores, $2100, Ken-
tucky Lake Development,
$1500; Mobile home lot with
water. sewer, and utilities,
Comrad Heights, $4800;
Maplewood Estates, city water,
$3509i-takewly Shores, met
lot, $1800; 7- lots 8ayvad
Vista. $1300; Meadow Green
ACres, city water, $3500; 2 lots
on Clayshire, $2500 and
$3500. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.
44. Lots For Sale
Lot for sale Kentucky Lake
Pine Ridge Shores, wooded
area walking distance to lake
sacrafice must sell, $1100
443-6045 or 502-239-7215
Large wooded lots, city water. 4
miles East 94, restricted area,
Oakwood subdivision 153-
5593
Two lots. 100x210 each,
Dinguid Drive, zoned R-4, city
water and sewer. $1500 each
153-5744. 
46. HoMes FoiUe
A 3 bedroom house with 2 full
baths, including a sunken
shower, carport, black top
drive. 4 out buildings. 5 apple
trees, grape vine, large dog
pen, electric heat, 90 per cent
carpet. 1 acres garden spot
located 14 south of Hazel on
641. Phone 498-8680
House for sale by owner
$17,000 or best offer Call 153-
5375 after 5.30 pm
46. Homes For Sale
House for sale in Canterbury
New 4 bedroom house dewing
completion Call 753-3903._
5 bedroom 2 bath brick home
with living room. fireplace and
den 30x50 concrete block
body shop located on 3 acres
Price reducedf Call 435-438?
or 753-8213
Votorcycles 
350 Four cylinder Honda
motorcycle 4.000 miles. ex-
cellent condition windshield
759-1850 after 6 pm.
411-.11-0-6.-&-irtces
Car batteries, 35 month
guarantee 80 amp $29 99 ex
change 60 month guarantee
95 amp, $39 99. exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris
49. Useirtars - - -
1978 Carnet°, power and air
red with black interior, good
gas mileage $4750 Call 753,
8200
AUCTION SALE
Friday, October 19th, 6 P.M., 904 Story Ave., Murray,
Ky.
Will sell old furniture, small appliances, glass,
china, cooking utensils, trinkets, and some antique
items. Like new living room suite, odd couches, and
chairs, bunk beds, antique bed and others, rugs, lots
of books, lamps, drop leaf table and chairs, tree




435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.
z




Sat., October 17, 1979
10:00 AM
Cuba Road 3 miles South of Hwy. 94 at George
Davidson Farm.
MODERN 3 BEDROOM HOME
& 50 ACRES IN 3 TRACTS
Mkt_
TRACT 1: 3 bedroom aluminum sided home on 1 acre
lot. You:II enjoy country living in this home with 2
baths, stone fireplace, large kitchen with lots of
cabinets and new carpet throughout. All this on a nice
lot with good shade and a well with new pump and
holding tank.
TRACT 2- Approximately 14 acres level, productive row
crop land now in beans. This tract has lots of black top
road frontage and is partially fenced.
TRACT 3. Approximately 35 acres rolling land with 21
acres clear and in pasture. Balance in timber. This tract
is fenced aft around and has 2 ponds and a good metal
barn..
Tracts will be sold separately and offered in com-
bination.
EQUIPMENT
801 Ford Powermaster in good condition, 8 ft pickup
disc, 214" plows, John Deere mower, 4 wheel wagon,
1971 Ford pickup V-8 needs body work, other
miscellaneous items.
°TIMERS: Mr. & Mrs. &wee Davidson
TERNS: 20 wad down with balance within 30 days.
POSSESSION: Tracts I and 3 within 30 days. Traci 7 afar
removal of aop.
AUCTIONEERS






















































Nos000l Moos* .•14. olo•te cob, 3615 owed., to elk.. Illotery Pold. Ser..
Lora.
PAGE MIME MURRAY, K ., LEDGER &TIMES, Thursda , October 18, 1.979
-
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
49. Used Cars
1971 Chrysler V8 automatic,
full power Also wood stove
with blower Both are in good
condition. Call 489-2200
19/6 Cutlass Supreme. power,
air, AM-FM 8-track, maroon
with white vinyl half-roof, wire
wheel covers $2815 Call 153-
6677.
1979 Honda Accord LX, 5.
speed, factory air, power steer-
ing. $6,900 Call 753-2266.
1977 Hornet AMX. 28,000
miles, red with white interior,
extras Call 753-5897 
1978 Monte Carlo Landau,
power steering and brakes. air,
AM-FM, CB radio. low mileage.
excellent condition, one owner
642-5027 mornings 
1974 Vega GT. automatic, air."
-$350 Call 753-3918
49. Used Cars
1973 MG Midget, good condi-
tion, new tires, new top. Call
after 6 pm. every day except
Wednesday, 753-3984. 
1973 Monte Carlo. Call 153-
8361 
1968 Plymouth Satellite 383,
excellent running condition.
Must sell 753-2677. 
1969 VW Bug, excellent condi-
tion, excellent gas mileage.
Call 753-7259 or 753-2395
after 5 pun. 
1974 Vega Hatchback,
automatic, good condition,'
$895 1975 Ford Gran Torino,
automatic and air, excellent
condition, $1175. Call 489-
2595 
1977-728 Camaro, white with




Closed *11 Day Wed,
Saturday 7:30 5:00  1 PRICE SHAVE 75'
49. Used Cars
1970 Datsun Sport Roadster,
good top. tonneau cover, a light
blue beauty classic convertible.
436-2146. 
1974 Eldorado Cadillac, ex-
cellent condition, •red with
white vinyl top, red leather in-
terior. Call 753-9706 or 753-
9422. 
1976 Ford Granada, good on
gas, low mileage, excellent
condition, must sell. 753-2677.
1973 Ford Pinto, automatic, 4
cylinder, 36,000 miles. Call
753-9621. 
For sale: 1978 T-Bird Town Lan-
dau, fully loaded, moon roof.
Take over payments plus $200.
753-0318 after 6 pm.
For sale:. 1973 Oldsmobile









PRIME COMMERCIAL & INVESTMENT CHOICE RESIDENTIAL
DATE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1979
10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: LONGVIEW DAIRY FREEZE AND LONGVIEW ONE STOP. ONLY 1 MILE OF FAMOUS PARIS LAN-
DING ON KENTUCKY LAKE
Worry Owe Or so leered r I prs sera lahlrg rs noway robot I mind • 14 poINA4 error ore .1 repay
Fr promo • W. sorer pr preps 6, /rem I. Its be rook fir ea Ile mar,/ by drag. dee
Itror row arr. bar *armor re dee
SPECIAL LOCATIONS: ONLY IQ MILES OF DOVER, TENN. ONLY 17 MILES OF PARIS, TENN. AND MURRAY,
KY DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM THE SOUTHERN PART OF TVA's FAMOUS LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES (LBO
ENVIANCE TO PINEY CAMP GROUND APPX. 500 YDS.
OWNERS: LARRY LITTLE LEE COURTNEY FERE HAUDHVICHLT
REASON FOR SALE: OWNERS HAVE OTHER INTEREST.
TERMS: 10% DOWN SALE DATE - BALANCE ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 5, 1979
POSSESSEON DATE: DAY Of CLOSING
SURVEY PLATS WILL BE AVAILABLE, WITH FULL DETAILS ON SALE DATE - OR BY CHECKING WITH AUC-
TION FIRM.
DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE AND SALE ORDER
TRACTS: 1-2-3-will vary in size from four acres to five acres with long road fron-
tage on U.S. 79 Highway. Plenty of room for your business or ideal for special
home. Already has lots of landscaping and excavation finished on each troct.
LONGVIEW DAIRY FREEZE - comes complete to you with 1 plus acres, all the equip-
ment and ideal setup for the family to run. Owners report leasing dairy freeze lost
year for $6,000.00. look at and buy this fine property. Full details concerning
water and sewer system will be explained sale date.
Derr lirro Merle Park 14.44 co a, rod we bre to be mord Carr herr or cal
terboriel Proper
TRACT 6 - will consist of 1 acre commercial tract on U.S. 79 with full descrip-
tion on sale date with new survey plat.
TRACT 7 end BALANCE OF TRACTS will be beautiful residential tracts lying bock of
businesses with beautiful shade trees, plenty of grass, ideal for your home, second
home. Investment property or buy to have that beautiful site close to Kentucky
Lake and 1131 have a look and buy.
NOTICE: auction firm reserves right to regroup two businesses and sell as complete
package, or any tracts that he so desires.
NOTE: No iigiiipment or stock included with the one stop. Some equipment which in-
chides, 3 sliding glass door coca cola boxes, I mobile sign and letters, minnow
tanks, computer typo cash register and several other items will be sold separate.
AUCTIONEER'S COMMENT: Many times have we all passed these businesses and
commented, there's a gold mine right there. Now you have the opportunity to own
any of this fine property, either to invest in an excellent homesite here or commer-
cial tract will.be your dollars well spent. All of you know land in this area never
becomes available for the public to buy. Check this out, come prepared to buy.
Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
filliffelir"111111
Office 1 Mile North of Dover, Tennessee
on U. S. Highway 79
615-232-5150
Auctiomer: Ed "Ii" 9opr8, k. $45
Dover, Tow., 232-6221
4.4.44.4444.1 Ivy el Mg* la bre prerreer rer Orr meter Flit 11011811111105
27.77.77: -
iF-1 fr
E. BOYD MA1 RSREAL ESTATE753-8080_____
11•1•Mr
49. Used Cars  •
1979 LTD II, 4 months old,
4000 mites, last one delivered
new in Murray Call 753-6784. 
1979 Mark V, loaded with
everything including moon
roof. Call 753-4509 or 153-
7357. 
50. Used Trucks
1977 Chevrolet two-ton truck,
low mileage with or without
cattle bed. 527-1315 or 474-
8854. • 
1970 Chevrolet Pickup $750.
Call 759-4683. 
1979 C1-5 Renegade, white
with blue strips, power steer-
ing, positive track, lock out
hubs, perfect condition. $6850
or best offer. 753-6802 or 153-
,7108. 
1968 Ford 6 cylinder
automatic, 4 ton pickup.
Motor overhauled. $850. Call
days 753-4751 or after 5 pm
753-3447. k.
1974 Ford pickup, $1900. Call
153-4094 after. 4 pm. 
1973 Ford F-100 Ranger
pickup, V8, AT, IS, good condi-
tion, make offer. 436-2146. 
1976 GMC Sierra Grande, air.
ps, pb,- tilt wheel; 43,000
miles. $2900. 759-1759. 
1979 Jeep Honcho Pickup,
loaded with assorries. Call 753-
4509 or 7537357. 
One 1972 C-60 Chevrolet 2 ton
truck, will take.16 ft. bed, ex-
tra clean. $2750. Call days
615-242-5150, nights 615-232-
6221.' 
1912 Two-ton Chevrolet truck.
427 motor, 5-speed, 2-speed
axle, good tires, air, brakes,
power steering, 16 ft. grain
bed, 23,000 lb. rear aide, 9000
lb front axle, new 22 ton dou-
ble cylinder hoist. Call 753-
6626 or' 753-5198. 
51. Campers 
Complete winterizing "and
repair on all brands. Winter
storage available. Hitches,
parts, and accessories. White's
. Camper Sales, Highway 94
East, Murray, KY. 753-0605.-
For sale: 1913 Windsor travel
trailer, fully 'equipped, $400
and take over note. Call 753-
4150 between 10 and 5:30,
ask for terry. ,
Overhead ,r,anwer for long
wheel base' truck, in good con-
dition. $600. Call 492-8515.
16' Scotty camper. $475. Can
be seen at 1100 Miller Ave. or
phone 753-7581 after 4 pm. 
52. Boats and Motors 
For sale: 1977 16 ft. Hydra-
Sport bass boat with 1977 150
hp Mercury motor. Call 489-













53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered 
Chimneys and stoves cleaned.


















All types home remodeling and
maintenance. References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948. 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing, •
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4961 or 1-
362-4895. 
Backhoe work; septic inks,
footings, and gravel hauled.
492-8258. 
Carpentry servtce. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565. 
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-547E. 
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2714
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. _Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after.4 pm.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310, for free estimates.
Licensed electrician. Puompt.
efficient service, reasonable





and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in. with or without windows.
Also carports, single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 6 pm
Plumbing or electrical repair
on well pumps_ water heaters,
ranges. Also dishwashers in-
stalled. James Burkeen, 474-
2257. 
For your home alterations,
repair, and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial,
call 753-6123. 
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Herndon's portable welding


















753 4124 jr 753.6Y
53. Services Offered 
Carpet cleaning, free
estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac. steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
153-5827. 
Carpet and vinyl installed. Work
guarenteed. 7 years experience
in this area. Call Bob Mills at
489-2480. 
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
sumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free-
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-
w 9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343. 
_ For your chain link fencing
needWard. Free estimates. /53-
1966s, contact Montgomery. 
Fence Sales at Sears-noW Call
Sears 753-2310 for free





53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered
Housecleaning done have ex







• Trees Removal & Trimming
•Pmintiog
*Note & Air Ceniftioning
• Mendoing & Electric Repairs
Competitive Rates
•Persoindized Service









- Will haul driveway white rock
- and Ag lime. also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
 Call Roger Hudson 753-6763
or 753-4545 
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-7026 
Will haul anything. Clean
Dasements. Will haul county
garbage. Call 753-9685. _ 
Will do hauling of any kind, city
or county. Call 492-8704. 
Witt haul anything that will lit
in a pickup. Call 753-5857. 
Will haul driveway gravel; dirt,
sand. Also do backhoe and
-loader work. Phone 753-4545
or 753-6763.
_
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
23172/3 Acres of Crop Land at
A
Thurs. Nov. 1st, 10:00 A.M.
location: 71/2 miles east of Morganfield. KY. Take KY Highway 56 east from Morganfielcl 6½ miles.
then north on KY Highway 141 one mile to the farm. Watch for signs!
In order to settle the Estate of Clyde Reed, Kurtz Auction and Realty Company will sell the 2317% acre
lam described herein.
Selling In Tracts From 234 To 628 Acres
Tract #1- 628 acres of mostly flat land all of which is suitable for row cropping. All botiomland is tilled
and improvements include a grain bin complex with 107,500 bu. of storage, a 40x120 ft. equipment
shed and a large trench silo.
Tract #2 - 488 acres of gently rolling crop land. Improvements on this tract include three pole buildings
with metal sides.
Tract #3 • 543 acres with frontage on KY Highway 141. This is all rolling crop land with two 40x160 ft.
general purpose buildings, a 40x120 ft. show barn and a IS-acre lake.
Tract #4 - 234 acres of flat to gently rolling crop land with a three bedroom ranch style brick home with
central air and heat.
Tract #5 - 42444 acres of gently rolling crop land *ith frontage on Highway 141. This tract has no
buildings and sells subject to a Peabody lease that pays $72.500 per year..
Auctioneer's Note: You have, in this auction, the opportunity to do several things for
yourself. You can invest in safe fertile crop land that will consistently give you high
yields and do it in fields that are large enough to handle your big equipment. It is land
already pieced together for you in good sized economical units. For depreciable
assets that give you tax benefits and an investment that is sure to increase in value,
good farm land such as this is hard to beat. Look this land over, make any necessary
financial plans and be with us on November 1st ready to buy.
Bill Kurtz and George Kurtz
' Auctioneers and Realtors
Kurtz Auction and Realty Co.
Farm Machinery Selling: john Deere #7700 diesel combine with 4 row corn header; 2 lohn Deere #5020
diesel tractors; lohn Deere #4020 diesel tractor with power shift: 2 John Deere 7-16 breaking plow; 2
lohn Deere 18 ft. fold-up disk on dual rubber tires; lohn Deere-8 row corn planter (hydraulic): john
Deere #550 spray fiberglass tank complete with heavy duty tires, hoses and pump; john Deere # 72 7
14 ft. Gyramor bush hog type mower; John Deere 6 row shovel cultivator; john Deere 2 wheel field
hitch: john Deere 6 ft. 3-point hitch grader blade: Hutchinson 48' 8" auger with electric motor; 1-12 ft.
field cultivators; Fox "Super 100" 2 row silage chopper with Pro; Farmhand silage feed wagon with
PTO and side unloacier: 2 wheel 150 bu. capacity manure spreader with PTO: flat metal bed wagon
with 4 rubber tires
For maps, details and other information, contact the auctioneers
Auction Being Held to Settle the
ESTATE OF CLYDE REED
H. Glenn Doran, Exec
KURTZ
AUCTION AND REALTY COMPANY
104 East Main, Morganheld Ky 502 389 1777
105 N. 12th BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE 753-8080
New Home -3 BR., 2 Bath - Den, Living room,
heat pump, central air, fireplace, 2 car garage
with elec. door opener, price reduced to $55,500.
MOAN
1530 Beckett, new14 BR., 3 bath home, large
sunken family room, w/fireplace. Economical




1105 Mulberry, this older home can be bought for
oply, ;12,750. Large living room, kitchen,
bedroom, bath downstairs, 4 bedrooms upstairs.
Gas heat. Nice lot, good location.
A fine home in perfect condition has 4 BR., 2
Bath, study, playroom, fireplace. Large fenced
in back yard, located on Kirkwood, Central gas
heat and air. 2 car garage. $67,500.
Neat 2 BR., frame home, situated on 41/2 
acres,
(mostly wooded). Only 3 miles from Murray off
94 E. modestly priced at $27,500.
1 pot •
OP
30 tendable acres, west of Murray, neat 3 BR.,
home elec. heat, carpet, large family MOM, over
1000 ft. frontage on 94 W. High 50's.






• "'""1 41, • A
4.141
••,••twvaiMillePF
Newly decorated and carpeted, 3. BR., B.V.
home, large kitchen-den, spacious master
bedroom, carport. Located on 641 N. about 5v2
miles from Murray. Priced $37,500.
t
In lovely Gatesboro, almost new 3 BR., B.V., 2
- baths, this breathtaking home looks to the
future. Charming great room, beamed ceiling,
cozy fireplace. Economical heat pump, cour-
tyard entrarsce, beautifully landscaped,- High -.
60's.
Audra Moody 753-9036
B. B. flook 753-2387
lateen Mai 753-9036 ALTOP•




1 Deaths and Funerals 
Mrs. Hedy Walker
Dies Today; Rites
To Be On Saturday
Mrs. Hedy Tucker Walker of
Murray Route 3 died today at
3:25 a.m. at the Long Term
Care Unit of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 62 years of age.
The Calloway woman, the
wife of Herbert Walker who
died April 12, 1970, was a
member of the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church. Born May 14,
1917, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Hyman Tucker and !Cie
Dowdy Tucker.
Mrs. Walker is survived by
three daughters—Mrs. Larry
(Deborah) Houston, Murray
Route 3, Mrs. Denise Barnett,
South Side Manor, Murray,
and Mrs. Wally (Kay) Dyken.
Los Angeles, Calif.; one son,
Jimmy Wilkerson, Murray;
one sister. Mrs. Jim ( Alma)
Johnston, Martin, Mich.; four
brothers—Will Tucker,
Kalkaska,Mich., Thomas
Tucker, Jr., C Ranch, Calif.,
Hazen Tucker. Southfield,
Midi., and Tommy Joe
Tucker, Royal Oak. Mich.; six
grandchildren. -
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at II a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Gerald Owen officiating.
Burial will follow in the Lone
' Oak Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10 a.m. on
Friday.
Mrs. Rubye Wilson
Dies At Age Of 99;
Rites Here Friday
Mrs. Rubye Wilson, for-
merly of Calloway County,
died Tuesday at Ann Arbor,
Mich. She was 99 years of age
and the wife of the Rev.
Chaxlie Wilson who died in
- — 1961.
A member of the Scotts
Grove Baptist . Church 'in
Calloway County, she is
survived by one daughter,
Miss Carolyn Wilson of Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Graveside services will be
held Friday at '10 a.m. at the
Scotts Grove Cemetery with
the Rev. James Garland of-
ficiating. The Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel will be in




Miss Frances Sexton of 109
Main Street, Murray, died
today at 8:35 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 72 years of
age and her death was due to
an apparent heart attack.
The Murray woman was a
member of- the First United
Methodist Church and the
Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. A
graduate of the University of-
Illinois, she had taught school
at Murray High School and
had been associated with her
father, the late J. D. Sexton, in
the hardware business in
Murray. ' •
Born June 21, 1907, in
Calloway County. she was the
daughter of the late Jesse
Dudley Sexton and Maude
Whitnell Sexton.
Miss Sexton is survived by
two sisters, Miss Ruth Sexton,
709 Main Street, Murray, and
Mrs. J. W. Jane ) Atkins,
McKenzie, Tenn.: one niece,
Mrs: John Nancy Proctor,
and one nephew, John Sexton
Atkins • both of Nashville.
Tenn.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Dr. Walter Mischke,
Jr., and the Rev. Robert
Farless officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Mure4 City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after 7
p.m. tonight (Thursdayi.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. E.) AP USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
600: slaughter steers and heifers
untested ; other represented slaughter
classes steady; feeders steady; corn- -
mercial cows 42.0046.50; utility 44.0°-
49.50; cutter 43.0048.00; canner and cut-
ter under 800 lb 38.0043.00: slaughter
bulls few 1175-1350 lb 54.0065.00; choice
150-310 lb seaters 80.00-92.00, few at
94.50; few good and choice 385-395 lb
calves 63.00-64.00; feeder steers medium
frame No.1 300-400 lb 80.00-94.00: 400400
lb 77.0048.00; 500-700 lb 71.0044.75; 700-
870 lb 65.00-73.50; medium and large
frame No.2 350-600 lb 02.00-74.00; 600-965
lb 54.00-66.00: heifers medium frame
No.1 303-450 lb 67.00-71.50; 400.550 lb
63.0047.00; medium No. 2 350-635 lb
55.0067.00.
Hogs 600; barrows and gilts 25-50
lower: 14 2154S0 lb 36.00-36.55; 2215-236
lb 36.0046.40; 3 250-260 lb 34.00-34.50:
sows steady; 1-2 375-450 lb 29.00-30.00;
450-500 lb 30.0041: 500.625 lb 31.00-32.50,
few up to 33.76; boars over 300 lb 27.75-
28.00.




Rangerettes of the Woodmen
of the World will have a
Halloween party on Monday,
Oct. 22, at 6:30 pin. at the
WOW Hall.
This event will be sponsored
by the Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of the WOW and all
Rangers and Rangerettes are




The Dexter Senior Citizens
will have a special fund
raising event on Saturday.
Oct. 20. at the Dexter Com-
munity Center.
A bazaar, bake sale, and
yard sale will be held from
9:30 a.in. to 5 p.m., according
to a church spokesman who
invites the public to attend.
TRAINING SEMINAR — 'Murray High School students participated in a leadership
training seminar directed by Sondra Ford of Murray State University. Small group
sessions were held which dealt with problem solving, values clarification, confidence
building, and others which would help one to become an efficient leader. The seminar
was sponsored by Project Independence the gifted-talented program. in photo are;
from left, Ms. Ford, Lisa Russell, Lewis Bossing Diana Duncan, Sandra Whaley and Mary
Jane Estes.
Photo 8 K,asp Peebles
Both Gubernatorial Nominees'
Tax Returns Locked In Vault
By SY !RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Both gubernatorial nominees'
state income tax returns are





Wednesday that the step was
taken, several months ago
"when a lot of people got
inquisitive."
Republican nominee Louie
Nunn has made public his
returns for the past 11 years.
Democrat John Y. Brown Jr.
has declined to publicize his,
and the returns have become
an issue ,in the governor's
race.
Carpenter said he acted to
protect the confidentiality of
state income tax returns.
He said the forms under the
law can be. released only
under court order.
Carpenter said they also can
be shared with other state
agencies on a reciprocal basis,
"if they give us the tax in-
formation we might be
seeking."
Asked if Democratic Gov.
Julian Carroll has access to
the returns, Carpenter said:
I suppose he could ff he
wanted to. He's the chief tax
collector and my boss."
During the Democratic
primary last spring, Carroll
supported a rival of Brown.
(arpenter was asked if the
governor got' to see Brown's
returns at that time. . •
"1 can't tell you, I don't
recall if he ditt before they
were locked up," he said.
'Carpenter declined to
specify where the vault with
the tax returns is located.
As far as I know, no one
has tried to get the returns,"
he said. They are in a special
vault where nobody can get.,to
them.. That's as much as I
want to say."
An aide in Nunn's campaign
commented that - the
safekeeping of the returns
**seems highly unusual" and
that nobody connected ,of-
ficially with the campaign has
asked for them: • •
"i believe I can speak for
I Nunn in saying that we
would request ours be Put
back whereever it should be."
the aide said. I don't un-
derstand the reason for the
secrecy. It adds farther
A eKWA4'411 Murray High Homecoming













i The Blaster sports a five-inch speaker and AutomaticProgram Advance.•Variable TONE Control .Stereo tape head with
1
 
monaural amplifier • Bold. lighted channel readout
• 'Volume control-•Three-way Power capabi ity
ci
1








Attractive cassette recorder features full compliment of
features for recording convenience AC line cord (Ind) or





YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC KIND IN 111111ffiri".
Appl,unres Are Our Only awortiess
HOWARD COY and JINNI SINS, OWNERS
153 ISIS
In Friday Night's Game
Homecoming spirit boosting
activities have been con-
tinuing daily rthis week in
preparation for the Murray
High School-Todd County
game at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
A PTO-sponsored reception
from 9:30 to 11 a.m. • Friday
will begin Friday's activities.
The reception, to be held at the
MHS commons, is for alumni
and friends of the school. The
student council will host a
reception honoring the class of
1975 at 1:30 p.m. Friday.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service Oc-
tober 18,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes41-Heying Stations
Receipts: Act, 814 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady $1.00
US 1-2 200-2301bs. .... fre2S-r34.50
US 2 200-240 lbs 134.00-34.25




-US 1-3 300450 lbs




US 1-3 500-650 lbs . ... 628.01)-29 50
US 2-3 300,500lbs-----635.00-2600
Boars over 300Ibs 33.00-2400
The Homecoming pep rally
will begin at 2:30-p.m. The
four MHS classes will have
their Homecoming float.., on
display on the lawn of the
campus all day.
Pregame ceremonies in-
cluding the presentation of the
queen and her court begin at
7:10 p.m. at Ty Holland
Stadium. The queen will be
selected from thtee can-
didates — Julie Billington,
Kathy Outland and Carol
Edwards. The queen will be
crowned by last years queen,
Je'nny Francis, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Franiis,
Miss - Billington is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Ted
Billington, Miss Outland ic the
daughter of Mrs. Sue Outland
and Stan Outland. and Miss
Edwards' parents ari, hr and
Mrs. Frank Edward,.' All
three are seniors. •
The junior class will -;,risor
the Homecoming danep at
Murray High following the
game.
*CORRECTION *
rhere VVOle two prices that ran imorrectty







reportedly has requested that
the State release a tax claim
filed by Brown in the early
1970s involving about 14,000 in
-a minor dispute. No action has
been taken on that request.
.Carpenter said
unauthorized release of tax
returns by his employees, is
punishable by immediate
dismissal and a possible 1500
fine and six months in jail.
The Nunn campaign has
been running television
commercials on the tax
returns issue which show a




Brown has contended no
. _
public good would be served
by release of his returns,
which he says have' been
thoroughly checked and aP-
proyed by the Internal
Revenue Service, and ghat
embarrassment to his family
would result from the "cir-
cus" reaction that would
follow. -
JAPANESE ART
NEW YORK I AP
"Journey of the Three Jewels:
Japanese Buddhist Paintings
from Western Collections" is
on view at Asia House Gallery
through Dec. 9. -
The exhibit contains over 60
paintings chosen from 20
collections in the United
States and Europe.
W. R. (Dick) Tappan
To Be Speaker At
Quarter Century Club
W. R. !Dick) Tappan,
chairman of the board of the
Tappan Company, will be the
keynote speaker at the ninth
annual meeting of the Quarter
Century Club of the Murray
Operation of Tappan.
The banquet wil be held
Saturday, Oct. 20 at 6:30 p.m.
at the Murray State Univesity
Student Center.
Opening remarks will be
delivered by Macon
Blankedship, current
president of the club, and the
welcome will be given by E. J.
Haver-stock, Tappan vice
president and general'
manager of the local plant.
The invocation will be given
by Willis 0. Colson.
Following Tappan's
remarks, gold watches will be
presented to 30-year members
by Haverstock, -Blankenship
and Earl Lovett, club vice
'president.
Tappan joined the company
operation as an assembly line
worker in 1938 after
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to The Mur-
ray Ledger & Tunes by First of
Michigan Corp., of Murray, are as
follows :








































University and the Harvard
Business School. In addition to
Ins current position, he has
served as president, chief
executive officer ad
treasurer; executive vice
president; manager of the
Mansfield division; director of
engineering; - factory















r— Save on these specials! -1
Save
25% on a// Style PerfectWe/leavening Rooks!
• Over 1300 Patterns • 12 Different Books.
• All Washable • Many Strippable
9t.2.2*
Single roll. Reg. $3.99-$26.99
All Wallcovering packaged in double rolls.
PRO-MAR' INTERIOR
FLAT LATEX WALL PAINT "II 699
99 99 ogol
—9 INCH ROLLER COVERS_
Twin Pack 7 a, Smooth or. Textured
SALI SAI 1




Sale ends October 22
test5 Days/
Classic 99
Our finest fkt wall paint
. the scrubbable latex!











New Classic 99,0er finest


















4 whole lot more.®
Free Decorating Assistance. Easy charge convenience with Master Charge or Visa.
Murray
Southside Shopping Ctr.
South 12th St. 753-3321
.manimmaimanommomm.....m.01
